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A BSTRACT
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) face procurement costs of raw materials and components of more than half of the manufacturers’ total profit. Therefore, OEMs depend on
their suppliers, and the supplier’s performance has a noticeable effect on many product aspects, such as cost, quality, and on-time delivery. Consequently, OEMs place increasing
concentration on a more efficient supply chain utilizing supplier development. Like other
types of investments, investment in supplier development contains the risk whether it pays
off the proposed revenue or not. Therefore OEMs need to be aware of the profitability of
their supplier development investments in advance. Regarding this topic, many researchers
conducted quantitive and qualitative supplier development studies. They tried to address
different aspects of this concept, like supplier development outcomes, applications, or its
importance. They provided in-depth knowledge of suppler development investment in both
theory and practice. The presented studies considered supplier development in a static market situation. Additionally, they did not offer any suggestions toward the profitability of
supplier development regarding the period of investment in a dynamic market.
In this thesis, we take some steps forward from the previous studies. We study multiOEM scenarios consisting of two OEMs and one supplier (a so-called multi-OEM scenario
in this study) that enable us to consider the relationship between OEMs who tend to invest
in the same supplier. Studying a multi-OEM scenario enables us to simulate more realistic
settings. In this regard, by applying game theory, we assume four types of relationships between OEMs that are fully cooperative, collaborative (simultaneous and sequential decisionmaking), and non-cooperative. Moreover, in a multi-OEM scenario, we consider the effect
of trust between OEMs. We implement Model Predictive Control (MPC) to evaluate the
profit of OEMs investment over time. MPC is a well-established method for dynamic systems and recently received great attention in supply chain management. MPC implements a
series of control aspects to provide decision-makers an optimal option over a moving horizon
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to minimize the deviations from the proposed goals. Using MPC, we take the dynamics of
the market into account. We considred two use-cases to gain real-world data to investigate
supplier development investment for OEMs in dynamic and static market situations. We selected the Samsung smartphone S-series as a short life cycle product and the Mercedes Benz
A-class as a middle life cycle product. We obtained the data of these two use-cases from the
database of Germany’s Federal Office for Statistics.
The results of this study reveal that supplier development is considerably profitable in
total. Furthermore, the results show that supplier development is an efficient tool to reduce
OEM’s product price by mitigating the production cost, ending with customer satisfaction.
Even a small investment in suppliers causes profit compared to the scenario where no supplier development is implemented. Higher investments still result in an increased profit.
Moreover, our experiment on OEMs’ different relationships shows that OEMs tend to invest
for more extended periods rather than the other scenarios in a fully cooperative scenario.
Also, in a full cooperative scenario, the OEMs gain the advantage of faster and higher production cost reduction. The non-cooperative scenario results indicate that OEMs look after
shorter investment periods while the investment is not paying off. Thus, OEMs should cut off
the investment in the development of the supplier in shorter periods. Furthermore, our study
considering dynamic market conditions shows that supplier development results in higher or
at least close-to-equal profits for most of the proposed scenarios. Overall, the results show
that considering the market dynamics depends on the planned period of the overall supplier
development program. For short programs, the static assumptions cause better revenues
since the optimizer issues investments quickly at the beginning of the project. Finally, the
results reveal that the OEMs’ orientation to either make the trust or focus on optimizing their
favorable revenue influences the overall outcome. Assuming a balanced trust level leads to
the highest level of revenue, both for the individual OEMs and overall for involved parties.

Z USAMMENFASSUNG
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) sind mit steigenden Beschaffungskosten für Rohstoffe und Komponenten konfrontiert, die mehr als die Hälfte des Gesamtgewinns der Hersteller ausmachen. Entsprechend wirkt sich die Leistung der Lieferanten spürbar auf viele
Produktaspekte aus, z.B. auf die Kosten, Qualität und die Pünktlichkeit der Lieferung. Folglich konzentrieren sich OEMs zunehmend auf eine Effizienzsteigerung der Lieferketten,
indem sie Ansätze aus der Lieferantenentwicklung nutzen. Wie bei anderen Arten von Investitionen sind Investitionen in die Lieferantenentwicklung mit Risiken verbunden, bspw.
ob sich diese in einem angemessenen Zeithorizontrentieren. Daher müssen sich OEMs im
Voraus der Rentabilität ihrer Investitionen in Lieferantenentwicklungsprogramme bewusst
sein. In diesem Kontext sind sowohl quantitative als auch qualitative Studien zur Lieferantenentwicklung erschienen. In diesen wurden verschiedene Aspekte wie z.B. Ergebnisse der
Lieferantenentwicklung, Anwendungen oder deren Bedeutung untersucht worden. Diese
Studien resultierten in einem detaillierten Hintergrundwissen über Möglichkeiten und Effekte von Investitionen in die Lieferantenentwicklung in Theorie und Praxis. Allerdings
werden Lieferantenentwicklungen nur in einem statischen Marktumfeld fokussiert. Darüber
hinaus sind keine Einblicke in die Rentabilität der Lieferantenentwicklung hinsichtlich der
Investitionsdauer in einem dynamischen Markt verfügbar.
Diese Arbeit trägt maßgeblich zum Stand der Forschung bei, indem zusätzliche Aspekte
dynamischer Marktsituationen berücksichtigt werden. Es werden Multi-OEM-Szenarien untersucht, die aus zwei OEMs und einem Lieferanten bestehen. Durch die Untersuchung
von Multi-OEM-Szenarien können realistischere Situationen simuliert werden. In dieser
Hinsicht wreden wir unter Anwendung der Spieltheorie vier Arten von Beziehungen zwischen OEMs untersucht, die vollständig kooperativ, kollaborativ (gleichzeitige und sequentielle Entscheidungsfindung) und nicht kooperativ sind. Darüber hinaus wird des Effekt des
Vertrauens zwischen OEMs integriert. Zu diesem Zweck wird der auf "Modellprädiktiven
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Regelung (engl. Model Predictive Control - MPC)" basierenden Ansatz genutzt, um den
Gewinn der OEM-Investitionen im Zeitverlauf zu bewerten. MPC ist eine etablierte Methode zur Optimierung dynamischer Systeme und hat kürzlich im Supply Chain Management
große Aufmerksamkeit auf sich gezogen. MPC implementiert eine Zeitintervallsteuerung,
um Entscheidungsträgern eine optimale Lösung über einen sich bewegenden Zeithorizont
hinweg zu bieten. Mit MPC kann auch die Dynamik des Marktes berücksichtigt werden,
welche üblicherweise nur schwer prognostizierbar ist. Anhand von zwei Anwendungsfällen
und Realdaten, werden wir Lieferantenentwicklungsinvestitionen für OEMs in dynamischen
und statischen Marktsituationen untersucht. Dabei stellt die Samsung Smartphone S-Serie
ein Produkt mit kurzem Lebenszyklus dar und die Mercedes Benz A-Klasse als Produkt mit
einem mittlerem Lebenszyklus dar. Die Daten dieser beiden Anwendungsfälle stammen vom
Statistischen Bundesamt Deutschland.
Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit zeigen, dass die Lieferantenentwicklung insgesamt ein profitabel es Investment ist. Darüber hinaus zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass die Lieferantenentwicklung effizientes genutzt werden kann, um den Produktpreis des OEM zu reduziert, indem
die Produktionskosten gesenkt und die Kundenzufriedenheit gesteigert werden. Selbst eine
geringe Investition in Lieferanten führt zu einem Gewinn im Vergleich zu Szenarien, in
dem keine Lieferantenentwicklung realisiert wird. Höhere Investitionen führen zu einem
höheren Gewinn. Darüber hinaus zeigt diese Arbeit zu den unterschiedlichen Beziehungen
der OEMs, dass OEMs in einem vollständig kooperativen Szenario eher über einen längeren
Zeitraum investieren, als in den verbliebenen Szenarien. Bei vollständiger Zusammenarbeit
profitieren die OEMs außerdem von einer schnelleren und stärkeren Reduzierung der Produktionskosten. Die Ergebnisse des nicht kooperativen Szenarios zeigen, dass OEMs kürzere
Investitionsperioden anstreben. Darüber hinaus zeigt diese Arbeit, dass die Optimierung für
die meisten vorgeschlagenen Szenarien unter dynamischen Marktbedingungen zu höheren
oder zumindest nahezu gleichen Gewinnen führt. Insgesamt zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass die
Berücksichtigung der Marktdynamik vom geplanten Zeitraum des gesamten Lieferantenentwicklungsprogramms abhängt. Bei kurzen Programmen führen die statischen Annahmen
zu besseren Ergebnissen, da der Optimierer zu Beginn des Projekts schnell Investitionen
tätigt. Darüber hinaus zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass die Ausrichtung der OEMs, entweder
Vertrauen zu schaffen oder sich auf die Optimierung ihrer Einnahmen zu konzentrieren, das
Gesamtergebnis beeinflusst. Unter der Annahme einer ausgewogenen Tendenz zeigt sich der
höchste Gewinn, sowohl für die beteiligten OEMs als auch unter globalen Gesichtspunkten.
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1.1

I NTRODUCTION

Introduction

To deal with increasingly competitive challenges, today’s Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) consider supplier performance a crucial factor in their competitive advantage.
Supplier development is one of the recent approaches to supplier performance enhancement
and consistently requires relationship-specific investments. OEMs rely on suppliers to provide them with essential manufacturing parts. The OEM may invest in supplier development,
a process that is typically safeguarded by formal contracts to minimize partner opportunism,
while profitable for both the supplier (improving performance or capabilities) and OEM
(meeting supply needs). These formal contracts are mainly long-term. In today’s market
situation, which is characterized by ambiguity and rapidly changing demands, companies
should be more flexible and agile. However, the need for flexibility may be hindered by
long-term contracts regarding supplier development. Consequently, the tool of supplier development may be ruled out as an option for innovation and improvement. Therefore it may
lead to an obstacle for the development of Industrie 4.0 and its innovative capacity. This
thesis aims to reduce possible contractual drawbacks, which is inflexibility, and increase the
supplier development investment profits. This chapter renders a brief introduction to this
doctorate project, which consists of motivation, research objectives, and the project’s overall
steps.

1.2

Motivation and problem statement

Today’s increasing technological specialization of products leads OEMs to concentrate on
their core competencies and specialized components. For the procurement of such elements,
1
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supply chain partners tend to form mid to long-term relationships [139]. Component and
material cost mostly amount to over half of the production cost. Therefore, researchers and
practitioners have shown an increasing interest in so-called supplier development programs
in the last decades [156]. Moreover, the OEMs internally can improve their products by
investing further, yet at some point, they require suppliers to modify their performance or
processes. Therefore, the OEM may invest in supplier development, a process that is typically safeguarded by formal contracts to minimize partner opportunism. Supplier development as a strategy encapsulated two of the most prominent social capital features, which is
defined as the number of people who can be expected to provide support and the resources
those people have at their disposal: shared knowledge and shared asset investments [16].
Hence, supplier development also aims to improve people’s conditions, who engaged in both
buyers’ and sellers’ systems, such as workers’ conditions and outcomes. Moreover, recent
studies [95] demonstrate that supplier development strengthens the relationships between
OEMs and their suppliers or may have drastic consequences if ignored like in the recent
Volkswagen Prevent dispute [88].
Additionally, rapid development and advancement of technologies lead to frequent product changes and short product life cycles [171]. As a result, companies concentrate on core
competencies and outsource activities to other companies and service providers [56]. Therefore, regarding the fact that supply chain members are increasing, OEMs consider collaboration with their suppliers to stay competitive in their markets [157]. Additionally, due
to enormous demographic and socioeconomic changes, globalized markets become highly
dynamic [33]. The dynamic market’s main features are frequent and uncertain changes in
product aspects and customer demands, product and production technologies, and the competitive outlook [4].
These market instabilities increase the ambiguity and risk in OEMs’ business processes,
need a more vital collaboration between the involved OEMs and their respective business
strategies [33]. Collaboration in businesses becomes vital since no company can separately
be competitive and provide a variety of products and services to fulfill today’s customer
demands [146].
The rapid changes in demands and customers’ needs cause the creation of companies to
introduce concepts like the Industrial Internet of Things and Industrie 4.0 to react to these
changes appropriately. These concepts require high flexibility. However, this need may be
threatened by long-term contracts regarding supplier development. Therefore, it may cause
an obstacle to the implementation of supplier development. Research on supplier development shows that extended programs increase such relationships’ reliability, while short-term
contracts provide higher flexibility, particularly in an unstable business environment. Then,
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OEMs may be reluctant to engage in long-term agreements, which possibly reduces their
tendency to invest in supplier development activities [133].
To establish a trade-off between the interests of short-term and long-term contracting,
Worthmann et al. and Proch et al. propose the application of a Receding Horizon Control (RHC) [126, 176]. Their approach derives a long-term plan for supplier development
activities but only applies a part of it in each step. Their applied approach estimates the
overall period of the planned supplier development program but, at the same time, supports
a frequent reevaluation and adaptation. The result of their study provides a good insight for
decision-makers and engaged managers in both OEM and supplier companies toward the
length of supplier development investments. However, they only focus on a monopolistic
constellation of one OEM and one supplier in a proposed stable market.
Consequently, we extend their proposed approach to a two-OEM scenario to investigate
a more comprehensive and realistic setting, utilizing different game-theoretic collaboration
schemes. While joint investment in the same supplier, both OEMs can benefit from shared
resources, fewer efforts, and economies of scale for the higher volume. Even though selecting the same supplier to develop causes similarity of the OEMs’ products, OEMs will have
the opportunity of producing differentiation on other aspects of their products. Considering
two OEMs enables us to investigate the effect of a different relationship between OEMs on
their investment profit in developing the same supplier. Furthermore, studying the relationships between OEMs provides the opportunity of constructing trust, which is a critical factor
in business partners’ relationships. Finally, we extend the approach even further by integrating market dynamics into the mathematical designed model. Since, in the real world, all
companies’ markets are ever-changing, and the assumptions of a fixed market situation are
not reasonable anymore.

1.3

Research objectives

The purpose of supplier development is to enhance the performance and/or potentials of the
supplier to fulfill the supply needs of OEMs, such as improvement in response to customer
needs and market dynamics, improvement of quality and reliability of products, manufacturing of new products, reducing costs of production and then ultimately, to increase profit
margins [7, 64, 156]. Hence, it is in the interest of OEMs and suppliers to seek competitive
advantages through supplier development.
According to the relational perspective, OEMs invest in supplier development to gain
tangible profits like lower cost, higher quality and flexibility, and trustworthy delivery. In
these cases, the OEM, to achieve better performance and shared value development, may be
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determined to support the supplier via information exchange, technological support, training,
and investiture in supplier processes [183].
Supplier development can provide the foundation of cooperation among buyers and suppliers. Also, supplier development offers the chance for collaboration among several manufacturing companies as well. Many manufacturing companies, especially those active in
the same industry, tend to order raw materials and components from suppliers’ assortment.
For instance, Whirlpool and General Electric for washing machines’ motors, Toyota and
Pontiac for automobiles’ engines, and Dell and Hewlett-Packard for personal computers’
PC boards work with the same suppliers [156]. Generally, in such a situation, an OEM can
choose between various types of relationships, which can be cooperative, non-cooperative,
and collaborative [6].
The contributions of this thesis are multi-fold. First, we start from one to one scenario
between OEM and supplier, which was proposed by Worthmann et al. and Proch et al. [126,
177] to answer the question of how does supplier development behave in case of uncertainties
in parameters like willingness to pay, price elasticity, variable costs and learning rates?.
A decision-maker needs to know how his/her supplier development investment decisions
behave in a dynamic market with high fluctuations in cost parameters. In previous studies,
the authors assumed that OEMs act in a fixed market situation. However, in this research
utilizing their proposed approach, we aim to take further steps toward taking real-world
markets’ situations into account, utilizing real-world data.
As the next step, we expand the one OEM one supplier scenario to a multi-OEM scenario to investigate the effect of centralized and distributed relationships between OEMs on
the overall profit of supplier development. Therefore, we attempt to answer the following
question: how do different relationships between OEMs who intend to develop the same
supplier affect their profit of supplier development investment?. In other words, how can
cooperative, collaborative, and non-cooperative settings between OEMs affect their profit
of supplier development?. To answer the mentioned questions, we expand the scenarios
of [126, 177] from a monopolistic setting (one OEM–one supplier) to a multi-OEM setting
with two OEMs and one supplier. Therefore, we consider different types of relationships between OEMs using Game Theory (GT) to find out which one works efficiently. The results
of the investigation enable decision-makers to choose whether they are willing to extend the
investment in supplier development programs or not.
The implementation of mathematical models in general and specifically control theory is
considerably increasing in supply chain decision-making [177]. Among them, model predictive control (MPC), also called receding horizon control, is of particular interest as it ables
us to cope with nonlinear constrained multi-input multi-output problems and critical perfor-
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mance criteria, cf. [65] for details. The method itself is a well-established control strategy to
deal with uncertainties in supply chains, see, e.g., [77], and was used in [177] for supplier development to reduce the drawbacks of contracts utilizing dynamic contract extensions. MPC
combines short-term closed-loop control with a long-term open-loop simulator/optimizer. It
implements optimization over long-term model-based simulations to determine an optimal
control sequence, representing the OEMs’ planned investments for that period.
After considering a multi-OEM scenario in supplier development, we aim to evaluate
how fluctuations of the market conditions influence the overall benefits of different settings
of collaboration between OEMs. We implement two use-cases with different market features
to consider the market dynamics: automotive and mobile phone use-cases. Mobile phones
and automobile use-cases have different life-cycles and very different market conditions.
The market price of mobile phones typically drops significantly when the next mobile phone
model introduces to the market. However, this fact is not valid for automobile market prices.
In the car market, the prices change slowly when a new model enters the market. Moreover,
car prices remain comparably stationary when compared to the high dynamics of mobile
phone prices [40].
Collaborative relationships increase the chance of taking actions in self-interest from the
partner’s side and against its benefits. As an instance, when partners tend to share important
information, they require an assurance that the use of such information will be as planned.
Moreover, an uninsured partnership can raise the chance to share modified data that refuses
the visibility and reality from the partner’s side [152]. Thus, trust in partnership plays an
important role, which is highly recommended to be considered in collaborations in practice
and theory [42]. Therefore, we finally investigate the effect of trust in different relationships
between OEMs in their supplier development investment profit. Here we aim to answer the
question: How can we incorporate the effects of trust into the optimization model?. Following, we briefly explain the steps which we aim to take to answer the mentioned questions.

1.4

Research approach - an overview

The objectives present an accurate description of the specific actions we will take to reach
the aims. In this section, the proposed research objectives are classified into six phases, as
follows:
Phase 1. Sensitivity analysis of the one–to–one scenario Upon starting the project, the basic set of one-supplier and one-OEM, applying the receding horizon control approach,
is studied. As the literature focused on the particular linear case, we consider a more
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general nonlinear setting. This work step aims to analyze the impact of cost parameters
changes like willingness to pay, price elasticity, variable costs per unit for supplier and
OEM, and learning rate on the optimal solution. In particular, we focus on a sensitivity analysis of these parameters and their impact on the supplier development project.
While the linear case shows the typical bang-bang structure, the nonlinear case may
exhibit regular arcs. A bang-bang structure is limited to be between a lower and an
upper bound. When the optimal control moves from one extreme to the other, then
this control is so-called a bang-bang solution. The regular arcs for nonlinear structure
present a new solution detail, which extends the solution given in [176] and needs to be
studied in the receding horizon setting. Due to the problem structure and despite nonlinearities, we expect the optimal solution for a sufficiently long prediction horizon to
exhibit a bang-bang or bang–arc–bang structure. This property will allow us to use
arguments from [176] and analyze the dynamic contract extension setting analytically
using Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle [14].
Phase 2. Integration of uncertainties Based on the sensitivity analysis from Phase 1, we
consider techniques known from [161,184] to countermeasure the impact of uncertainties. The mentioned methods are already specified for the receding horizon setting, yet
the problem offers additional structure concerning the optimal solution. Therefore, this
phase aims to utilize the solution structure to adapt and improve uncertainty rejection
methods based on sensitivities. According to Fiacco’s basic work [55], sensitivities
can be applied to update the optimal solution given that the solution structure remains
unchanged. Hence, while, for example, a switch from bang–bang to bang–arc is excluded, a time shift of the switching point between two structural elements bang and
bang or arc is possible. In the dynamic contract extension context, we are interested
in the first element change only, from full supplier development support to reduced
support or no support. Therefore, we will focus our analysis on this switching point
and, depending on the horizon length, derive bounds on the uncertainties, which are
tolerable in the dynamic contract extension setting.
Phase 3. Multi-OEM setting Extending the one–to–one setting, we consider the triadic
constellation of one supplier and two OEMs, which both invest in the development
of the supplier, cf. [58] for details of the setting. Here, we suppose a non-cooperative,
full cooperative, and collaborative computation of the two OEMs’ optimal investment
strategies using dynamic contract extension. This step aims to analyze the OEM’s
relationship with OEMs’ supplier development’s overall profit. As it is known from
the literature [58], the non-cooperative setting will lead to higher investments than a
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collaborative setting. Within our setting, however, we assume to be able to intercept
deviations. Since the system dynamics are simple, this assumption can be met by utilizing filter techniques like, e.g., the Kalman filter [85] for the basic linear setting.
Hence, the dynamic contract extension approach’s feedback structure allows us to utilize sensitivity results from Phase 2 regarding the learning function analyzed in Phase
1 for each OEM separately. For the combined performance, however, the connection
established by the supplier development dynamics must be analyzed. To this end, we
focus on a decentralized approach, i.e., there is no communication between the two
OEMs, which will provide us with an upper bound of the overall supply chain costs.
Then we can compare it to the result of the centralized case, i.e., the full cooperation
of both OEMs, to form the basis of the upcoming distributed coordination.
Phase 4. Distributed coordination Having established the triadic setting in Phase 3, we
now consider the coordination of the non-cooperative behavior of the supply chain
partners. In the dynamic contract extension setting, this has been considered in [126]
to coordinate one supplier and one OEM activity, i.e., across tiers. Here, we aim to
extend such non-cooperative coordination first to supply chain competitors and second
to competitors and partners.
In both steps, we consider the proposed model in the study of Proch et al. [126] as
the basis of our approach and start from the linear setting. To coordinate supply chain
competitors, we modify the applied model in Phase 3 using dual decomposition [129].
In contrast to other techniques such as the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM) [17] prepared for the receding horizon control setting, this technique does
not require a central coordination instance and is directly applicable for coordination.
To this end, we assume that the competitors imposed a common goal and exchange
the required duals. By exchanging duals, the competitors avoid revealing internal data
of their processes, which renders the approach applicable from a business point of
view. To analyze this first part, we consider the implemented model of Phase 3 to be
isolated from the supplier, which will allow us to identify structural properties of the
subsystems to coordinate the competitors and design meaningful common goals.
In the second part, we consider the modified version of the proposed model by Proch
et al. [126] in the nonlinear setting. Within the respective analysis, we will focus on
the uncertainty impact on the optimal solution structure similar to Phase 2, again depending on the prediction horizon length. To assess the improvement of the distributed
setting, we will pick up the bounds on the overall performance derived in Phase 3 to
analyze the improvement of the coordination scheme. In addition, to make the ap-
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proach more realistic, we take the market dynamics into account. In this regard, we
consider the changes in price parameters in the real market.
Phase 5. Trust between partners in coordination After considering multi-OEM settings
and different relationships between OEMs, we consider the effect of trust between
OEMs, who tend to invest in developing the same supplier. OEMs may reduce the
partner opportunism efforts by making formal contracts for supplier development investments. Nonetheless, considering the rapid changes in the market, formal contracts
are not flexible enough to address the market’s turbulence. Therefore, one of the practical approaches that enable OEMs to cope with opportunism is mutual trust [42].
Trust in a partnership reduces several issues originating from opportunism and uncertainty. To analyze the influence of trust in OEMs’ coordinative supplier development,
we adopt the quantitative trust model proposed by Han and Dong [69]. Therefore, we
modify the model of Phase 4 by considering a trust model to investigate the partners’
profit of their joint investment in supplier development based on the nonlinear setting.
Phase 6. Implementation and testing In addition to the modeling and analysis phases Phase
1-5, the respective methods are implemented in MATLAB. This phase aims to numerically verify and illustrate the analytical results from the previous phases. We consider
two types of highly demanded products with different markets’ characteristics to investigate the effect of real-world market dynamics on the optimal lengths of supplier
development investments. Then, we study Samsung smartphones’ market as highly
dynamic and short life-cycle products, and Mercedes Benz A-class automobiles as a
middle life-cycle product with relatively low-speed market changes, as these markets
show very distinct features. The data sets for the production costs come from the
database of Germany’s Federal Office for Statistics [153] for both use-cases.
To implement the investigation, we use MATLAB software. Since the problem sizes
are small, MATLAB as a prototyping language is sufficiently fast and allows us to
utilize existing optimization methods, filtering, and receding horizon control without
additional effort. To verify our analytical results, we generate a set of randomly generated scenarios, which is used throughout the project. This phase is completed parallel
to all other phases and therefore spans almost the project’s entire period. Our implementation is written in MATLAB R2018a and run on the Laptop-PC with Intel CoreT M
i5 2.20GHz with 8 GB RAM.
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Thesis outline

This thesis pursues the following structure:
Chapter 2 , entitled "State of the art," presents the literature study of this research. In this
chapter, we study different definitions, the importance, and the critical factors of supplier development in depth to make the concept clear. This chapter is divided the previous studies in supplier development based on their qualitative or quantitative approach.
Therefore, we gain insight into different types of investments, applied methods, and
supplier development levels. Later, we discuss a brief application of the implemented
method, Model Predictive Control, in the supply chain. Furthermore, we study different types of partnerships and trust in the supply chain. Finally, we present the research
gap in the background of our research.
Chapter 3 , under the "Research questions and methodology," first presents the main questions which we aim to answer by doing this research. Then, we explain the applied
model from basic. Worthmann et al. [177], and Proch et al. [126] proposed the application of a Model Predictive Control (MPC) to establish a trade-off between the
benefits of short-term and long-term contracting. MPC derives a long-term plan for
supplier development activities but only applies a part of it in each step. This method
can estimate the whole duration of the planned supplier development program but, at
the same time, supports frequent reevaluation and adaptation. However, Worthmann
et al. [176], and Proch et al. [126] only concentrated on a monopolistic constellation
of one OEM and one supplier. We extend these two studies to a multi-OEM scenario,
utilizing different game-theoretic collaboration schemes with and without market dynamics.
Chapter 4 , entitled "Modeling", gives exposition on the problem modeling. First, we discuss the general approach of MPC and its components. Afterwards we present the
modeling of the multi-OEM scenario. We also model the different OEMs’ relationships in mid-term and short-term supplier development programs using MPC. Furthermore, using MPC, we can consider the market dynamics to find a realistic optimal supplier development investment. Thus, regarding the most profitable investment horizon,
decision-makers can decide whether they tend to continue investing in supplier development or not. This chapter discusses how we model the one OEM-one supplier and
multi-OEM one supplier settings in detail, with respect to multi-OEM settings in supplier development. We consider the effect of trust between partners on the profitability
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of the shared investment. Furthermore, to make the study more comprehensive, we
investigate the influence of market dynamics on supplier development results utilizing
MPC.
Chapter 5 , entitled "Experimental design and use cases", proposes a generalized method
to quantify and integrate multi-OEM supplier development. Also, here we provide exemplary applications to two use-cases to evaluate the behavior of the proposed model.
The first use-case constitutes a simplified use-case without market dynamics to focus on the models’ behavior. The second use-case includes real-world data about the
market dynamics relying on data obtained from Germany’s Federal Office for Statistics [153]. Therefore, this chapter is structured as: first, and we explain the applied
use cases in detail. Later, we set up experiments for all different scenarios separately.
Afterwards this chapter presents the setting of different parametrization of one OEMone supplier and multi-OEM with and without considering trust for the static and the
dynamic use-cases. Finally, the chapter ends with a discussion about the designed
experiments.
Chapter 6 , entitled "Evaluation of the proposed models", first presents the computation of
the investment schema of OEM in all scenarios over time by using MPC in a Matlab
framework. We apply an interior point gradient-based method to find the local optimum solution. The gained results for evaluation of one-OEM – one-supplier scenario
are published in the 7th International Conference on Dynamics in Logistics Bremen,
Germany, 2020, (H. Dastyar and J. Pannek), ( [38]). The findings of one-OEM –
one-supplier scenario considering dynamic market are published in The 2020 Summer
Simulation Conference (SummerSim’20), (H. Dastyar, J. Pannek, and Thoben, K-D),
( [39]). The results of the evaluation of multi-OEM one-supplier assuming static market are published in the journal Applied Sciences, 2019, (H. Dastyar and J. Pannek),
( [37]). The findings of evaluations of multi-OEM one-supplier scenario considering
dynamic market are published in the journal Mathematical Problems in Engineering,
2020, (H. Dastyar, D. Rippel and Freitag, M), ( [40]). Finally, the results of the evaluation of trust scenarios are published in the journal Processes, 2020 (H. Dastyar, D.
Rippel, J. Pannek, K-D. Thoben and Freitag, M) ( [41]).
Chapter 7 , entitled "Recapitulation" concludes the thesis by summarizing our contributions
and outlining directions for future research.

2
2.1

S TATE OF THE ART

Supplier development

At the beginning of the 1980s, most suppliers managed their production processes without
or with little customers’ input as long as the product satisfied the customers’ needs [90].
In some rare cases, OEMs tended to provide technical support only when suppliers faced
significant issues with short-term quality or delivery performance [169]. Then, from the
mid-1980s, supplier management practices shifted to a new paradigm: OEMs reduced the
number of direct suppliers and moved from strict relationships to more cooperative ones with
their leading suppliers. Regarding this new paradigm, suppliers are given more attention and
are given long-term contracts (specifically for long-term life cycle products).
Furthermore, due to increasing attention toward a higher level of outsourcing, OEMs rely
more on their suppliers for better end products’ quality and fewer product costs and delivery
times than in the past [94]. For instance, 80% of the manufacturing cost of a Honda and 70%
of the Chrysler automobile’s cost are allocated to purchased components. Therefore, these
companies are actively involving in their suppliers’ processes to ensure that end consumers
receive a high-quality product at a fair price [70].
Moreover, by implementing supplier development programs, end customers, suppliers,
and OEMs will gain advantages. OEMs generally have two objectives for supplier development implementations [156]. First, OEMs may reduce the products’ cost, enhance the quality
or improve the delivery time by providing the supplier within-site or off-site support and investments. Second, OEMs may choose to train suppliers in a systematic process to support
suppliers’ continuous process improvement. The latter can cause a higher learning rate for
suppliers over the development period. This chapter reviews supplier development literature
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to find different definitions, importance, and critical factors of supplier development from its
origin up to now.

2.1.1

Supplier development definitions

Supplier development generally defines as "any effort by an OEM to improve a supplier’s
performance and capabilities to meet the manufacturing company’s short-term or long-term
supply needs" [91, 164, 180]. According to this definition, manufacturing firms generally
initiate, design, and administrate supplier development activities. To compete effectively
in today’s market, a company must have a network of competent suppliers. Supplier development enables companies to construct and maintain these networks and improve their
suppliers’ various capabilities to deal with increasing competitive challenges [68,164,165].
As manufacturing companies concentrate on their core competencies, therefore it is
highly required that suppliers design, improve and, deliver innovative, cost-competitive components and sub-assemblies. Previous studies have indicated the need for supplier improvements in many areas, including quality, delivery, cost reduction, and new technology adoption [6,75]. Supplier development may differ from restricted activities, like informal supplier
evaluation and a request for improved performance, to intensive activities, such as training
the supplier’s personnel and investment in the supplier’s operation [93, 96].
OEMs may use a diversity of efforts to develop their suppliers’ performance and/or capabilities [96]. These activities include raising competition among the suppliers by evaluating
them as a precondition to further supplier development activities. Alternatively, OEMs can
contribute by increasing performance expectations, defining excellent supplier performance,
promising future profits, training and educating the suppliers’ staff, exchanging personnel
between the OEM and the supplier, and only investing in supplier development [96, 168].
Additionally, some other OEMs aim to develop their suppliers’ capacities or performance, e.g., in terms of competencies, product or service quality, reliability, or generally
in terms of cost [64, 180]. Therefore, it provides OEMs a valuable tool to establish strategic
and competitive advantages for the entire supply chain [92]. The background study presents
four main categories of supplier development approaches: supplier relationship management, supplier reward programs, training, providing support, and finally, the commitment
of resources [118]. As can be seen from the mentioned approaches, supplier development
always requires investments from the OEM into its supplier and mainly involves transferring
expertise between partners.
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The importance of supplier development

To implement supplier development, decision-makers should be aware of their decisions’
outcomes. So many studies have been conducted to determine the importance of supplier
development for both involved parties. For instance, Krause and Ellram [94] suggested three
main perspectives on the importance of supplier development: buying, corporate, and, more
generally, national perspective. From a buying perspective, the development of a beneficial
and trustworthy source of supply is one of the basic goals of supplier development [48]. According to this perspective, OEMs focus on their core competencies to deal with the competitive markets, and therefore, they progressively rely on suppliers’ capabilities. Furthermore,
to stay competitive, the firm’s supplier’s performance should be better than the competitors’ suppliers’ efforts. Additionally, supplier development enables OEMs to simultaneously
meet supply objectives and reduce costs by involving a supplier’s joint effort. Both parties
can share further cost savings. These cooperative efforts support decision-makers to ensure
that:
• suppliers remain economically beneficial
• buying firms remain competitive
• the buyer-supplier relationships remain viable
Based on the corporate perspective, supplier development enables buying firms to meet
their strategic goals. Watts et al. [169] proposed that buying companies have the primary
responsibility of connecting suppliers’ capabilities with the internal requirements of firms’
strategies. For instance, a buying firm can support suppliers to meet buyer’s quality standards
through a supplier development project consisting of quality audits and engineering supports.
Therefore, an active supplier development approach can improve the competitive strategies
of the firm [125]. As another example of a corporate perspective, supplier development
supports OEMs to reduce product development cycle times to compete globally. The concept
of simultaneous engineering or mutual product design calls for engaging suppliers in product
development to decrease these cycle times [94, 117, 119].
According to the national perspective, there is some concern that first-world countries are
losing their industrial bases. For example, Akio Morita, former chairman of Sony company,
declared that, unless the United States’ industry reinforces its manufacturing base, it could
lose everything [32]. Thus, the development of the performance and capabilities of domestic
suppliers by OEMs can be beneficial not only for suppliers and their customer companies but
the domestic country as a whole [20]. Thus, supplier development is a practical approach for
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firms that are striving to maintain the companies effectively. It may also represent an OEM
- supplier interaction that develops a more cooperative, less hierarchical buyer-supplier relationship. Additionally, it may be practical for the OEM that moves production to countries
where suppliers’ performance and capabilities do not meet their requirements [94].
In another classification of the supplier development importance, many researchers concentrated on the effect of development projects on the suppliers’ learning [3, 23, 25, 44].
Improvement in learning can considerably take time and eventually cost reduction of the end
product. Learning can be implied to employee learning, organizational learning, and network learning [172]. In turbulent markets, where products and processes change rapidly, De
Geus [44] suggested that the only real source of competitive advantage available to organizations is to enhance and encourage employee learning. From this perspective, employeedriven innovation companies can specialize themselves from their competitors and establish
a learning culture. According to Carnall [23], there are three different types of employee’s
learning for those companies who are active in an unstable market:
Learning by doing, this learning is the result of experimenting with trials and errors.
learning by use, this learning can be gained from the external environment, such as the
experiences of other supply chain members and competitors.
Learning from failure, this learning is driven by companies’ experiences and recognition
of occurred mistakes.
Argyris and Schon [3] described the concept of organizational learning, which is an extension of Bateson’s [9] individual learning level to an organizational level. Regarding the
concept of organizational learning, many organizations can scan the environment, define
their goals, and monitor the system’s overall performance concerning the goals. In other
words, this learning refers to error detection, and corresponding corrections [3, 175].
Senge [142] argued that organizational learning is not sufficient for companies to fully
adjust to the market changes; he offered a more comprehensive learning setting, which is
network learning. Network learning is highly adequate for organizations to achieve since
it consists of inquiring, challenging, and frequently changing in existing actions [123, 142].
Network learning constitutes a critical factor in supporting organizations in better learning
and development in administering activities [25]. Ford et al. [57] argued that the optimal
performance achieved by many supply chain networks is associated with the members exchanging information and knowledge and using the chance of learning from one another.
Besides, those supply chain members that have established formal knowledge management
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systems are more likely to be adaptive to market changes and creative in their services or
processes [24].
In this thesis, learning is considered as a combination of all the types of learning described above. In other words, we define learning as a mechanism of reducing manufacturing
time and cost, which can include learning by doing, by use, and from failures.

2.1.3

Critical factors of supplier development

An important direction for studying supplier development is finding supplier development
success factors. Supplier development success factors play the role of infrastructure that
supports better use of transaction-specific supplier development programs [75]. These factors
are critical in influencing an OEM’s engagement in supplier development and eventually to
the success of supplier development activities [90, 94]. Following, we discuss some of these
factors which are introduced in the literature of supplier development.
Strategic goals The determination of long-term strategic goals defines the efficiency of supplier development investment [75, 94]. Watts and Hahn [168] declared that supplier
development activities should focus on long-term developments such as developing
future supplier capabilities in technology and product development. They asserted
that developing supplier capability and flexibility is one of the key success factors of
supplier development.
Effective communication Open and frequent communication between an OEM and its suppliers is another critical approach in actively motivating suppliers to participate in supplier development programs [62, 116]. Active engagement and open communication
channels increase both parties’ understanding and encourage conflict resolution between them [94, 151]. Effective communication depends on the frequency, personal
involvement of the OEM, and both parties’ openness toward sharing related information [62, 75].
Long-term relationship A supplier development effort represents taking actions by an OEM
to improve its suppliers to meet its strategic organizational goals. The OEM, who initiates supplier development efforts, should invest in a long-term relationship with the
supplier [94, 101]. Krause and Ellram [94] proposed that "the majority of OEMs involved in supplier development will perceive their suppliers as business partners and
pursues a long-term relationship with them."
Top management support This item is considered as a critical success factor in supplier
development efforts regarding the OEM’s competitive strategy [68, 73]. Purchasing
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management needs encouragement and support from top management to invest in the
development of the supplier. Like other strategic approaches, the top management’s
involvement and active engagement in supplier development are necessary.
Supplier evaluation In order to maintain adequate and well-founded sources of supplies,
OEMs should pick their suppliers cautiously and evaluate them regularly. However,
not all selected suppliers qualify for or need development supports. The OEM should
precisely identify the critical supplier and where to focus its supplier development
activities [113]. Furthermore, Hahn et al. [68] specified that supplier evaluation could
result in the areas of weakness where performance improvements are required.
Cross-functional teams In a supplier development context, cross-functional teams are identified as significant contributors to the success of efforts such as supplier selection,
product design [20], Just-In-Time manufacturing [94], cost reduction, and total quality
initiatives [20, 53]. Due to the wide variety of supplier problems potentially addressed
by supplier development, expertise is required from different operations [73]. Teams
dedicated to supplier development are arranged either around the material being purchased or based on suppliers’ needs [68], and team members communicate with their
supplier counterparts.
Early supplier involvement Previously, OEMs were supposed to do design, and suppliers
were following those designs [26]. Many suppliers faced problems with design complexity since, during designing components, there were many chances that OEMs did
not take care of suppliers’ technical capability; then, it was hard for suppliers to take
control of process and quality. The concept of early involvement of suppliers known as
"simultaneous engineering" causes additional advantages of suppliers’ innovativeness
for OEMs [84].
Additionally, the early involvement of suppliers decreases the cycle time of product
development. The most critical involvement stage is the design stage, while mistakes
in this stage can be costly. If suppliers are involved in market testing, they will be
informed about the customers’ expectations and increase their satisfaction level. This
involvement will develop the supplier’s capabilities, resulting in a long-term relationship [76].
Supplier strategic objectives Supplier development is an interactive program that requires
mutual recognition by the OEM and supplier [113]. Choosing a supplier to develop
should be based on the supplier’s plans for future growth and cooperation [151]. When
a supplier pursues further improvements in its performance and capability and tries to
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grow with the buying firm, a close strategic match should exist between OEM and
supplier [154].
Supplier recognition The OEM may identify suppliers’ achievements with a "certified" or
"prioritized" state to increase its suppliers’ performance and capabilities [68,94]. Supplier recognition plays two roles. First, it may assist as a motivational tool for suppliers; suppliers may try for award status if it means recognition in the marketplace and
allows them to attract new business [101]. Second, supplier recognition may characterize the culmination, at least temporarily, of the supplier development [94].
Supplier training Programs for supplier development that include training support from an
OEM can be regarded as supplier training [2]. Some OEMs concentrate on shortterm benefits, while others look at supplier development as a long-term investment.
In both cases, supplier training is a critical factor for supplier development [84]. The
required training programs’ types can be identified by environmental and technological
updates or identify with small or drastic changes in product or process. Therefore, the
OEM and its supplier should agree about the type of training programs that are more
beneficial for both parties. In some other cases, the OEM can select suitable training
for specific groups of suppliers. The OEM may send his employees or group of the
team to train suppliers, or he may invite a group of suppliers facing the same problem
for training in his own company [26].
Trust transaction-specific investments increase the OEM’s dependence on the specific trading relationship and face them to higher risk and uncertainty [75, 91]. Thus, based on
the partner’s opportunism perspective, OEMs should protect themselves against the
hazards of opportunism of suppliers [173]. Typically, contracts are considered as the
primary formal means for safeguarding transactions [52, 177]. However, trust is suggested as an effective and cheap means of safeguarding investments [71]. Joshi and
Stump [82] also declared that the OEM’s trust in the supplier would enhance OEM
assets’ outcomes on a joint effort in OEM–supplier relations.
OEM’s who tend to invest in their suppliers’ development can focus on critical factors of
supplier development to gain better results and eventually to the success of supplier development activities. Following, we conduct a literature review of different studies in the supplier
development context to understand different aspects of supplier development programs better.
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Supplier development literature review

In the past decades, many supplier development studies have been conducted in research and
practice. Former researches provided deep insights into the practice of supplier development in applications [75, 93, 130], applying specified operations in the supplier development
context [162], the important success elements [94, 135, 165], the key issues in sustainable
supplier development partnership [36, 156] and the barriers of supplier development implementation [97]. In this thesis, we divide the previous researches in supplier development into
qualitative and quantitative studies to gain a deep insight into these two different aspects of
the concept, which are provided as follows.

2.2.1

Qualitative studies

Dyer [51], examined the exchange issues in the U.S. and Japanese automobile industries
using a transaction cost framework. He argued that adequate protection mechanisms might
affect dealing costs and companies’ inclination to invest relationship-specific resources in
supplier development. By relationship-specific investments, companies gain an advantage
by incurring fewer transaction costs to achieve a defined level of supplier development specificities. Furthermore, manufacturers create relational rents. These rents are applicable when
partners combine, exchange, or invest in specific assets while employing effective governance mechanisms with lower transaction costs. Moreover, the result of his analysis showed
that competition noticeably occurs at the level of the "value chain," not just at the "company"
level. Not only does one company compete with another, but one value chain competes with
another. Therefore, companies should shift their emphasis from the competitive advantage
at the company’s level to the competitive advantage of value chains/networks.
He suggested that governance affects the performance of a value chain because it affects: transaction costs, the level of relation-specific investments, and the strategic use of
information. Additionally, there may be an optimal combination of governance structures
for certain types of activities, which may be different from industry to industry and country
to country. As an instance, the result of his study revealed that U.S. companies have had to
vertically integrate more than Japanese companies due to the lack of an institutional environment that fosters cooperation and trust. Thus, integration with suppliers has been a more
efficient mode of governance for a more significant percentage of transactions within the
U.S. organizational environment.
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Sanchez et al. [137] categorized supplier development activities to three different levels
of OEMs’ resource involvement parameters like staff, investment, and time. They defined
each of these classes, as shown in Figure 2.1 and given below.
Basic SD

Moderate SD

• Evaluation of supplier’s
performance
• Providing feedback to
suppliers
• Sourcing from a limited
number of suppliers

• Visiting supplier’s plants

• Supplier training

• Awards and approval of
supplier’s performance
improvements

• Collaboration with suppliers

• Parts standardization

• Collaboration with suppliers in material improvements

• Supplier Qualification

• Supplier certification

Low

Advanced SD

• Involvement of supliers
in buyer’s new product
development process
• Intensive information
exchenge

OEMs involvement in supplier development
in case of money, personel and time

High

Figure. 2.1: Classification of different OEMs activities toward supplier development [137].

Basic supplier development It is an elementary level of OEMs’ investment in supplier
development, which may be due to a few interests of OEMs in suppliers or the low level
of supplier’s importance for the OEM. For instance, basic supplier development may
be simply dealing with supplier evaluation and giving feedback to him or maybe just
supplier qualification. Supplier qualification is having more importance than supplier
certification. Additionally, the supplier base will be fewer with standardized parts and
increased business volume with limited suppliers.
Moderate supplier development The word itself describes that OEM involvement is of
moderate types of supplier development activities, which can be generally involved
in activities like rewarding and recognizing supplier’s performance, giving visits to
suppliers’ sites to solve their problems, making supplier efficient in materials based
issues.
Advanced supplier development It occurs in the development of critical suppliers. In
this case, OEMs involve more in investing capital, time, and staff in developing their
suppliers. It includes adequate training to suppliers in designing and developing new
products, sharing important information such as cost, quality, and financial data with
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suppliers. In other words, in advanced supplier development, OEMs take their supplier
as business partners.
They concluded that OEMs should identify practices that positively impact suppliers’
performance in order to remain competitive. They provided a structure that helps practicing managers with unique insights on how these practices and their benefits are related to
purchasing performance, affecting their ability to make better sourcing decisions.
For the first time, Wagner [164] conducted a supplier development study considering
the OEM-supplier relationships’ life-cycle perspective. The conventional view presents that,
over time, buyer-supplier relationships grow through some phases (such as initiation, maturity, or decline). Therefore, supplier development as a management of the OEM-supplier
relationship approach should also suit the life-cycle phases. Supplier development efforts
matching the buyer-supplier relationship life-cycle phase will lead to more desirable performance improvements. His study has several relevant suggestions for managerial practice:
First, before investing in supplier development activities, the OEM should carefully evaluate the OEM–supplier relationship’s status since the effectiveness of supplier development
depends on the life-cycle of the OEM-supplier relationship like initiation, maturity, and decline. For example, his study showed that supplier development is more effective in maturity
than initial and declining life-cycle phases.
Second, the OEM should keep away from direct supplier development in the very early
and very late stages of the relationship with a supplier. This life-cycle perspective confirmed
that indirect supplier development activities should precede direct suppliers’ development
activities. In fact, in the early stage of an OEM-supplier relationship, the OEM should consider indirect supplier development like supplier assessment, evaluation, or feedback and
then gradually move into direct development activities like training, consulting, or staff transfer. On the contrary, in declining OEM–supplier relationships, the OEM should gradually
move from direct to indirect development activities.
Dale et al. [36] studied the effect of long-term relationships on the result of supplier development. According to their study, an effective partnership requires treating suppliers as
long-term business partners. Making a long-term relationship needs a basic transmission
from the conventional adversarial OEM-supplier relationship to the long-term relationship
and connections between OEM-supplier. They showed that a properly implemented partnership would reduce costs and increase market share to benefit both parties and technology
transfer issues surrounding the product, process, practices, and systems. Moreover, they provided a list of actions that should/should not be taken to support both OEMs and suppliers
to establish a kind of partnership that is most proper for them. However, establishing and
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maintaining such a partnership is far from easy practice. Therefore, they tried to describe
potential partnership obstacles as:
• An over-emphasis on cost reduction and piece price down, rather than the total cost of
acquisition.
• Variations in the approaches of individuals and a general lack of cohesion.
• A perceived lack of understanding by the customer of the business implications of its
actions as sudden and large-scale changes in product level and work mix, changes in
priorities, and a failure to stick with delivery schedules.
• Weak and inconsistent communications.
• An unwillingness by customers to reciprocate openness with the suppliers.
• Weak reliability of information and systems.
• Improper project management.
• Failure to respond to suggestions and ideas for improvement.
Liu et al. [109] established a conceptual four-stage framework to analyze the collaborative mechanisms of supplier development practices and identify the significant contributors of sustainable supplier development practices, such as non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), industrial associations, consulting companies, etc. Based on firms’ semi-structured
interviews from different areas and industries (like chemicals, electronics, textiles, etc.), they
identified three contributors: drivers, facilitators, and inspectors. Instead of traditional stakeholder engagement processes, these contributors actively contribute to manufacturing firms
and suppliers to design, execute and examine sustainable supplier development programs.
Finally, they concluded that the OEMs and drivers always opt to pursue the ideal sustainable supplier development practices, containing both broad coverages of suppliers and
excellent, explicable performance enhancement. However, this ideal is not always realistic,
given that such impacts need many internal and external resources. At the same time, the
drivers – specifically the campaigning NGOs – will not provide these resources. In cases
where OEMs have restricted resources and are not proactive in sustainable supply chain
management, they usually decide to take minimum actions. Therefore, during the designing stage, buying companies limited by resources may try to find a middle ground for the
expected outcomes of sustainable supplier development practices based on the limited resources at hand. Accordingly, they resulted in the implication that facilitators or inspectors
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contribute to achieving this middle ground: the sustainable supplier development practices
with an effective facilitator are more likely to end up with good coverage, while those with a
useful inspector are more likely to end up with the excellent performance of the supplier.
Kumar and Routroy [97] conducted an applied survey in the Indian manufacturing industry to investigate the interactions among supplier development programs’ obstacles. Their
study comprehensively combined the main obstacles from different sides: supplier, OEM,
OEM-supplier, and external environment. Their study showed that from the supplier side
category, supplier’s reluctance to its OEM’s investment is considerably affected by the inefficient supplier’s supply and demand management that in turn is considerably affected by the
supplier resource inefficiency.
OEM’s weak support of suppliers was hugely affected by OEM’s ineffective operation
systems on an OEM’s side category. This weak support causes inappropriate supplier selection for development and initiatives. Under the OEM-supplier side category, it was found
that insensitive and unreliable management systems at the OEM-supplier cause a limited
workforce, which, in turn, is causing poorly connected manufacturing systems. Also, a low
OEM-supplier arrangement leads to weak systems of resource sharing.
Finally, the supply chains’ complexity and uncertainties make the manufacturing systems
riskier from the external environment. Furthermore, the authors provided a foundation for
an OEM to conduct supplier development programs by dealing with the barriers effectively.
They also established that joint operations such as collaborative planning, collaborative decision making, and collaborative supply chain plans facilitate a high level of success in the
collaborative supply chains. Moreover, they modeled the joint operations’ relationship, the
collaboration’s success, and long-term future collaborations.
This thesis investigates supplier development comprehensively. We consider all different
levels of supplier development. Therefore, we propose to describe the efforts of an OEM
in supplier development as the amount of investment. Consequently, all different supplier
development levels are considered based on the need for suppliers to develop and the need
for OEM as the result of supplier development.

2.2.2

Quantitative studies

Talluri et al. [156] conducted a study, which is the first to present an analytical approach
to face the issue of "risk" in deciding the optimal allocation of available resources for the
supplier development programs. They also provided a novel method to assess the benefits
of cooperating with other OEMs in supplier development efforts. In their research, supplier
development is a long-term, resource-consuming business activity that needs OEM and sup-
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plier commitment. It demands the OEM to invest a considerable amount of resources in
suppliers. They argued that due to limited available resources, how to best allocate investments in multiple suppliers that produce different materials or components is an important
issue faced by manufacturing firms.
They developed two scenarios: a scenario consisting of a single manufacturer (OEM)
and multiple suppliers (SMMS) and a scenario consisting of two manufacturers (OEMs) and
multiple suppliers (TMMS). They studied the supplier development problem from a longterm investment perspective. In their two-OEM scenario, they assume that a manufacturing
company can benefit from the other company’s investment through cooperation. In contrast,
in a non-cooperative situation, a manufacturing company benefits only from its investment.
Similarly, the two cooperative OEMs will face the same level of shared risk. Finally,
their SMMS case suggested optimal investments in various suppliers by effectively considering risk and return. Moreover, the TMMS case investigated whether OEMs with differing
capabilities could gain risk reduction benefits from cooperating in supplier development.
Through simulation applications, they identified conditions in which both cooperation and
non-cooperation are beneficial for OEMs. Under conditions of cooperation, the OEM’s goal
of proposed optimal investments is achieving high-risk reduction benefits.
Bai and Sarkis [6] conducted a study focusing on determining optimal supplier development investment strategies concerning joint actions that increase supplier production capability for the benefit of both the OEM and its suppliers. The supplier development investment approaches mainly refer to joint actions between an OEM and a supplier through
capital resources, investments, knowledge sharing, and cost of capital investment resources.
Using various game-theoretic models, they revealed how supplier development investment
approaches and the profits of all the engaged members are affected by various buyer-supplier
relationships. They also investigated whether the OEM has any incentives to share the cost
of investment in capital resources. Furthermore, they showed that the motivation in higher
investment in supplier development derived from higher supply volume due to the "increasing returns to scale" situation and derives from increasing the OEM and suppliers’ return in
the "decreasing costs to scale" situation. Additionally, the cooperative relationship is more
economically beneficial to the supply chain. At the same time, it needs more knowledge and
resources investment than a non-cooperative relationship.
They concluded that the overall supply chain’s profitability is higher in cooperative situations than in non-cooperative situations, which implies that cooperative supplier development is best from a profitability perspective. In some cases, especially the non-cooperative
situations, the OEM may not invest any capital resources in supplier development. Thus, if
an OEM does not gain significant marginal profit in a non-cooperative situation, they should
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not invest capital resources into the supplier development program. This result supports both
the OEMs and suppliers decide whether to withdraw or continue the joint capital resources
investment. Either way, the OEM will seek knowledge investment, which is usually a good
strategy for supplier development.
Worthmann et al. [177] proposed an algorithm for measuring the profitability of supplier
development projects with a concentration on a dynamic contract extension. They suggested
a dynamic supplier development contract extension. Formal long-term contracts are inflexible, particularly in a turbulent environment. Many OEMs, in practice, protect their benefits
from supplier development investments by making formal long-terms contracts. However,
supplier development investments are relationship-specific and eligible for partner opportunism. Therefore, they applied a receding horizon control scheme to reduce possible contractual disadvantages while improving the supplier development process to increase the
overall supply chain profit.
Their study showed that companies, specifically in high learning industries, benefit from
supplier development since supplier development programs play a significant role in optimizing the supplier network’s cost. Notably, they showed that the supply chain partners’
incentives to carry out relationship-specific resources, such as investing in cost-reduction
efforts, highly depend on the contract period’s length. Also, they showed that dynamically
extending contracts enhance the supplier development process because value generation is
facilitated while both the OEM and the supplier gain flexibility due to a shorter contract
period.
Proch et al. [126] studied supplier development in a decentralized supply chain with one
OEM and one supplier. They first investigated the effects of relationship-specific investments on the efficiency and effectiveness of supplier development. Then, they formulated
and solved a continuous-time optimal control model characterizing the decision to invest
in supplier development and showed that the supplier’s incentive to participate in supplier
development depends on the OEM’s share of investment costs.
The findings of their analysis indicated that although the subsidy can cause considerable improvement in supply chain performance, subsidizing a constant share of investment
costs is not always economically reasonable from the OEM’s point of view. Thus, they provided a negotiation-based algorithm that helped the manufacturing firms gradually increase
the share of investment costs to ensure an efficient subsidy level, resulting in perfect supply
chain coordination and a win-win situation. They considered the decision-making process
in a decentralized and centralized supply chain. In the decentralized setting, they assumed
the OEM might not know about the information of the supplier’s cost structure. Also, every
decision-maker in a supply chain typically has different objectives, leading to conflicting
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strategic orientations. Contradictory, they investigated the centralized decision-making process under the assumption of direct supplier development.
In conclusion, the results of their numerical analysis are twofold. On the one hand, supply
chain coordination can be achieved by adopting direct supplier development, resulting in a
possibly prolonged collaboration phase and the optimal system-wide profit corresponding to
the centralized solution’s benchmark. The detailed analysis of this model indicated that in
indirect supplier development, the optimum investment level, i.e., the centralized solution,
is not achieved due to the supplier’s tendency to underinvest in supplier development. The
manufacturing firm can induce a centralized solution and intensify suppliers’ participation
by subsidizing a share of the investment costs. Thus, direct supplier development provides a
viable incentive instrument to induce desirable supplier behavior.
Glavee-Geo [63] tried to find out how supplier development causes supplier satisfaction. Therefore, he developed and examined a model utilizing the Partial Least Squares
Regression, a variance-based modeling method, and carried a posthoc analysis utilizing the
polynomial regression procedure. His analysis showed that supplier development activities
contribute significantly to supplier performance. It also showed a significant positive effect
of supplier development on the two dimensions of supplier satisfaction: economic satisfaction and non-economic satisfaction. The result reported significant effects on both aspects.
He declared, supplier performance has a significant impact on economic and non-economic
satisfaction. Simultaneously, the empirical data supported the positive effect of supplier development on the expectation of relationship cohesion.
Moreover, the study provided evidence to show the mediating role of satisfaction. Satisfaction was also a significant mediator between customer attractiveness and preferential
resource allocation. Satisfaction is a critical factor influencing future business intentions.
The study made several contributions to the literature. First, this article contributed to theory
building by modeling the effect of supplier development on economic and non-economic
satisfaction (dimensions of supplier satisfaction) in a mono-logical structural relationship
with performance and the variable outcome expectation of relationship cohesion using the
variance-based PLS analytical technique. Second, the additional systematic evaluation, based
on polynomial regression and response surface analysis, helped provide a more nuanced exploration of the interactions. For example, while non-economic satisfaction is more critical,
only modest levels of continuation expectations are reached without economic satisfaction.
Jin et al. [80] studied the interaction of supplier development and supplier integration
in a competitive environment. In this study, supplier integration means OEM forms a joint
venture with the existing supplier (so supplier becomes internal), or OEM becomes a major
stakeholder of the supplier. They implemented a duopoly model where two supply chains,
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each consisting of one OEM and one supplier, offer an equivalent set of products to the market. The components of each OEM order from its supplier decide whether to integrate with
the supplier and how much to invest in the supplier development. The result of their study
revealed, an OEM most likely tends to invest in supplier development after it integrates with
its supplier, and both OEMs integrate with their suppliers symmetrical. However, when the
OEM with higher abilities in supplier development invests in its supplier, the less capable
OEM would invest less in supplier development or does not invest in the supplier. Furthermore, when considering the suppliers’ incentives to be integrated, the result showed that the
less capable OEM is more likely not to integrate with its supplier.
Moreover, they extended their model to diversified sourcing, which is more common in
real-world supply chain practices. Each OEM sources from two common suppliers (but each
only implies supplier integration and development for one specific supplier). In contrast to
the previous case (which so-call dedicated sourcing), under diversified sourcing, supplier
integration of an OEM always causes more supplier development investment. Both OEMs
would integrate into equilibrium. Finally, they concluded that when each OEM could choose
whether to source from one or two suppliers, that dedicated sourcing is the equilibrium
structure.
Apart from these basic supplier development concepts, several studies focused on investigating practical applications in various industries. As an instance, Noshad and Awasthi [118]
presented a review of supplier development in academic literature and practice. They showed
that almost 70% of OEMs across the automotive, aerospace, and electronics industry applied
supplier development in 2013. Many well-known OEMs in different industries practice supplier development like Whirlpool and General Electric for electric motors of washing machines, Toyota and Pontiac for engines of automobiles, and Dell and HP for PC boards of
personal computers [156]. Further examples of industries that practice supplier development
can be mentioned like, dairy industry, material handling and logistics systems, products and
systems for sanitary installations, IT production equipment, silicon wafers, electrical household appliances, automotive electronics, automotive air-conditioning, and roof systems, defense electronics, and guided missiles, commercial aircraft, power generation plants and
digital equipment corporation [6, 37, 135, 136, 156, 163, 180]. Additionally, many Japanese
firms reportedly practice different supplier development programs, not only in Japan but also
with U.S. suppliers [96].
After reviewing the literature, we aim to take one step forward from previous studies,
from a one-OEM – one-supplier scenario to a multi-OEM scenario consisting of two OEMs
and one supplier. This expanded scenario enables us to simulate more realistic settings, while
many real-world OEMs invest in the same supplier’s development. By proposing a multi-
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OEM scenario, we will consider the relationships between OEMs in developing the same
supplier. Therefore, we investigate game theory to find possible relationships between business partners such as fully cooperative, collaborative (simultaneous and sequential decisionmaking), and non-cooperative.
Moreover, based on reviewed literature on supply chain and supplier development, we
choose Model Predictive Control (MPC) to conduct the numerical experiments involved in
this thesis. Many researchers proved the merit of implementing MPC in the supply chain.
MPC has been successfully implemented in many industries and lately in hybrid systems.
MPC applies a control action over a finite horizon of minimizing an objective function in
short time steps respecting the model functions, and constraints [8]. The significant advantage of MPC is its uncomplicated procedure design. In other words, having a model of an
understudying system consisting of constraints requires only to define an objective that synthesizes the control objectives [10]. In this thesis, we aim to apply MPC to investigate the
profitability of supplier development investment for OEMs. Following, we briefly review the
studies which applied MPC in the supply chain.

2.3

Application of Model Predictive Control in supply chain

Due to supply chains’ sameness of engineering dynamical systems, control theory has provided a strong background for structuring such a framework. MPC, also termed receding
horizon control, has become a standard control methodology for industrial and process systems. Its wide adoption from industry is primarily based on the method’s inherent ability to
handle constraints and nonlinearities of multi-variable dynamical systems [138] efficiently.
During the last decades, many mathematical tools emerging from the control literature
have been implemented to the supply chain management problem. These tools vary from
classical transfer function analysis to highly complicated control methods, such as Model
Predictive Control. MPC is a well-suited modeling tool for supply chain management [65].
Afterward, we discuss some of the conducted research in the implementation of MPC in
supply chain management in general and specifically in supplier development.
Sarimveis et al. [138] reviewed the role of different tools that vary from classical transfer
function analysis to highly complicated control methodologies, such as MPC. They aimed to
find representative references of many different control methods and define each of them as
advantages, drawbacks, and complexities. Their review’s base is that cooperation between
control experts and supply chain managers can introduce more realism to the dynamic models and develop efficient supply chain management policies. From their research, it is evident
that despite the considerable advances that have occurred throughout the years in controlling
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supply chain systems, there is still plenty of room for further improvements. They concluded that MPC is a well-suited method for dealing with the supply chain dynamics while
it provides reliable options for facing turbulent markets. The MPC frame can easily incorporate bounds on the manipulated and controlled variables and leads to the formulation of
computationally tractable optimization problems.
Wang et al. [166] applied Model Predictive Control as a tactical decision module for
supply chain management in semiconductor manufacturing. They examined a problem that
includes distinguishing characteristics of semiconductor manufacturing supply chains, such
as material reconfiguration and stochastic product splits. Fluid analogies are useful tools to
model supply chain dynamics. This dynamicity can vary from stochasticity and nonlinearity
occurring on the manufacturing time, product, or customers’ demand. They implemented
MPC to use a linear time-invariant model to make the system outputs track the targets and
improve customer service levels. They also showed that the flexibility provided by tuning parameters in MPC caused better performance and robustness in semiconductor manufacturing
supply chain management.
They resulted that MPC plays a vital role in achieving robustness under uncertainty in
systems and causes smooth responses to the market. Applying MPC can also influence the
work in process (WIP) in factories to not change sharply, which is desirable in practice.
They concluded that the actions of the MPC controller could show when and where the
capacities are depleted. These also give a reasonable justification for expanding capacity
and insights into the interaction between the MPC decision policy and additional external
decision policies.
Schwartz et al. [141] proposed a simulation-based optimization framework applying
Model Predictive Control-based decision policies for inventory management of supply chains
that are facing supply and demand uncertainties. The results of their case studies demonstrate
that applying MPC enables OEMs to find the optimal safety stock levels, which is significantly efficient and financially beneficial. Also, it helps OEMs to maintain satisfactory operating performance in the supply chain. They showed that MPC provides decision-makers
an optimal option over a moving horizon to minimize deviations from inventory targets by
giving an anticipated demand signal.
They revealed that the lack of explicit gradient information justifies interest in optimization algorithms that rely solely on objective function measurements. Therefore MPC is a
well establish an application to solve such problems.
As mentioned in the section 2.2.2, Proch et al. [126], and Worthmann et al. [176] investigated supplier development in a decentralized supply chain with one OEM and one supplier
implementing MPC. They first conducted the effects of relationship-specific investments on
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the efficiency and effectiveness of supplier development. Then, they formulated and solved
a continuous-time optimal control model characterizing the decision to invest in supplier development and showed that the supplier’s incentive to participate in supplier development
critically depends on the OEM’s share of investment costs.
Furthermore, they revealed that dynamically extending contracts enhance the supplier
development process because value generation is facilitated while the OEM and the supplier
gain flexibility due to shorter contract periods. Finally, using sensitivity analysis concerning
the learning rate, they showed that firms in high learning industries benefit from supplier development since supplier development programs optimize the supplier networks’ cost structure.
Many researchers proved that MPC is a well-fitted method in the dynamic supply chain
area based on the reviewed literature. It deals with dynamic environments’ specific features
by applying moving horizons over the studying period. So far, we have discussed the application of MPC in the supply chain and specifically on supplier development. Later we
will review the studies about the profitability of collaboration between OEM and its critical
suppliers in supplier development programs. In this thesis, we aim to evaluate the effect of
different interactions between OEMs on supplier development profit. Then, it is essential to
study the literature on supplier development and different information exchange possibilities
among supply chain partners. Following, we discuss the partnership in supplier development
in detail.

2.4

Partnership in supply chain management

According to the literature on supplier development, many researchers proved that collaborative supplier development is beneficial for both parties. Simultaneously many researchers
conducted studies toward the effect of collaboration in supplier development outcomes. Due
to the importance of collaboration in the supply chain context, and expressly, supplier development, an overview of this concept is provided.
Today in the so-called adaptive and intelligent supply chain, manufacturers need to make
networks and communications across the different partners to address the dynamic market
situation like supplier failures or uncertainties in demand [144]. Involved companies in the
supply chain are more focused on their local goals than on the whole chain’s performance.
Therefore, centralized management strategies, such as optimizing the global performance
of a chain by a logistic center, are becoming less practical and are being replaced by decentralized management approaches [107]. However, in a decentralized management approach, each member optimizes its performance while communicating with other partners,
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which causes improved individual and global performance [107]. Therefore, communication
among supply chain members is highly suggested by previous studies [6, 31, 42, 174]
Researchers define the differences between possible relationship strategies, such as coordination, cooperation, and collaboration. Involved companies in a supply chain carry out
these relationship strategies to approach their external partners within the chain [6]. Looking
back on the nature [31] and the economics of companies [174], the setting of transactions
has switched from conventional market transactions to the updated authorized transactions.
Moreover, the integration of production factors has increased due to increasing economic,
environmental, and social compulsions. Therefore, the application of open-market negotiation is replaced by long-term communication like coordination, cooperation, and finally,
collaboration, as given in Figure 2.2.
Open market
negotiation

Coordination

Win-loose approach

Short-term
goals

Short-term
relationship

Few selfinterest

Low

Cooperation

Collaboration

Long-term
relationship

Win-win approach

Shared goals

Mutual goals

Level of integration

High

Figure. 2.2: Supply chain interaction formation (following [42]).

The first phase, open-market negotiations, is based on short-term relationships consisting
of minimal information sharing. The phases of coordination and cooperation followed the
phase of the open-market negotiations. Adopting coordination partners align their efforts
to gain a shared goal with the understanding of their achievements and benefits [42]. In
contrast with previous phases, collaboration has taken various forms, including supply chain
collaboration, collaborative logistics, and extended and virtual enterprises [42, 72].
Kozar differentiates between cooperation and collaboration [89]. She emphasizes that
partners can separately perform their assigned responsibilities and bring their results to the
table under cooperation. Even though in collaboration, partners are committed in close interaction to achieve common goals, thereby negotiating and accommodating others’ perspectives [42, 89]. Regarding the collaboration in the supply chain, committed partners share
related information, logistic equipment, and facilities to increase cost-efficiency. Collaboration is in the supply chain categorized in vertical, horizontal, or lateral, based on the
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collaboration scope [145]. Vertical collaboration refers to integrating upstream and downstream companies such as suppliers, OEMs, retailers, and customers. However, horizontal
collaboration means integrating supply chain agents from the same level in the supply chain,
like collaboration among OEMs or suppliers. Lateral collaboration refers to an aggregation
of the two vertical and horizontal cooperations [22, 42, 179].
Based on the mentioned classification, this study focuses on the horizontal collaboration
between OEMs and vertical supplier development programs. After considering the relationships between OEMs, we aim to study the role of trust in their relationship. Following,
we study the background of trust in the supply chain generally and in supplier development
specifically.

2.5

Trust in supply chain management

Collaborative relationships come up with opportunism when the partners take actions in their
self-interest and against others’ benefits. Spekman and Davis [152] declares that sharing the
information between partners needs to be sure that this information will be used as planned.
Furthermore, uninsured collaboration can increase the chance of sharing manipulated data
that refuses the partner’s side’s visibility and reality. When partners tend not to disclose their
business models’, they might slightly modify information. Moreover, there is the uncertainty
of variable division costs and profits in collaborative supplier development and synchronizing
distributed activities and decisions [42]. Moreover, in this context, Chopra and Meindl [29]
asserted that some deviations occur when some partners integrate their local concentration in
information processing. In such cases, trust among partners addresses these issues and can
facilitate and improve collaborative investment initiatives.
Companies tend to collaborate with their partners since it increases efficiency from shared
resources and investment. OEMs to develop their supplier can adapt efforts like providing
machinery, tools, distribution facilities, and, in particular, a sharing of information systems.
Trust plays an essential role in the information sharing of collaborative supplier development. Trust is highly infected by sharing information, plans, decision alignments, and opportunism [42].
Many trust determinants are defined regarding the trust among supply chain partners.
To better understand these determinants’ effects on partnership and collaboration, a primary
category of these determinants needs to be designated. Many studies have been conducted to
define the critical trust enables among supply chain partners. Following, we present different
categories of trust factors.
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Child [28] presented two varieties of trust, knowledge-based trust and identificationbased trust. The knowledge-based refers to the long-term relationship between the two
partners. Therefore they can estimate their partners’ behavior based on experiences. The
identification-based trust transpires the emotional connection among partners who concern
the other’s request, desire, and wishes.
Ha et al. [67] suggested a new category of trust factors. They introduced significant
trust and trust incompetency. According to their study, affective trust considers aspects like
openness, benevolence, honesty, understanding, and respect. Trust in competency considers
aspects like ability, knowledge and skills, business judgment, and specialty.
Han and Dong [69] and Rousseau et al. [134] distinct trust factors into two categories:
predetermined factors and instant factors. The predetermined trust factors can be evaluated
from the history of behaviors and relationships of trustee and trustor. This type of trust factor
is unchanged and pre-known. They defined the predetermined trust factors as the combination of reputation, the trustee’s peers’ recommendations, the trustor’s feelings, historical
cognition, and former transactions. However, the instant trust factors refer to the current
transaction manner of the trustee.
Daudi [42] studied the literature of trust, particularly among supply chain partners. He
divided the important trust determinants into behavioral and non-behavioral classes.
Behavioral trust factors highly depend on the behaviors and interactions of the partner at
the time of collaboration. This trust factor can be easily estimated and predicted even though
non-behavioral trust factors are not related to the trustee’s actions during the collaboration
period. He extracted nine of the most significant trust determinants from literature: opportunism, commitment, decision synchronization, information sharing, communication, capital
specificity, shared knowledge generation, incentive adjustment, and bargaining capability.
Finally, he conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) to define the essential behavioral trust factors among the introduced factors. The result of his study showed that information sharing, incentive adjustment, decision synchronization, and opportunism are the major
behavioral trust determinants [43] in logistics resource collaboration.
Also, Dastyar et al. [41] studied the literature of trust among supply chain partners to
defined trust factors that affect collaboration and information sharing in supplier development. Furthermore, this survey concerning trust in the supply chain and logistics. Therefore,
factors selected from the literature do not only belong to the collaborative supplier development. Finally, results from the survey on the background of the research revealed a total of
23 determinants. Most of the presented classifications can differentiate between two types of
factors, roughly grouped into static and dynamic determinants, according to [69, 134]. The
first class of determinants resembles a-priori knowledge about the partner. The second class
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refers to determinants that might change slowly or quickly during a collaboration. These
determinants, based on the mentioned classification, are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Literature review on factors influencing trust in OEM/supplier relationships [41]

Trust factors in supply chain partner’s relationship
Dynamic factors
References
Static factors
References
Benevolence
[13, 35, 67, 115, 140] Ability
[67, 110, 160]
[49, 67, 112, 114, 122,
Honesty
Capability
[42, 100, 147, 158]
132, 148]
Opportunism
[42,74,121,158,167] Asset specificity
[42, 79, 99]
[42, 81, 100, 121, 147,
Commitment
Incentive alignment
[22, 34, 42, 167, 179]
178]
[27, 42, 99, 147, 178,
Information sharing
Bargaining power
[34, 81, 99, 179]
182]
Satisfaction
with
Communication
[22, 42, 155]
[49, 122, 132]
know-how/specialties
Unique
knowlJoint knowledge cre[22, 42]
edge/skills in busi- [28,49,111,112,122]
ation
ness
Openness
[49, 112, 122, 132]
Reputation
[122]
Positive mutual un[49, 105, 112, 122]
Historical transaction [122]
derstanding
Respect
[49, 111, 122, 170]
Emotions
[122]
Information
mis[27,99,147,178,182] Experiences
[122]
match
Cognition
from
[122]
trustor

2.6

Conclusion and research gap

OEMs across a wide range of industries implement supplier development programs to improve supply chain performance. In other words, supplier development improves suppliers
and the supply chain performance and ensures beneficial outcomes for buyers and suppliers.
However, Awashti and Grzybbowska [5] suggested that the performance of the second and
third tiers of suppliers is also considerable in OEMs productions. To make the study area
large enough to be merely measurable in this thesis, we focus on developing the first-tier
supplier since the first-tier supplier supplies the manufacturing components directly to the
OEMs.
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Many studies have been conducted to define, develop, investigate supplier development’s
outcomes, importance, or applications. Most of the conducted studies have concentrated on
qualitative aspects of supplier development. These studies provided an in-depth insight into
supplier development investment in theory and practice. However, decision-makers need to
have access to more precise information about feasible options to select and the outcomes of
their decisions. Some other studies also have been carried out from a quantitative perspective
to support decision-makers with a clear understanding of supplier development results.
As an example, Talluri et al. [156] investigated the efficiency of supplier development
in the various constellations; they generally assumed fixed market conditions and neglect
the influence of market dynamics. As can be seen, They tried to deal with the relationship
between OEMs and suppliers in supplier development. Nevertheless, they assumed a fixed
long-term supplier development program as a baseline.
Later, Worthmann et al. [177] and Proch et al. [126] studied dynamic supplier development contract extension. They conducted a quantitative study to find the optimal length of
the supplier development contract. In both mentioned studies, they assumed a market that
consists of only one OEM and one supplier with a stable environment.
As mentioned above, previous studies mainly considered a stable market situation. However, due to today’s turbulent manufacturing environment, market dynamics have to be taken
into account. This dynamic nature has put pressure on OEMs to be more flexible in their
supply chain management. To stay flexible, many OEMs may adopt the Industry 4.0 concept
to stay competitive [83]. In Industry 4.0, so-called smart manufacturing, a virtual copy of
the physical world, and decentralized decision-making can be developed [18].
Moreover, physical systems can contribute and interact with each other and with humans in real-time, all are possible by the Internet of Things (IoT) and related services [103].
Implementing the concept of Industry 4.0 promotes the computerization of traditional manufacturing to become more adaptable. Its technological foundation consists of cyber-physical
systems and the Internet of Things [103]. Therefore based on the flexibility required by
Industry 4.0, OEMs should consider markets’ dynamics.
Moreover, decision-makers require more realistic scenarios, consisting of more than only
one OEM and one supplier. To overcome the uncovered subjects in a supplier development
context, we conduct this thesis to find the profitability of supplier development based on a
dynamic market in different OEMs’ settings. In this thesis, we take some steps forward from
the previous studies. First, we propose a market that consists of two OEMs and one supplier
when OEMs target one supplier in their supplier development efforts. Second, for the first
time in the context of supplier development, we apply game-theoretical, possible relationships between two OEMs to investigate the effect of different OEM-to-OEM relationships on
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the revenue of supplier development in both short-term and long-term investments. OEMs’
assumed relationship in this study is cooperative, collaborative (simultaneous and sequential
decision making), and non-cooperative gaming situations. Third, we investigate the effect of
trust in different relationships between OEMs in the profitability of shared supplier development investments. Therefore, for the first time in supplier development, we apply the model
predictive control method to find the optimal horizon of supplier development investment
considering different relationship scenarios between manufacturers. Regarding the results
of this thesis, decision-makers will be able to choose whether they are willing to extend the
investment in supplier development programs or not.
In brief, this literature review shows the following research gaps that will be targeted in
this thesis:
• Non-monopolistic settings with several OEMs working with the same supplier.
• Consideration of different ways of collaboration and coordination between OEMs regarding their supplier development efforts.
• Non-stable market situations that are subject to changing market prices and conditions.
• A framework to investigate the effects of trust as an alternative to contracting.

3
3.1

R ESEARCH QUESTIONS AND
M ETHODOLOGY

Introduction

As noted at the end of the last chapter, we aim to take further steps than the recent studies
in supplier development. Our study is based on the proposed algorithm by Worthmann et
al. [176], and Proch et al. [126]. They studied supplier development with the concentration
on a monopolistic constellation of one OEM and one supplier. Consequently, we extend
these studies’ approach to a multi-OEM scenario, which consists of two OEMs and one supplier. Considering two OEMs leads us to study the various possible relationship between
OEMs. Therefore, we utilize different game-theoretic collaboration schemes. Evaluating the
business relationship between OEMs causes more comprehensive and realistic assumptions
for the study. Furthermore, we take the dynamic conditions of the OEMs’ business markets
into account, which offers a better understanding of the OEMs’ outcomes from their supplier development investments. The overall goal of the present study is to investigate the
profitability of supplier development programs for OEM/OEMs who tend to invest in their
critical suppliers. To follow up on the steps of the present study in this chapter, we explain
the research questions to which we aim to respond, the applied method, Model Predictive
Control (MPC), and the constellation of the problem in detail.

3.2

Research questions

This thesis focuses on the OEM’s investment in supplier development, as shown in Figures
3.1. Based on the literature of supplier development, mentioned in Chapter 2, OEMs may
invest experts, money, machinery in suppliers to improve their suppliers’ performance and
capabilities. Here, to measure the profitability of the supplier development programs, we
36
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turn all types of investments into money (C). In other words, OEMs provide their critical
suppliers money in order to develop supplier’s performance, delivery time, product’s quality
or reduce the cost of products.

Figure. 3.1: Proposed schematic model of supplier development

Within this study, we propose a methodology fit to tackle supplier development’s flexibility requirements driven by the concepts of Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet of
Things. We particularly aim to generalize the requirements for the dynamic extension technique applicable in supplier development in a multi-OEM scenario, which is more realistic
and comprehensive compared to Worthmann et al. [177], and Proch et al. [126]. To this end,
we will answer the following questions:
Q1: Considering a one–to–one scenario between OEM and supplier, how does the method
perform in case of uncertainties in parameters like willingness to pay, price elasticity,
variable costs, and learning rates?
Q2: Extending the scenario to multi-OEM are collaboration, cooperation, and non-cooperation
good scenarios for OEMs who intend to develop the same supplier?
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Q3: Considering the dynamics of the markets, are collaboration, cooperation, and noncooperation good scenarios for OEMs who intend to develop the same supplier?
Q4: Considering the trust among partners, How does trust affect the profitability of partnership in supplier development for the overall supply chain and each player?
We present the modeling of the above-mentioned questions in Chapter 4. Later in Chapter
5, we design the experiments and define the real-world use cases to numerically evaluate the
designed experiments as presented in Chapter 6.

3.3

Research methodology

To answer the mentioned questions, we expand the scenarios of Worthmann et al., and Proch
et al. [126,177] from a monopolistic setting (one OEM–one supplier) to a multi-OEM setting
with two OEMs and one supplier. Then, we consider different types of relationships between
OEMs to find out which one works efficiently. Therefore, we apply a Model Predictive
Control (MPC) to model and optimize the supplier development profit.
MPC combines short-term closed-loop controls with a long-term open-loop simulator/optimizer. It implements optimization over long-term model-based simulations to determine an
optimal control sequence, representing the OEMs’ planned investments over a finite horizon.
We apply the MPC method to find the optimal horizon of supplier development investment,
considering OEMs’ different relationship scenarios. Decision-makers will choose whether
they tend to extend the investment in supplier development programs or not by applying this
thesis’s proposed model.
We consider supplier development within two different supply chain scenarios, one consisting of one OEM and one supplier (Figure 3.2), and one given by a triadic constellation of
one supplier and two OEMs (Figure 3.3).
Money
Supplier (S)

OEM (M )
Goods

Figure. 3.2: One–to–one supply chain structure
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OEM (M1 )

Money
Goods
Supplier (S)

Money
Goods

OEM (M2 )

Figure. 3.3: Triadic supply chain structure

3.4

Applied methods

Recently, decision-makers in the supply chain increasingly implement mathematical models in general and specifically control methods [177]. Control methods and strategies can
be categorized into some different classes representative of the evolution fields. These control models are like Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers, classical methods,
such as selective controllers, model-based and predictive techniques, new generation advanced techniques based on optimal control theory, expert systems, feedback linearization,
Lyapunov-based methods, neural networks, and fuzzy and hybrid systems [127].
A PID controller is a tool implemented in industrial control applications to regulate process variables. PID controllers use a control loop feedback mechanism to control process
variables and are the most accurate and stable controllers [108]. However, according to [185]
PID controller is not a proper method to deal with systems that contain considerable time delays. Model Predictive Control (MPC) handles delayed feedback problems using predicted
future states of the output for control. Currently, there are some other approaches with deadtime satisfaction properties. In case of the absence of time delay, these algorithms most
likely collapse to the PID configuration. Predictive controllers can also be implemented in
an adaptive framework. PID controllers do not have this predictive ability [185].
The other well-known control method is a Linear Quadratic Regulator. LQR provides
optimal controlled feedback, enabling the closed-loop to be stable and obtain higher performance of the system’s design [30]. Moreover, LQR optimizes the system in a fixed time
window (horizon), applying the single (optimal) solution for the whole time horizon. Applying the LQR algorithm enhances the efficiency control system by reducing the amount of
work and optimizing the controller. However, the decision-maker still needs to specify the
cost function parameters and compare the results with the specified design goals [149]. Often this means that controller construction will be an iterative process in which the engineer
judges the "optimal" controllers produced through simulation and then adjust the parameters
to produce a controller more consistent with design goals [98]. However, MPC optimizes in
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a receding horizon, enabling MPC to solve the optimization problem in smaller time windows than the whole horizon and hence may obtain a suboptimal solution. Also, because
MPC makes no assumptions about linearity, it can handle hard constraints and the migration
of a nonlinear system away from its linearized operating point, both of which are downsides
of LQR [149].
MPC is an effective means to address large multi-variable constrained control problems
[177]. MPC follows the rule of adopting control actions by repeatedly solving an optimal
control problem. MPC aims to minimize a performance deviation over a limited horizon in
the future. Future actions are estimated based on the model of the real system. Arguments
begin in ensuring closed-loop resistance, handling model uncertainty, and reducing online
computations [1].
MPC is particularly suitable for estimating the efficiency of supplier development programs in non-monopolistic scenarios and unstable markets. On the one hand, unstable markets are hard to model, and changes may occur unpredictably. On the other hand, OEMs may
have to deal with uncertain or incomplete information in multi-OEM scenarios, depending
on the chosen collaboration scheme. Following, we explain the basic concept of the MPC
method in detail.

3.5

Basic concepts of Model Predictive Control

Model Predictive Control (MPC) was proposed in the late seventies and has developed significantly since then. Model Predictive Control method does not designate a specific control
approach but rather an adequate spectrum of control methods to gain the control signal by
minimizing an objective function [21]. These designed methods lead to controllers, which
have substantially the same structure and perform an appropriate degree of freedom [59].
According to Camacho and Alba [21] the ideas, appearing in a greater or fewer degree of
freedom in the predictive control family, are:
• Explicit use of a model to predict the process output at future time instants (horizons)
• Calculation of control sequence minimizing an objective function
• Receding strategy so that at each instant, the horizon displaces concerning the future,
which consists of the employment of the first control signal of the sequence measured
at each step.
Moreover, MPC presents a series of advantages over other control methods, amongst which
the following stand out [21, 59]:
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• It is especially interesting to staff with only a restricted knowledge of control models
since the concepts are very intuitive. At the same time, its tuning is relatively easy.
• It can control various processes, from relatively simple dynamics to more complex
ones, including systems with long delay times.
• The multi-variable case can efficiently be dealt with.
• It inherently introduces feed-forward control to compensate for measurable disturbance.
• It can take the actuator limitations into account.
• It allows operation closer to constraints, hence increased profit.
• It can handle the non-minimal phase and unstable processes.
However, MPC’s main drawback is that this method’s outcome highly depends on the
applied model. Therefore, designing an appropriate model is extensively critical [21]. To
implement the MPC method, the basic structure, shown in Figure 3.4 is used.

Past inputs
Previous outputs

Prediction’s
outputs

Reference
Trajectory

Prediction model

Future
inputs

Future erros

Optimizer

Cost function

Constraints

Figure. 3.4: Fundamental Model predictive control structure [21]
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Model predictive control elements

All the MPC algorithms include three common elements, a wide variety of different options
can be selected for each element giving rise to different algorithms [21, 65]. These elements
are:
Prediction model, The model considers as the foundation of MPC, an adequate design
should include the necessary mechanisms for obtaining the best possible model, which
should be complete enough to fully capture the process dynamics and allow the predictions to be measured, and at the same time to be intuitive and permit theoretic
analysis [21]. A model’s function is predicting the future plant outputs based on past
and current values and the proposed optimal future control actions. These actions
are calculated by the optimizer regarding the cost function as well as the constraints.
Consequently, the prediction model plays a crucial role in the controller [59].
Objective function, The various MPC algorithms propose different cost functions for obtaining the control law. The overall aim is that the future output on the considered
horizon should follow a determined reference signal [59]. The objective function includes the parameters of the problem, constraints, and reference trajectory.
Obtaining the control law, Structuring of the control law produces an improvement in robustness and the system’s general behavior. Allowing the free evaluation of the manipulated variables (without being structured) may lead to an unwanted high-frequency
control signal and, at the worst, to instability. Therefore obtaining the control law
enables the optimizer to achieve stability, robustness, and better performance in disturbance and uncertainty, which affect the system [21].
After a short review of MPC’s concept, following we explain the method in further detail
and the application of MPC in this thesis.

3.5.2

Model predictive control scheme

The MPC method integrates short-term closed-loop control of the real system with a modelbased, long-term open-loop optimization, as shown in Figure 3.5. As explained before in
3.5, the MPC has implemented an algorithm that relies on three different components: First,
the system model, which describes the state of the real-world system. MPC’s open-loop
implements the system model to simulate the outcomes of controls. Second, the optimizer
applies a cost function, and by implementing the particular system, the state obtains the op-
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timal solutions [65]. Third, control law (control state), the open-loop optimization, provides
an optimized sequence of activities (control u) based on the real-world system’s simulation.
The real-world system receives control inputs, so-called control law, from the closed-loop
control at predefined time steps ti , i ∈ 1, . . . , N and provides a measured state of the system
xn , xn ∈ x0 , . . . , (xN ) and a measured time step tm , tm ∈ t0 , . . . , (tN ) to the closed-loop
control. Afterward, the algorithm, by implementing the first part of this sequence, estimates
the real-world system’s state x at predefined sampling steps tmi with a sampling step width
of T . MPC gains a new optimal sequence for each sequential measurement. In brief, MPC
can obtain long-term predictions of systems while continuously reevaluating these intervals,
responding to unexpected changes in the real world.
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Figure. 3.5: Model Predictive Control Scheme [37]

Following, we explain the adopted model and the further extensions of it in detail.
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Supplier development in one OEM-one supplier setting

Here in this thesis, based on the study of Worthmann et al. [176], we start from a monopolistic supplier development setting, which consists of one OEM, M , and one supplier S as
shown in Figure 3.2. In this setting, the OEM provides the supplier with money to develop its
product quality, price and/or enhance the supplier’s delivery time. The development in suppliers’ processes, products’ quality, or delivery time is up to OEM’s needs. However, in this
thesis, to measure suppliers’ development, we only take the cost reduction of procurement
for the supplied components into account.

3.6.1

Derivation of the basic cost function

Here, we follow the basic idea proposed in the study of Worthmann et al. [176] where the
optimal solution of the linear one–to–Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle [14] gives one set.
They proposed a linear price distribution curve p(d) = a − b · d, where d represents the
production quantity and p represents the sale price, c.f., e.g., [11, 86, 106, 177], and where
a > 0 and b > 0 signify the willingness to pay and the price elasticity of the production. In
the present study, willingness to pay, also known as the prohibitive price, is the maximum
price of the OEM’s products that consumers can afford. The price elasticity is the range of
product’s price that the supplier offers to the OEM.
Note that this system shows only one decision variable, which is given by the OEM’s
sales. The supplier cannot decide about the production quantity and produces the components to meet the market demand d. Due to revenue maximization, the production quantity
d which adopted by M is determined by the zero of the first derivative of the profit given by
d(p(d) − cM − cSC ), where cM and cSC denote the unit production costs of M and the supply
costs per unit of S, cf. [126, 177]. Hence, we obtain
p(d) − cM − cSC − bd = 0
and thereby the optimal production quantity and optimal sale price
d⋆ =

a − cM − cSC
,
2b

p(d⋆ ) =

a + cM + cSC
2

In order to include fixed revenues per unit r of the supplier S similar to [11, 86, 106, 126,
177], we define cSC := r + cS , where cS represents the unit production costs of the supplier
S. Now, we maximize the overall profit J, which is the summation of OEM’s profit J M and
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the supplier profit J S
J(cS ) = J M (cS ) + J S (cS ) =

(a − cM − cSC )2 a − cM (r + cS )
+
r.
4b
2b

Considering greater experience or development in human resource capabilities, production process, or machines enable the supplier to improve its capability. Learning causes less
effort and time; and in turn also fewer production costs per unit. To formulate the problem
more realistic. We take the supplier learning rate m into account. We suppose that the OEM
wants to increase the overall revenue of the supply chain by decreasing the unit production
costs cS of the supplier via supplier development projects. A variety of former studies have
proposed similar models of cost reduction through learning, cf., e.g., [11, 86, 106, 181]. To
this end, we introduce a time-dependent function x : R → R
cS = c0 x(t)m , with ẋ (t) = u(t),

x(0) = x0 = 1

where c0 > 0 represents the base unit production cost of the supplier S, and m < 0 characterizes its learning rate. Last, x donates the number of supplier development projects, which
can be changed by the OEM (M ) via u ∈ [0, ω]. The bound ω > 0 to represents a resources
availability limitation, which may be due to time, manpower, or budget. To account for the
respective development projects, we integrate supplier development costs cSD u(t) into the
profit function and obtain

JT (u; x0 ) =

∫︂T
0

2

(a − cM − c0 x(t)m ) − r2
− cSD u(t)dt,
4b

(3.1)

where cSD ≥ 0 represents the costs of a supplier development action.

3.6.2

Model notation

The list of model’s parameters that are adopted from Worthmann et al. [176] and Proch et
al. [126] are shown in Table 3.1. We utilize the mentioned variables in the cost function to
compute the corresponding output values of profit JT (u; x0 ) for manufactures. Moreover, the
list of indicates is shown in Table 3.2. Additional notations might be introduced if necessary
in the appropriate sections.
Based on the learning concept, more significant experience or development in human
resource capabilities, production processes, or machines enable the supplier to enhance its
capability. Learning causes less effort, time, and in turn, also fewer production costs per unit.
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Table 3.1: List of parameters (Worthmann et al. 2016 [177]; Proch et al. 2017 [126] ).
Symbol

Description

T
m
a
b
cM1
cM2
c0
cSD1
cSD2
u1
u2
p(d)
p
r
ω
t⋆
N
∆

Contract period
Learning rate
Willingness to pay
Price elasticity
Variable cost per unit OEM1 (M1 )
Variable cost per unit OEM2 (M2 )
Variable cost per unit (S)
Supplier development cost per unit OEM1 (M1 )
Supplier development cost per unit OEM2 (M2 )
Number of supplier development projects OEM1 (M1 )
Number of supplier development projects OEM2 (M2 )
The price distribution function
The product’s sale price
The supplier’s profit margin
The resource availability rate
The optimal switching time
The number of time steps
The length of sampling time intervals

Table 3.2: List of indicates
Indices

Description

x(t)
u(t)
uj
j
ti
tm
xn

The current system state at time instance t
The current control value at time instance t
The current control for OEM j
The number of OEM j= 1;2
The length of predefined time steps i ∈ 1, . . . , N
The length of measured time step tm ∈ t0 , . . . , (tN )
The measured state of the system xn ∈ x0 , . . . , (xN )

To this end, we introduce a time-dependent function x : R → R as the ability of supplier
S to influence its costs via learning, that is cS = c0 xm , with ẋ (t) = u(t), x(0) = x0 =
1 where c0 > 0 represents the base unit production cost of the supplier S, and m < 0
characterizes its learning rate. Last, x defines the cumulative number of realized supplier
development projects, which can be changed by the OEM M via u ∈ [0, ω].
The bound ω > 0 represents a resources availability limitation, which may be due to time,
manpower, or budget. A variety of former studies proposed similar models of cost reduction
through learning, cf., e.g., [11, 86, 106, 181]. To account for the respective development
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projects, we integrate supplier development costs cSD u(t) into the profit function and obtain:
JT (u; x0 ) =

∫︂T
0

2

(a − cM − c0 x(t)m ) − r2
− cSD u(t)dt
4b

Here, cSD ≥ 0 represents the costs of a supplier development action.
In either case, the problem reveals a linear quadratic structure, which allows computing
the optimal solution
⋆

⎧
⎪
⎨ω,

u (t) := ⎪
⎩0

if t < t⋆
else

explicitly using Pontryagin’s maximum principle, cf. [86], where t⋆ characterizes the
optimal switching time of supplier development program given by
mc0 (x(t) + ωt⋆ )m−1 (a − cM − c0 (x(t) + ωt⋆ )m ) =

2bcSD
t⋆ − T

(3.2)

The latter can be interpreted as follows: up to t⋆ every investment in supplier development
results in higher profit, However further investments after t⋆ are not economically reasonable
based on the proposed setting. Note that expenditures spent after t⋆ may increase profit if a
more extended contract period is considered.
In this thesis, we aim to investigate the profitability of partnerships between OEMs, who
tend to invest in developing the same supplier. Therefore to investigate different communication possibilities between OEMs, we study game theory. After discussing different possible
communication methods among supply chain partners, we explain trust in the OEMs relationship.

3.7

Types of games in game theory

Supplier development can facilitate cooperation among OEMs and suppliers. Moreover,
cooperation among OEMs is another type of coordination that supplier development can
offer. Many OEMs, particularly those working in the same industry sector, mostly order
raw materials and components from the same suppliers groups. Generally, in this condition,
an OEM can select between various types of partnerships, which can be cooperative, noncooperative, or collaborative [6].
In the literature on supply chain management, many researchers suggested applying game
theory to investigate the effect of different games on the partnership outcome. As an instance,
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Bai and Sarkis [6] applied various game-theoretic models to investigate the influence of supplier development investment strategies on profits. To provide the necessary basis for understanding possible relationships among supply chain partners, game theory provided a comprehensive classification. Game theory attempts to define the actions that decision-makers
should take to secure the best outcomes for themselves in a wide variety of "games" mathematically and logically. The games all share the common attribute of interdependency [47].
Consequently, each participant depends on the choices (approaches) of all. Following, we
summarize different games to depict a better image of various features of them to distinguish
different communication methods among OEMs.
Cooperative and non-cooperative games In a cooperative game, players can pick a particular strategy and form commitments through negotiations and agreements among
players. However, in non-cooperative games, negotiations and agreements are not
possible [12, 87, 128]. In cooperative games, players can play as a team with common
goals. However, in non-cooperative games, players keep their unities and can choose
their strategy to maximize their revenue [15, 54, 102].
Symmetric and asymmetric games The payoff of the symmetric game does not depend
on the player. Indeed, it depends on the adopted strategy. It means the decisions for
all players stay the same without changing the results of the strategies [60]. In other
words, the dominant strategy of the game is uniform for all players [87,159]. Chicken,
the Prisoner’s Dilemma, and the Stag Hunt are all the standard examples of symmetric
games [50]. Even though, in asymmetric games, there are not similar strategy sets for
both players. For example, the Ultimatum game and the Dictator game have different
strategies for each player [50].
Zero-Sum and non-zero-sum games Zero-sum games are the situations where one or more
players’ gain (loss) equals the loss (gain) of other players. Therefore, again (loss) for
one must result in a loss (gain) for one or more others, which means one player gains
the equal amount that its opponent loses [104, 150]. Examples of zero-sum games are
Matching Pennies, and most classical board games like Go and Chess [50]. On the
other hand, when the final result of all players is not zero, the game is a non-zero-sum
game like Prisoner’s Dilemma game [54, 143].
Simultaneous and sequential games In simultaneous games, also called static games,
players undertake their moves at the same time. Thereby moves are considered an
adaptation of a strategy that the player decided for [104]. Games such as Chess, Infinite Chess, backgammon, and Go are examples of sequential games [50]. However,
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in simultaneous games, players do not have information about other players’ decisions [78, 143]. In contrast, in sequential or dynamic games, players are informed
about the other player’s decision to start the game. Rock-paper-scissors, a widely
played hand game, is an example of a simultaneous game [50].
Perfect information and imperfect information games When all players are aware of the
other players’ decisions, this game is called a perfect information game. Therefore,
among the mentioned games, only sequential games fit in this category [19]. The
Ultimatum game and Centipede game are examples of the perfect game. Almost all
gaming types are in the class of imperfect information games instead of sequential
games [66]. Many card games are in the category of imperfect information games, for
instance, Poker or Contract Bridge [50].

3.8

Conclusion

This chapter focused on presenting the MPC method and its applications in the supply chain
generally and specifically in supplier development. MPC is an optimization-based control
scheme, which is recently been highly implemented in supply chain processes. Due to the
similarity of supply chains to engineering dynamical systems, control theory has provided
a great background for building such a framework. MPC can provide long-term predictions
of activities while frequently reevaluating these sequences, reacting to unforeseen changes
in the real world. This behavior is particularly suitable for estimating supplier development
programs’ efficiency in non-monopolistic scenarios and turbulent markets. While turbulent
markets are hard to model, and changes may occur unpredictably. Moreover, OEMs may
have to deal with uncertain or incomplete information in the multi-OEM scheme.
Additionally, in this chapter, we explained the details of MPC’s steps and the prediction
elements that need to be investigated to estimate the modeled problem’s future performance.
In this regard, access to information about the model’s parameters enables us to lead the algorithm more efficiently. In the next step, by applying MPC, we investigate the profitability
of supplier development in case of a joint investment of two OEMs in the same supplier. In
other words, considering different relationships between OEMs, e.g., collaboration, cooperation, and coordination, we aim to examine the profitability of each of them in supplier development projects. Furthermore, we study the role of trust among OEMs in the profitability
of supplier development investments. Also, we study the profitability of supplier development in the case of a dynamic market, which causes changes in proposed cost parameters.
In the next Chapter 4, we present the detail of modeling the dynamic supplier development
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investment in monopolistic and multi-OEM scenarios. After modeling different setting of
OEMs, we design the experiments and define the real-world use cases in Chapter 5. Finally,
we numerically evaluate the designed experiments in Chapter 6.

4
4.1

M ODELING

Introduction

In this thesis, we apply the MPC method to find the optimal horizon of supplier development
investment. MPC implements optimization over long-term model-based simulations to determine an optimal short-term control sequence. Therefore the optimal horizon should provide
OEMs with the optimal revenue from their investment in supplier development. Also, MPC
applies a dynamic investment extension, which offers better insights into OEMs’ relationships in mid-term and short-term supplier development programs.
Furthermore, using MPC, we can consider the market’s dynamics to find a realistic optimal supplier development investment. Thus, based on the most profitable investment horizon, decision-makers can decide whether they tend to continue investing in supplier development or not. This chapter discusses how we model one-OEM – one-supplier and multi-OEM
– one-supplier settings in detail. Concerning multi-OEM settings in supplier development,
we consider the effect of trust between partners on the shared investment profitability. Furthermore, to make the study more comprehensive, we investigate the influence of markets’
dynamics on supplier development results utilizing MPC.

4.2

General approach

Here, we present the extended model formulation considering multi-OEM scenarios, market
dynamics, and trust between OEMs. This section’s structure follows each MPC controller’s
essential components, as given in Figure 4.1. The MPC scheme is beneficial to model and
optimize systems, where decision-makers, in this case, OEMs, can utilize different portions
of information about the real-world system (about the supplier and their competitors). While
51
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the measured state contains all the OEMs’ activities in the last time step, the corresponding
system models can be defined to only include knowledge available from the respective kind
of cooperation or collaboration. Therefore, the open-loop simulation is restricted to only
using information applicable to the specific setting to decide. In contrast, the effects of all
independent decisions can be integrated using the measurement of the current (closed-loop)
real-world system state. As a result, each set is defined by three different components:
Cost function: The cost function of each scenario differs in whether the OEMs pursue a
common goal or try to obtain their respective profit.
System model: Depending on the scenario, the system model can differ enormously. For
example, in the full cooperation setting, a shared system model can be used, which
includes all information about both OEMs. In contrast, the non-cooperation setting
uses two entirely separate system models as neither OEM has any information about
the other.
Order and sequence of decision-making: In particular, the sequential and simultaneous
settings rely on different orders of decision-making steps within each time step. For
instance, multiple decision-making iterations can be used to represent the sharing of
information. Thereby, each OEM makes a decision and conveys this decision to the
other one. The latter uses the mentioned information to render its own decision and
replies back to the first OEM. Now, the first OEM can again use the newly acquired
information to update its decision and so on. As a result, several cycles of decisionmaking can be part of a single time step.
Figure 4.1 shows the stages of the MPC control scheme on the left. The blocks show the
single steps proposed for each stage. Moreover, each block shows the main model components, i.e., state and system models, the cost function, and the optimization components’
interrelationship. The cycle of measuring the state update, optimization, and application is
going until the end of the proposed investigation’s horizon.
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Figure. 4.1: General approach of model extensions

4.3

Model assumptions

In this study, we investigate two different settings. One-OEM one- supplier and multi-OEM
one supplier. In both settings, we consider that the supplier S provides components to M1
and M2 , OEMs assemble these components to final products and sell these to the market.
We assume that M1 and M2 dominate the market and determine the number of final products
to maximize profit. To this end, M1 and M2 increase/decrease market demands by decreasing/increasing the product sale price. In this thesis, we considered the assumption that the
product sale price for both of the OEMs is equal. The focus lies on an asymmetric reliance
on the supplier (higher cS for one).
Including advanced pricing strategies would make the results incomparable, as we cannot
determine which mechanism leads to the gained results. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the supplier is an exclusive one, and also, both OEMs gain the same profit from the same
amount of investment. Additionally, we assume OEMs provide the supplier money as their
investment to make the revenue out of their investments measurable. However, in real-world
cases, supplier development can provide suppliers with experts, machinery, human resources,
or only money.
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Following this section, we explain the modeling of multi-OEM scenario, market dynamics, and trust between OEMs and the corresponding stages in detail.

4.4

Modeling of multi-OEM scenario

In this thesis, we expand the scenario proposed by Worthmann et al. and Proch et al. [126,
177] from a monopolistic one OEM – one supplier setting, to a multi-OEM setting with two
OEMs and one supplier, as shown in Figure 4.2.
OEM (M1 )

Money
Goods
Supplier (S)

Money
Goods

OEM (M2 )

Figure. 4.2: Multi-OEM supply chain

Considering the multi-OEM scenario makes the study more comprehensive and realistic. Moreover, this extension allows for considering different types of relationships between
OEMs to determine which one is more profitable. To conduct different possible relationships
between OEMs, we apply game theory, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Here, we investigate the effect of different OEM–OEM relationships on supplier development revenue in both short-term and long-term investments. Thereby, we assume that both
OEMs profit from supplier investments, no matter who conducted the investment. We aim
to determine the profitability of supplier development investments in different interactions,
such as cooperative, collaborative, and non-cooperative gaming situations. Specifically, we
investigate a more extensive range of relationships than previous studies to identify which
gaming situations are more profitable.
We study a two-OEM and one-supplier scenario. When two manufacturing companies
target one supplier in their supplier development efforts, they can choose to cooperate, collaborate, or not cooperate. These options have their benefits and drawbacks. The benefit
of not cooperating is that the OEM can develop unique elements with aspects that cause
different advantages over their competitors. However, companies should still deal with all
of the risks of supplier development and may require to invest more to achieve the same
returns [37].
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While in cooperative investment in the same supplier, both OEMs can share their resources, and therefore they need less effort, and for the higher volume, they both can enjoy
economies of scale. However, working with the same supplier causes equality of the OEMs’
products. Companies still have the chance to generate differentiation in other aspects of their
products. For example, BMW automobiles may look and work differently from a Mercedes,
even if they purchased the same electric window opener from Bosch [37].
Figure 4.3 schematically depicts the four collaboration schemes, including the order of
decision making (red and white squares) and information sharing (black arrows) between the
OEMs.

Figure. 4.3: Order of decision making and information exchanges based on different collab-

oration schemes [40].
Following, we explain multi-OEM modeling, and then we define the relationship scenarios between OEMs and discuss their differences from each other in detail.

4.4.1

Cost function formulation

We propose four collaboration schemes, each differing in the sequence of decision-making
and the OEMs’ system models regarding MPC’s implementation. These scenarios determine
different information available to each OEM during decision-making [37]. The optimizer
implements the cost function J given in Equation (4.1) to make the optimal decision. For
instance, in a fully cooperative scheme, the cost function constitutes the only exception. This
scheme applies the sum of both OEM’s cost functions for the optimization.
J(u, x) = −

(a − cm − cs · x(t)m )2 − r2
− cSD · u(t)
4b

(4.1)

The second part of the cost function renders the amount of OEMs’ investment in supplier
development projects. Then, the cost for a supplier development activity cSD > 0 multiplies with the control value u(t) at time instance t. The mentioned control value describes
how the respective OEM funds many projects or activities at the determined time instance.
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Each of the investment projects raises the state x by one, effectively reducing the suppliers
manufacturing price. Please refer to 3.6 for a more detailed derivation of this cost function.

4.4.2

Multi-OEM collaboration schemes

In the proposed multi-OEM – one-supplier structure, we include the relationships of the
OEMs. OEMs have different options for communication with each other toward investing
in the same supplier. These different communication methods focus on the procedure of
information sharing for supplier investment decision-making. Regarding the game theory
settings mentioned in Chapter 3.7, OEMs are able either to invest in a supplier together
(cooperative game) or to invest in a supplier individually (non-cooperative). In the latter
case, they can choose between deciding on investing at the same time or sequentially. Note
that our strategy in this setting is a non-zero-sum game since utilizing OEMs’ investment,
both will gain profit regardless of the imposed strategy.
As an instance, in the full-cooperation setting, OEMs share all information about their
investment strategies and their supplier development programs with each other and pursue
the shared goal to maximize their overall profit, cf. Figure 4.4a. The non-cooperative setting
describes partners who tend to work separately without any communication, as outlined in
Figure 4.4b.
Collaboration means that the OEMs contribute to developing the supplier while they are
seeking to increase their profit out of the investment. Nevertheless, the partners still try to
maximize their key performance indicators. In these settings, partners can share information
during a decision making step (simultaneous setting), shown in Figure 4.5a, or they can share
their final decisions (sequential setting), shown in Figure 4.5b. Apart from using different
system models, scenarios differ in which parts of the vector u are optimized by the different
OEMs.
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(a) Cooperative supplier development
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(b) Non-cooperative supplier development
Figure. 4.4: Cooperative (a) and Non-cooperative (b) supplier development [37].
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(a) Collaborative Supplier Development (Simultaneous)
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Information Flow
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(b) Collaborative Supplier Development (Sequential)
Figure. 4.5: Collaborative: Simultaneous (a) and Sequential (b) supplier development [37].

Following, we show how these four types of OEMs’ communication scenarios are implemented by MPC to investigate the profitability of OEMs’ shared investment in supplier
development.
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Model formulation of collaboration schemes

The collaboration schemes can be distinguished based on the order of their decision-making
and their system models in which the open-loop optimization simulates the effects of derived
controls. However, the closed-loop system model always records all supplier development
projects conducted by all OEMs to initialize a new open-loop iteration. The multi-OEM
structure consists of two OEMs, M1 and M2 , and one supplier S. Therefore, OEMs can
choose to work together to develop the supplier S or invest independently. Afterward, we
discuss how OEMs shape different relationships and how relationships can affect supplier
development’s overall profit.
4.4.3.1

Cooperative supplier development

In cooperative supplier development, OEMs work or act together to achieve a common goal.
An explicit example of such a case is a joint venture supplier development project. Two
cooperative OEMs enter into a joint venture agreement by two different business entities for
a supplier development shared project. The involved parties share management, profits, and
losses. Utilizing joint ventures enables OEMs to combine resources or expertise. Therefore,
they can save money in the process of supplier development [46].
In our scenario, OEMs consider integrated profit as a key performance indicator. According to the outlined cooperative setting, OEMs follow a common goal, consider the same
system model, and render decisions simultaneously. In terms of game theory, this scenario
can be considered a cooperative, symmetric, simultaneous game with complete information.
In this thesis, u1 and u2 represent the number of projects that M1 and M2 plan to conduct to
develop their supplier.
A single, joint cost function in the cooperative scenario, as shown in Equation (4.2) is
used.
J(u1 , u2 ; x0 ) = J M1 (u1 ; x0 ) + J M2 (u2 ; x0 )

(4.2)

Accordingly, only a single optimization run is performed, to optimize u1 and u2 together,
that aim to the global optimum over both OEMs. The open-loop system model is given as
x(t) = x(t − 1) + u1 + u2 to represent that all information about both OEMs is available.
4.4.3.2

Collaborative supplier development

OEMs seek to optimize their own goals in the collaboration setting and obtain more advantages from supplier development. They tend to share information about their investment
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with each other. In this study, the collaborative setting is broken into two different settings,
simultaneous and sequential decision making. In both cases, the scenario can be considered
a cooperative, symmetric game with perfect or imperfect information. As a consequence,
two distinct system models are used in these scenarios. As each OEM aims to maximize its
profit, two distinct optimization runs are performed, either optimizing u1 for the first OEM
or u2 for the second.
Simultaneous decision making OEMs may tend to make a decision with their partners
simultaneously, which causes them to apply the same system model for both OEMs. Nevertheless, each OEM only decides on (optimizes) its actions uj . To model the interactions
in the form of negotiations, the decision-making process is performed iteratively. Therefore
both OEMs first make a decision and share it with the other one. Using this new information,
both parties revise their decision and, again, communicate their new decisions until a maximum number of iterations or to the point that no more changes in the decisions occur. Within
(︂
the process every OEM solves the corresponding optimization problems J M1 (u1 ; x0 , u2 ) for
)︂

M1 and J M2 (u2 ; x0 , u1 ) for M2 and updates the value for uj . Accordingly the system model
for both OEMs is given as x(t) = x(t − 1) + u1 + u2 .
Sequential decision making In sequential decision making, one OEM makes a decision
about its investment first and lets the other one knows about it. Therefore it optimizes
J M1 (u1 ; x0 ) using the open-loop system model x1 (t) = x1 (t − 1) + u1 . Consequently,
the second OEM can consider this information during its decision making, i.e., to optimize
its profit as J M2 (u2 ; x0 , u1 ) using its own system model x2 (t) = x2 (t − 1) + u1 + u2 . Therefore, the first OEM’s plan is available within the open-loop simulation of the second. The
optimizer may identify the optimal investment plan, which causes the highest profit for the
second OEM.
4.4.3.3

Non-Cooperative supplier development

In the non-cooperative setting, OEMs look for their own goals and do not share any information about their supplier development program. This setting mostly occurs in highly
competitive markets. Therefore, each OEM only optimizes its actions uj , in this case, even
without the knowledge about the other OEM’s decisions. Therefore, both OEMs optimize
their respective cost function J Mj (uj ; x0 ) using the system model xj (t) = xj (t − 1) + uj . In
terms of game theory, this scenario can be considered a non-cooperative, asymmetric game
with imperfect information. From the MPC point of view, both OEMs have their separate
system models.
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So far, we model the supplier development contract extensions based on the static market.
Further, to derive a more realistic model, we take the dynamics of the market into account.
Following, we discuss the modeling of the dynamic markets in detail.

4.5

Modeling of dynamic market scenario

Extending the cost function provided in the last section, we involve market dynamics by
considering that some of the introduced parameters can change with each new time instance.
This modification mainly refers to the willingness to pay a, and the production costs of the
OEM cm and the supplier cs . This section first shows a brief review of cost formation, which
is caused by the dynamic market. Later, we present the regulation of cost function and the
modification of the corresponding models for a, cm and cs .

4.5.1

Dynamics’ market model notation

Table 4.1 shows the parameters used in market dynamics’ formulation.
Table 4.1: Market dynamics’ model notation
Parameters

Description

agen
ainit
t0
t
tg
t∆g
cmat
cl
ce
co
α
cm0
cs0
n
a0

Price development of all product generations
Price development of all generations’ initial prices
Start point of time horizon
Current sampling time instance
Last instance of a launched product generation
Number of instances inside the current generation’s life-cycle
Contains parameters used by the open-loop’s prediction
Labor costs
Energy costs
Overhead costs
Vector of proportion costs
Initial OEM’s direct material cost
Initial supplier’s direct material cost
Average number of months a product model stays on the market
Initial price of first model in first generation introduced to the market
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Model formulation of dynamic market

This subsection first presents current drivers of market dynamics by analyzing the structure of
incurring costs for each OEM. Afterward, it presents the needed modifications for involving
market dynamics in the proposed method. Variable manufacturing costs can be divided into
three broad categories: direct materials costs, direct labor costs, and manufacturing overhead
[120]. Given the cost function in Equation (4.1) and the descriptions provided above, the cost
function integrates three terms, which should be adapted to include market dynamics: The
customers’ willingness to pay (a) and the production costs of the OEM (cm ), and of the
supplier (cs ). We consider these parameters time-dependent to represent gradual changes in
these values over time, resulting in an adapted cost function J as given in Equation (4.3).
J(u, x) = −

(a(t) − cm (t) − cs (t) · x(t)m )2 − r2
− cSD · u(t)
4b

(4.3)

Therefore, only the supplier’s revenue (r), the cost for supplier development projects (cSD ),
and the price elasticity (b) remain static. The effects of the learning rate (m), exponentially
to the time-dependent system state, already show dynamic features during the current system
state in the original cost function.
4.5.2.1

Willingness to Pay

We created two distinct models to obtain an estimation of market dynamics concerning the
price development. The first model (agen ) generalizes the price development of all product
generations. Here generations of the products means the series of products. As an instance,
the S5-9 series of Samsung mobile phones shaped 5 different generations. The second distinct model (ainit ) generalizes the price development of all generations’ initial prices. The
parameter n refers to the average number of months a product model stays on the market until a new generation emerges. The parameter a0 denotes the initial price of the first model of
the first generation introduced to the market. Consequently, the functions ainit and agen are
both normalized to provide multipliers for this initial price. As before, t shows the current
sampling instance in months from t0 . The values tg and t∆g denote the last instance tg ≤ t,
where the OEM launched a new product generation and the number of instances inside the
current generation’s life-cycle as t∆g . Accordingly, a(t) is defined as follows:
a(t) = a0 · ainit (tg ) · agen (t∆g )
⌊︃ ⌋︃
t
·n
tg =
n
t∆g = t mod n

with

(4.4)
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The data sets for the production costs come from the database of Germany’s Federal
Office for Statistics [153] for both use-cases. The selected datasets present monthly values
over the last ten years as of 2018. We investigated the development of prices for products
chosen over different time horizons for the willingness to pay. Considering the mobile phone
market, we collected the cheapest phone-model prices of the Samsung S – Series and the
product generations S5 to S9 from various price comparison sites across the Internet.
We divided the time series into two distinct datasets to characterize the functions ainit
and agen . The first dataset, used for ainit , consists of the initial prices for newly introduced
product generations. The second set, used for agen , includes the normalized prices of each
model in different generations. Thereby, by using the initial prices of products, we measure
the normalized prices.
4.5.2.2

Production Cost cm(t) and cs(t)

As exlained earlier, production costs generally divide into material costs, labor costs, and
overhead costs. In this thesis, we also involve the energy cost as one of the initial factors; we
consider energy cost not as a part of the overhead. The cost functions, given in Equations
(4.1) and (4.3) differentiate between the production costs of the OEM and the supplier. In
addition to that, as these cost functions include both the supplier’s production cost and profit,
we assume that these represent the OEMs’ direct material costs cm(t) . We define the production costs as given in Equations (4.5) and (4.6) below. Similar to the formulation of the
willingness to pay, both equations rely on initial values for c(m0 ) and c(s0 ) while the dynamics
are formulated as multipliers for these initial values.
cm (t) = α2 (cm0 · cl (t)) + α3 (cm0 · ce (t)) + α4 (cm0 )

(4.5)

cs (t) = α1 (cs0 · cmat (t)) + α2 (cs0 · cl (t)) + α3(cs0 · ce (t)) + α4 (cs0 )

(4.6)

Thereby, the vector α denotes the proportion of the corresponding material costs (cmat ),
labor costs (cl ), energy costs (ce ), and overhead (co ). All of the parameters change over time
t and acts time-dependent, while the overhead remains static as for the willingness to pay. To
reflect this parameter’s dynamic, the models contain the corresponding changes as normalized multipliers for a determined base cost, independent from any actual temporary price.
After considering different types of collaboration between OEMs in supplier development
and the market dynamics, we aim to investigate OEMs’ effect on different collaboration
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settings in supplier development profitability. Following, we show how to model trust in
supplier development.

4.6

Model formulation of trust

In this thesis, we adopted the quantitative trust model proposed by Han and Dong [69]. They
considered trust in the supply chain from a psychological point of view. They divided the
trust factors into two groups. The first group refers to the factors that trustors can assess before a transaction. They categorized trust factors like reputation, historical transaction, and
peer recommendations from trustees, emotions, experience, and cognition from the trustors
into the first group. The investigation of these factors is pre-known and predictable before
a certain transaction. They called these factors predetermined factors and displayed them
as R. The second groups of factors refer to dynamic behaviors during transactions. In other
words, trustors can only assess these factors in the current transaction. Han and Dong [69]
called these factors instant factors, denoted by ∆. Thus, they proposed trust T as a randomly distributed parameter that is derivated from the integration of density function F(t)
and probability density function f(t), as shown in Equation (4.7).
T ∼ f (t, R, ∆) where 0 ≤ t ≤ 1

(4.7)

The study of trust literature indicates that previous research offered broad insights into
the effects and structure of trust in OEM–supplier communications. However, in previous
studies, the context of OEM–OEM relationships is still not identified. Previous studies show
that OEMs can achieve considerable benefits from collaborating and, especially, from cooperating within their supplier development programs [37, 40]. Nevertheless, these studies did
not consider the influences of trust.

4.6.1

Trust model notation

Table 4.2 shows the most important parameters and variables used throughout this subsection
of the thesis.
Table 4.2: Parameters and variables of trust model [40].

Indices with i, n, m ∈ N+
i
Index used for time instances
n
Index used for sampling instances
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m

Index of OEM

Parameter sets used in the optimization (please refer to Table 4.3 for an in-depth
description)
SD
Contains parameters relating to the supplier development
R
Contains static trust factors
∆
Contains dynamic trust factors
OL
Contains parameters used by the open-loop’s prediction modes to estimate trust and its effects
General parameters
T
Sampling step size for the MPC algorithm given in months with T ∈ N+
P
Number of periods regarded in the MPC’s open-loop optimization with
P ∈ N+
N
Prediction horizon of the MPC’s open-loop optimization given as N =
P ∗T
ηn
State Vector η = SD ∪ R ∪ ∆ ∪ OL
Tm
Trust that OEMm places in its partner. with T ∈ R+ ; 0 ≤ Tm ≤ 1
Parameters used for state updates (all in R+ )
modexp
Increase or decrease of the factor experience during the closed-loop
state update
modopp
Increase or decrease of the factor opportunism during the closed-loop
state update
modmis
Increase or decrease of the factor information mismatch during the
closed-loop state update
exp∗
mod
Increase or decrease of the trust level during the open-loop state update
due to experience
opp∗
mod
Increase or decrease of the trust level during the open-loop state update
due to opportunism
mis∗
mod
Increase or decrease of the trust level during the open-loop state update
due to information mismatch
Parameters used in the cost function
am
Customer’s willingness to pay for the product of OEMm with am ∈ R+
+
cSD
Cost for supplier development projects of OEMm with cSD
m
m ∈ R
cm
OEMm ’s production cost with cm ∈ R+
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bm
r
l
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Supplier’s production cost related to the product of OEMm with csm ∈
R+
Price elasticity chosen by OEMm with bm ∈ R+
Supplier’s revenue for OEMm ’s product with r ∈ R+
Supplier’s learning rate with l ∈ R−

Decision variables
um
Optimal control sequence of length P obtained by the open-loop simulation for OEMm
Here, we include the notion of trust in the optimization of supplier development programs using MPC. Considering trust in supplier development, we take six steps implementing MPC, the same steps, as shown in 4.1. In the first step, the measurement delivers the
current state of the trust between OEMs based on the calculation of trust factors, which
explains the current state of the supplier development programs of OEMs, and the current
values of dynamic trust factors. In the second step, the method measures a value for the current trust of each OEM. The third step implements these values to opt and parameterize the
correlated communication schemes supposed by the OEM. In the fourth step, the method operates open-loop optimization. During the optimization process, the method applies so-called
system models and the selected collaboration schemes to determine the expected changes in
trust (control sequence u) for each one of OEMs over an extended prediction horizon defined
as N . In the final two steps, the method takes out the first action for each OEM and updates
the dynamics of trust factors based on the simulated real-world structure. Thereupon, the
simulation crossing to the next sampling instance ni+1 , and the proceeding begins again.
The following subsections explain the main ideas for each step. Thereby, the main effort
lies in the combination of trust in the optimization scenarios. We adjust current trust models
to an OEM–OEM relationship and then define proper approaches to gain a unified trust value
from these factors. Finally, we adapt these trust values to distinct collaboration schemes,
which can be implemented in the optimization process.

4.6.2

Trust factors and system state

The incorporation of trust needs a modification of the system’s state. Thus, we modified
the current state to individually evaluate the aggregate of investment projects for each OEM.
Besides, we define several variables to indicate static and dynamic trust factors. To this end,
we define a vector ηm containing the parameters given in Table 4.3. Therefore, we designate
each parameter to a semantic subset for easier reference: The subset SD ⊂ ηm recaps
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the state of the OEMs’ supplier development programs. The subset R ⊂ ηm represents
static trust factors, and the subset ∆ ⊂ ηm represents dynamic trust factors. The naming
of the subsets R and ∆ follows the notation introduced by Han and Dong [69]. Finally, the
subset OL ⊂ ηm contains parameters in which the open loop’s prediction model applies
to involve the effects of raising or declining trust in its decision. Here, we classify trust
factors into static and dynamic factors. Static factors represent predetermined, affective, or
knowledge-based factors. However, dynamic factors change within the period of supplier
development programs. Therefore, dynamic factors represent current, competency-related,
or identification-based factors.
Given in the list of trust determinants identified in the literature (Table 2.1), as it is shown,
several determinants indicate the same concepts. Therefore, as presented below, we just
consider the integrated set of the determinants as variables. Regarding a later application,
we consider that each variable renders the assigned concept(s) as a numeric value in the
range of [0, 1]. Additionally, we suppose that all variables indicate the perspective of the
demonstrated OEM. As an example, in this study, we just study two OEMs, OEM1 and
OEM2 . Thus, the parameter η1Reputation denotes the perceived reputation of OEM2 from
the viewpoint of OEM1 . Table 2.1 the first four items, reputation, history, specificity, and
commitment, belong to subset R. The four last items, like experience, mismatch, information
sharing, and opportunism, are belonged to subset ∆.
Reputation
Reputation (static) This parameter, denoted as ηm
, describes the perceived reputation of an OEM’s partner. Therefore, it subsumes the determinants Ability, Capability,
Reputation, Emotions, and Cognition from Trustor, as given in Table 2.1. This item
belongs to subset R in Table 2.1.
History
History (static) This parameter, denoted as ηm
, provides a value to rate the general
quality of historic transactions one OEMm had with their partners. This parameter
especially contains past collaborations in supplier development, like other interactions
between these partners.
Specif icity
Specificity (static) This parameter, denoted as ηm
, summarizes the determinants Asset Specificity, Satisfaction with Know-How, and Satisfaction with Specialities. Therefore, it offers a necessity to construct trust in cooperation between rivals. If both OEMs
aim at vastly different market sections(high distinction), both partners will adopt the
cooperative transactions easier than actively competing companies.
Commitment
Commitment (static) This parameter, denoted as ηm
, summarizes the determinants Commitment, Incentive Alignment, and Bargaining Power, given in Table 2.1,
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and, therefore, denotes how strongly an OEMm rates the commitment of its partner in
a joint supplier development program.
Experience
Recent Experience (dynamic) This dynamic parameter, denoted as ηm
, summarizes the determinants Benevolence, Joint Knowledge Creation, and Experiences. It
refers to the quality of the current joint supplier development program as OEMm realizes it. This variable’s value strongly depends on the current revenue and benefits
generated by the program.
Sharing
Information Sharing (dynamic) This dynamic parameter, denoted as ηm
, summarizes the determinants Information Sharing, Communication, and Openness. Therefore, it highly depends on the current willingness to share information between partners.
M ismatch
Information Mismatch (dynamic) This dynamic parameter, denoted as ηm
, summarizes the determinants Honesty, Positive Mutual Understanding, and Information
Mismatch. In this thesis, we interpret this parameter as an indicator of the matching of
expectations between OEMs. For example, if OEM1 , expects to receive information of
OEM2 ’s supplier development program but does not be provided with it, the mismatch
would increase.
Opportunism
, shows how
Opportunism (dynamic) This dynamic parameter, denoted as ηm
the opportunistic behavior of an OEM defines its partner’s sort of reaction. Previous
researches indicated that some collaboration schemes simplify opportunistic actions
when an OEM would not invest in their common supplier until the other one suspends
its investments.

Since the open-loop optimization does not have access to all necessary information to
update the respected trust factors (cf. Step 5 for more details on the system update), it imEstT
plements an integrated value for the expected trust scenario ηm
for each OEM. Based on
the currently adopted collaboration scheme, this parameter’s value gets the new value before computing the next open-loop optimization. The mentioned new value measures with
the center of mass in the fuzzy controller corresponding membership function (cf. Step
3 for information on the controller). As an example, if the algorithm chooses the simulEstT
taneous scheme, it may assign 0.75 to ηm
, given the parameterization explained following. Moreover, the state gets updated to evaluate the maximum and minimum profit
achievable by collaborating to let the optimizer involve trust in the optimization. Regarding previous researches, we assume that full cooperation ends in the highest revenue; however, non-cooperation ends in the lowest overall revenue among all scenarios. Therefore,
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Table 4.3: Parameters contained in the state vector η.

Variable

Subset Description

P roject
ηm

SD

Sum of supply development projects conducted by OEM with index m

Reputation
ηm
History
ηm

R
R

Specif icity
ηm

R

Reputation of the other OEM as perceived by OEM with index m
Transaction history of the other OEM as perceived by OEM with
index m
Asset specificity of the other OEM as perceived by OEM with
index m
Commitment of the other OEM as perceived by OEM with index
m

Commitment
ηm
R

Experience
ηm

∆

M ismatch
ηm

∆

Sharing
ηm

∆

Opportunism
ηm
∆
EstT
ηm

OL

M inRev
ηm

OL

M axRev
ηm

OL

λ
ηm

OL

Short-term experience with the other OEM as perceived by OEM
m
Information mismatch with the other OEM as perceived by OEM
m
Tendency to share information by the other OEM as perceived by
OEM m
Opportunism of the other OEM as perceived by OEM m
Expected trust scenario for OEMs used in the open-loop’s prediction models
Expected minimal revenue obtained by not collaborating for
OEMs used in the open-loop’s prediction models
Expected maximum revenue obtained by fully collaborating for
OEMs used in the open-loop’s prediction models
Weighting factor between maximizing revenue or trust in the
open-loop’s prediction models

the method performs a unified open-loop optimization each for the full-cooperative and the
non-cooperative scenarios. It indicates the outcome of each OEM in the state to obtain the
M inRev
M axRev
values ηm
and ηm
.
λ
The parameter ηm describes the aggregation of the effects of trust into each of OEM’s
open-loop optimization (cf. Step 4). The values can either be unchanged to show each
OEM’s general tendencies, or the algorithm can continuously adjust this value during the
state update.

4.6.3

Quantification of Trust

Later than computing the state in the first step, the algorithm next quantifies trust. As shown
in the literature of the study, several authors initiated processes and approaches to calculate
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trust. Like the introducing conventions of subsets, this algorithm adopts the method proposed
by Han and Dong [69]. According to Equation (4.7), trust T is given as a function over the
parameter subsets R and ∆. Even though the mentioned function is not defined precisely.
Subsequently, we offer to apply a logistic function over the normalized, weighted sum of
parameters, given in Equation (4.8). Therefore, k indicates the steepness of the sigmoidal
shape, x′0 depicts the center of the model, i.e., where the result is 0.5, and α denotes a vector
of weights for each parameter in R ∪ ∆. The algorithm implements this function for each
one of OEMs with index m, to obtain the values Tm,i for the present time instance i.
Tm,i (ηm,i ) =

1
−k(x−x′0 )

1+e

∑︁R∪∆

x=

p

with

(4.8)

(αp · p)
α

∑︁

For a practical use case, this function should be replaced or parameterized with experts of
the relative OEM. However, this function offers many benefits regarding parameterization.
Considering the experts’ input, the algorithm can be parameterized to prefer specific trust
factors by modifying the vector α. For example, we assign lower weights of only 0.25 to
all static factors denoting R, in comparison with a weight of 1 for all factors denoting ∆ to
reduce the static parameters’ bias. The mentioned weighting manner defines that the partners
maintain a stronger focus on their current experience than on historic collaborations or their
current partner’s reputation. Moreover, by shifting x′0 , it can be represented that a company
is less trusting (higher x′0 ) or more trusting (lower x′0 ). We presume a moderate company by
choosing x′0 = 0.5. Eventually, by selecting the steepness k, experts can adapt how quickly
trust is built. For instance, to reach a linear case (low k) to a more or less sudden jump in
trust (very high k). We again presume a moderate case by selecting k = 10, following the
shape given in Figure 4.6.
Previous studies about trust measurement are mainly implemented questionnaires to
gather experts’ opinions regarding trust in general and in some applied cases. They concluded the trust values from the weight of trust factors, respecting the expert’s knowledge.
These methods hang on the historical data and experts’ experiences that might not be related
to the decision-makers. Our research enables decision-makers to analyze different affective
trust factors based on their uses cases. For instance, one OEM would consider the current
trust factors rather than the experiences since the partner’s CEO changed. The newly appointed CEO adopted a trust-based business relationship with his business partner. Applying
the presented model in this thesis enables decision-makers to choose the most relevant trust
factors based on their dynamic situation and measure trust in dynamic values of trust factors.
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Figure. 4.6: Function to quantify trust using the normalized sum over the trust factors in the

current system state using different values for k [41].

4.6.4

Selection and Parameterization of Collaboration Schemes

In the third step, the algorithm chooses the ’proper collaboration scenario for the optimization of the supplier development employing the quantified trust values T1 and T2 . For this
task, we propose using fuzzy logic to achieve a highly versatile and customizable mapping
(please refer to, e.g., [45] for a comprehensive explanation of fuzzy logic). The utilization
of fuzzy logic enables users to operate so-called literals instead of using arranged thresholds
for the mapping. This feature is significantly important to measure qualitative concepts like
trust.
The designed fuzzy controller quantifizes and fuzzyfies the values of trust for both OEMs.
Therefore, the controller computes the membership value of each input based on the literals.
Incurrent step, we suggest to use five literals to represent the level of trust: Very Low (−−),
Low (−), Medium(0), High (+), and Very High (++). This categorization allows for a proper
amount of distinction while still keeping the model almost small and maintainable. We implement common triangular membership functions as given in Figure 4.7a. These functions
offer an adaptation of normal distributions and, thus, indicate a generalized case. Additionally, these triangular functions simply estimate skewed distributions if required by a specific
use-case. Implementing these membership functions, a measured trust value of 0.63 results
in {−− (0.0); − (0.0); 0 (0.26); + (0.31); ++ (1.0)}, as depicted in Figure 4.7b. This result
describs that the trust value is in-between Medium and High trust level,respectively with a
membership values of 0.26 and 0.31.
The proposed membership function offers the selection of the collaboration schemes described in Section 4.4.2 as literals. Therefore, the designed controller modifies between two
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sorts of the sequential scheme, i.e., in one sort when the current OEM gives the data (Sq) and
the other sort when its partner gives the information (Sq*). We abbreviate the presented scenarios as FC (Full-Cooperative), Si (Simultaneous), and NC (Non-Cooperative). We apply
symmetric triangular membership functions for their commonness.
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(a) Membership functions for the inputs T
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(b) The output scenario

Figure. 4.7: Membership functions for the inputs T (a) and the output scenario (b) [41].

The controller needs regulations in the form of logical associations to enable reasoning,
e.g., (T1 = V eryHigh) ∧ (T2 = V eryHigh) ⇒ F C. To achieve these rules, we propose
setting up a table relating the different combinations of input literals to output schemes.
Figure 4.8 provides an example of the mapping used in this thesis. The first two columns
list each involved OEM’s trust, while the third column shows the collaboration scheme we
request the algorithm to utilize for this constellation. The mentioned table can simply be
transformed into logical statements in the second step, as described in the instance above,
and be used in the fuzzy controller.
As described before, different levels of trust influence the type of collaboration between
partners. OEMs most likely look after to share their supplier development information and
investments with their partners for higher trust levels. To obtain the mapping given in Figure
4.8, we define that Very High, and High levels of trust stimulate OEMs to build a FullCooperative relationship. Consequently, while the average trust both OEMs have in each
other is on a medium level, e.g., T1 = Very High and T2 = Medium or even Low, the OEMs
most likely will pick simultaneously information-sharing scheme, since they still noticeably
trust in their partners. When a strong asymmetry between the OEM’s trust levels endures,
this mapping implies that OEMs decide sequential scenarios. For example, if T1 = Very High
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and T2 =Very Low, the mapping offers the sequential scenario, in which the first OEM shares
its information, but the second one does not.
T2

Scheme

++ ++ Full-Cooperative
++ + Full-Cooperative
++
0
Simultaneous
++ − Simultaneous
++ −− Sequential
+ ++ Full-Cooperative
+
+ Full-Cooperative
+
0
Simultaneous
+
− Sequential
+ −− Sequential
0
++ Simultaneous
0
+ Simultaneous
0
0
Simultaneous
0
− Sequential
0
−− Non-Cooperative
− ++ Simultaneous
−
+ Sequential*
−
0
Sequential*
−
− Non-Cooperative
− −− Non-Cooperative
−− ++ Sequential*
−− + Sequential*
−−
0
Non-Cooperative
−− − Non-Cooperative
−− −− Non-Cooperative

Scheme

T1
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SI
SQ
SQ∗
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++

++
+

+
0

-

T2

-- --

0
T1

(b)

(a)
Figure. 4.8: Mapping of Tm to collaboration schemes (a) and resulting surface for the fuzzy

controller (b) [41].
The suggested fuzzy mapping enables users to adjust rules applying a shared language,
which provides a more practical application. Furthermore, the controller supports a high degree of customization to practitioners’ expectations, circumstances, and requirements: They
can simply adjust the inputs, i.e., a high, medium, or low level of trust. They can also
quickly adjust the implemented rules, e.g., if they decide that some instances should be handled differently. They could customize the weighting of the picked scenarios by adapting the
output’s membership functions.
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Open-loop Optimization

In the fourth step, the algorithm applies open-loop optimization. Based on the picked collaboration scheme, the open-loop performs a single (full-cooperative) or two specific optimizations to gain a (predictive) optimal control sequence implementing a series of system models.
The mentioned models update the predicted state during the optimization for a given prediction horizon N . Each OEM updates the parameter set SD, incorporating its own decision on
the number of projects to invest in the current time step and the information it obtains from
its partner (if any). Furthermore, it updates its predictive state regarding trust as the system
models cannot achieve all partners’ decision information. A simplified model is applied to
evaluate the consequences of a decision for collaboration. Please refer to Step 5 below to
describe how the closed-loop updates the relevant trust factors in ∆ and which information
it uses. The simplified model uses the parameter set OL, i.e., the estimated level of aggreEstT
, the estimations for the trust dependent minimal and maximal revenue to be
gate trust ηm
M axRev
M inRev
, and finally the OEMs’ tendencies to focus their decisions on
and ηm
obtained ηm
λ
revenue or trust ηm .
The open-loop updates the measured integrated level of trust, only focusing on the current OEM’s past decisions. Therefore, the OEM model presumes that this level increases
if it invests (Equation (4.9)) or decreases if it does not invest in the supplier development
(Equation (4.10)). Additionally, it expects that this trust level decreases if it tends to often
change its decisions during negotiations (Equation (4.11)).
EstT
EstT
ηm,i
= ηm,i−1
+ u · modexp∗

if u > 0
(4.9)

EstT
EstT
ηm,i
= ηm,i−1
− modexp∗ − modopp∗

if

EstT
EstT
ηm,i
= ηm,i−1
− abs(ui,it − ui,it−1 ).modmis∗

u=0
(4.10)

if the current scheme is simultaneous
(4.11)

In the Equation (4.11), the index it denotes the current iteration of the negotiation.
Thereby, the parameters modexp∗ , modopp∗ , and modmis∗ determine user-defined penalties or
bonuses expected by the OEM to show the strength of the effect of experience, opportunism,
and information mismatch during the prediction. The applied method can be customized
based on decision-makers ideas and different use-cases. For the experiments presented later,
we chose modexp = 0.1, modopp = 0.05, and modmis = 0.025. These values show quite
small penalties to change one’s decisions during negotiations and proportionately small but
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still noticeable penalties to perform opportunistically. Applying these values, most of the expected changes resulting from the OEM’s investment decisions. The simplified model uses
EstT
, the estimations
the open-loop parameter set, i.e., the estimated level of aggregate trust ηm
M inRev
M axRev
for the trust dependent minimal and maximal revenue to be obtained ηm
and ηm
.
The open-loop also investigates the cost function given in Equation (4.12) to measure the
influences of trust. This function linearly interpolates between the minimum and maximum
assumed revenue, applying the current value of the estimated aggregate trust level.
M axRev
M inRev
EstT
M inRev
T
+ (Xm
− Xm
) · Xm
= Xm
Jm

(4.12)

Finally, the open loop’s optimization integrates these two cost functions implementing
the OEM’s tendency to concentrate either on its revenue or on the possible effect of its
decisions on the trust, as given in Equation (4.13). This equation uses the weighting factor λ
T
r
. The higher is λ, the higher is the OEM’s
and Jm
to assign a priority to the cost functions Jm
focus on revenue, ignoring the influence of trust; the lower is λ, the stronger is the focus on
maintaining a high level of trust over revenue.
r
T
Jm = λ · Jm
+ (1 − λ) · Jm

(4.13)

Applying the mentioned open-loop optimization, OEM will analyze the benefit of trust
in the other OEM. In other words, OEM will be able to examine if it should decrease or
increase the level of trust in the other OEM to gain more profit out of supplier development
investment.

4.6.6

Control Extraction and Application

The fifth step eventually updates the state model, i.e., the parameter sets SD and ∆, reP roject
specting the OEM’s decisions. Like in former studies, it updates the parameter ηm
as
P rojects
P rojects
ηm
= Xm
+ um . The algorithm also updates the parameters in ∆ as their value
changes dynamically based on the OEMs’ decisions. To consider these changes, we model
a set of general rules which we deduced from the definition of the respective trust factors:
Experience This factor directly relates to the benefit that the OEM obtains from collaborating with its partner. Therefore, as a general rule, this factor should rise based on how
much the other partner invests. However, the value should decline when one OEM
invests, but its partner does not
Information Mismatch This factor hangs on the validity of the information received by
each OEMs’ partner. In the current collaboration schemes, only the simultaneous
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scheme presents updating information, while all other scenarios presume that the transferred information is unchanged. Therefore, the simultaneous scheme implies a negotiation where each OEM adapts its decision by implementing its partner’s real-time
information. To show the effects of such changing information, we intend to penalize
lengthy negotiations, while short negotiations (or the conveyance of fixed information)
should be rewarded.
Information Sharing This factor rates the partners’ tendency to share information in general. We propose to implement a rule set that directly ranks the selected collaboration
scheme to this factor. Consequently, we can formulate a mapping, which, e.g., assigns
a high value to this factor if both partners are fully collaborating and a low value if no
collaboration exists.
Opportunism This factor assesses the other partner’s behavior in terms of its investment
strategy, like the factor experience. We propose to evaluate a defined number of pasttime instances for opportunistic behavior. Thereby, we interpret opportunistic behavior
as an OEM, just relying on its partner’s investment to benefit from the supplier development while not investing on its own.
While these rules are quite basic, they can easily be adapted to practitioners’ needs, e.g.,
modifying the degree of influence. Moreover, additional or different rules can easily be added
as part of the state update to achieve a more realistic simulation. The described rules can
easily be formulated and added as part of the state update, as given in the equations below.
To keep these equations more general, we propose to use a set of weighting parameters mod,
which denotes the influence of a decision on each trust factor. For simplicity, we selected
all of these parameters as 0.1 to have a slight but noticeable influence. Moreover, the term
(nIt − 4) with nIt being the number of negotiation iterations performed in the simultaneous
scheme or 0 for all other schemes assumes that four iterations constitute the neutral case.
If negotiations take longer, this is penalized; if they finish earlier, a reward is provided.
Finally, the parameter om provides a counter of how many times an OEMs partner showed
opportunistic behavior.
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Experience
Experience
Xm
= Xm
+ um · modexp
Experience
Experience
Xm
= Xm
− modexp

Sharing
EstT
Xm
= Xm
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(4.14)
if um > 0 ∧ um = 0
(4.15)
ifscheme ∈ N C, Si, F C
(4.16)

X1Sharing = 0.25 ∧ X2Sharing = 0.75

ifscheme = Sq
(4.17)

X1Sharing = 0.75 ∧ X2Sharing = 0.25

ifscheme = Sq∗
(4.18)

M ismatch
M ismatch
Xm
= Xm
+ (nIt − 4) · modmis

(4.19)

Opportunism
Opportunism
Xm
= Xm
+ modopp − (om · modopp )

(4.20)

The implementation of proposed models in this chapter and numerical experiments are
present in the next chapters.

4.7

Summary and conclusion

In this thesis, we aim to investigate the revenue of OEMs from their supplier development
investments. To this end, we utilize the MPC method to find the optimal profit of supplier
development. MPC technique is particularly useful to model and optimize systems, where
decision-makers, in this case, OEMs, can utilize different portions of information about the
real-world system (about the supplier and their competitors). MPC consists of control parts,
which apply short-term control decisions to the real-world system and receives feedback
about respective effects, and an open-loop stimulation, which acts as the foundation for the
long-term optimization. Former researchers conducted several studies considering one OEM
and one supplier. We extend this setting to a multi-OEM scenario. In other words, we
investigate the profitability of supplier development for OEMs who invest in the development
of the same supplier. In this study, we investigate two scenarios a one-OEM – one-supplier
and a multi-OEM and one-supplier. To survey OEMs’ revenue, we assume that OEMs invest
money in supplier development even though they can also offer their suppliers machinery,
experts, or human resources.
Furthermore, by applying game theory, we propose four different relationships between
OEMs in the multi-OEM setting: cooperative, collaborative (simultaneous decision making
and sequential decision making), and non-cooperative supplier development. We model the
profit functions of these four types of relationships for OEM1 and OEM2 considering MPC
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settings. Moreover, we expand the study by taking the dynamics of the market into account.
We consider the customers’ willingness to pay (a), the production costs of the OEM (cm ),
and the supplier (cs ) as dynamic parameters of the study since these cost elements are timedependent. To survey the effect of continuous changes in these values on OEMs’ revenue
over time, we propose an adapted cost function J.
Additionally, to have a comprehensive view of the OEMs relationship, we model trust
in different collaboration scenarios. We integrate different elements that affect OEMs’ trust,
like; experience, information mismatch, information sharing, and opportunism. Then, utilizing the established function, we tried to measure the trust element between OEMs. Hence,
we investigate the effect of trust on the profitability of supplier development. In the following chapters, we present the investigation’s result of taking the effect of trust in OEMs’
relationships and the market dynamics into account.

5
5.1

E XPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND USE
CASES

Introduction

In this chapter, we first introduce the two use-cases we selected to perform the experiments
Samsung smartphone S-series and Mercedes Benz A-class. We selected these two use-cases
as the representers of the short life-cycle and middle life-cycle products. We obtained the
data sets of these products from the database of Germany’s Federal Office for Statistics. Using selected use-cases, we set up the experiments to obtain the aim of this study. We aim
to analyze the profitability of supplier development investment in one-OEM – one-supplier
and multi-OEM and one-supplier scenarios considering the static and dynamic market conditions.
Moreover, in a multi-OEM scenario, we set up experiments to investigate the effect of
different relationships between OEMs on their supplier development investment revenue.
Furthermore, we consider different levels of trust between OEMs to invest in developing the
same supplier to evaluate the trust’s effect on OEMs’ profitability. Therefore, this chapter
is structured as follows: first, we explain the applied use cases in detail. Later, we set up
experiments for all different scenarios separately. Afterward, this chapter presents the setting
of different parametrization of one OEM – one supplier and multi-OEM with and without
considering trust for the static and the dynamic use-cases. Finally, the chapter ends up with a
discussion about the designed experiments and the results of experiments present in the next
chapter (Chapter 6).
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Use-case selection

We consider two types of highly demanded products with different market conditions to
investigate market dynamics’ effect on supplier development investments’ optimal lengths.
Therefore, we study Samsung smartphones’ market as highly dynamic and short life-cycle
products. Mercedes Benz A-class automobiles as a middle life-cycle product with relatively
low-speed market changes, as these markets show very distinct features (Figure 5.1). The
data sets for the production costs come from the database of Germany’s Federal Office for
Statistics [153] for both use-cases.

5.2.1

Mobile Phone Use-case

Many OEMs, specifically those who are active in high technology industries, are working
at high speed with rapid transitions markets. The smartphone industry is one of the most
dominant examples. The global mobile phone industry deals with structural and progressive
changes from its inception at the beginning of 1980 [61]. Quickly changing market dynamics, such as increasing market penetration, intense global competition, and the request of
responding swiftly to technological changes, decreasing product life cycles, and huge consumer preferences have continuously structured this industry over time [131]. In the last two
decades, the fast introduction of new product technologies and the high demand for products
with various capabilities have transformed the mobile phone market into a turbulent market [61]. Mobile phones, as many high-technology products, belong to sort of products with
short product life-cycles, short life on the market, a high steep decline stage, and the lack of
a maturity stage [124].

5.2.2

Automotive Use-case

Automotive companies face changes caused by globalization, environmental concerns, new
governmental regulations, and advances in drive technologies and electronic motors [22].
Many studied have been conducted about the automotive industry. As an example, Cao et
al. evaluated automotive life-cycle management using RFID. They proposed a three-stage
life cycle for automobiles: beginning-of-life (BOL), middle-of-life (MOL), and end-of-life
(EOL). Beginning-of-life is the stage of the automobile’s design and manufacturing. The
middle-of-life refers to the phase of emerging, selling, using, and repairing the automobile
when necessary. The final phase, end-of-life, represents the stage when automobile releases
for decommissioning after being used by customer [22].
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This thesis only considers the MOL stage of the cars’ and mobile phones’ life cycles
(emerging the product to the market). Regarding the MOL stage, cars represent a middle
life-cycle product, while mobile phones represent a short life cycle product. The market situation of mobile phones and automobiles is different based on product life cycles and market
dynamics. The market price of mobile phones generally decreases considerably when the
new model releases to the market. However, automobile prices change slowly in the market
when a new model gets introduced. Furthermore, automobiles prices remain comparably
stationary when compared to the high dynamics of mobile phone prices.

5.2.3

Application of Use-cases

We analyzed data corresponding to the described use-cases and derived generalized regression models to simulate realistic market dynamics. The data sets for the production costs
come from the database of Germany’s Federal Office for Statistics [153] for both use-cases.
The picked datasets contain monthly values over the last ten years as of 2018. We evaluated
the development of prices for products picked over different time instances for the willingness to pay. Regarding the mobile phone market, we collected the lowest phone-model
prices of the Samsung smartphone S–series and for the product generations S5 to S9 from
numerous price comparison websites across the Internet.
Each day’s average value was computed to present as the dataset for mobile phones’
price development. Therefore, we did not take the currency exchange rates into account for
average calculation. The obtained models target to distinguish the general market dynamics
and not concentrating on a specific currency. Thus, we gained a time series for each model
of all five generations. For the automotive section, we study the Mercedes-Benz A-Class
as the selected product. To gather the determined time series, we utilized Mercedes’ annual
list prices for new A-Classes in Germany from its introduction to the market until 2019.
The mentioned horizon covers three generations of cars. Each generation consisted of three
baseline car models used in conjunction to obtain the generalized market dynamics in terms
of the willingness to pay, i.e., the price development.

5.3

Experimental setup for one OEM – one supplier scenario

We explained the modeling of a one-OEM – one-supplier scenario utilizing the MPC formulation presented in Chapter 4. We aim to set up a numerical experiment to evaluate supplier
development profitability by implementing this scenario. Therefore, we study the one-OEM
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– one-supplier scenario in both static and dynamic markets to evaluate each of these markets’
effect on supplier development profitability.

5.3.1

One-OEM – one-supplier scenario: static market

Here, we aim to answer the first question of this study, which is listed in the third chapter
(section 3.2): "In a one-OEM – one-supplier scenario, how does the method perform in case
of uncertainties in parameters like, willingness to pay, price elasticity, variable costs and
learning rates?" To answer the mentioned question, we apply a sensitivity analysis, in which
varying values for all parameters are considered in a fully factorial manner. Therefore, each
parameter is assigned a value range and a step width. For example, willingness to pay with a
range of 150 − 250 and step width of 10 would result in three values of 150, 160, 170, ..., 250.
To assess all parameters’ impact, we simulate each combination of values and record the
corresponding performance indicators.
We adopt the values of parameters from Worthmann et al. [177]. Moreover, we assume
the expected value of stochastic parameters according to the ranges given in Table 5.1, such
as the learning rate m, supplier development cost per project cSD , profit margin r, variable
cost per unit for supplier c0 , price elasticity b and willingness to pay a. Using these discretized input values, we compute the corresponding output value of profit JT (u;x0 ) .
Table 5.1: List of parameters [177]

5.3.2

Symbol

Description

Value

T
ω

Number of Contract periods / prediction steps
Resource availability

5(months)
1

m
a
b
c0
cM
cSD
r

Learning rate
Willingness to pay
Price elasticity
Variable cost per unit (S)
Variable cost per unit (M)
Supplier development cost per unit
Supplier profit margin

[−0.4, −0.1]
[150, 250]
[0.05, 0.2]
[85, 115]
[50, 90]
[8000, 12000]
[10, 20]

Step

0.1
10
0.05
5
10
500
5

One-OEM – one-supplier scenario: dynamic market

After analyzing the sensitivity of the parameters in the one-OEM – one-supplier scenario,
we aim to evaluate this scenario more realistic by applying real market changes. Therefore,
we employ the market dynamics for both use-cases, as shown in Table 5.2. This table shows
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Table 5.2: Experimental setup [39]

Parameter

Description

a0
cSD
cm0
cs0
b
r
m
p
−
−
−

Initial willingness to pay
Cost for SD projects
Initial prod. cost for OEM
Initial prod. cost for supplier
Price elasticity
Revenue of supplier
Learning rate
Maximum number of SD
Sampling step width
Planning periods
Simulation horizon

Automotive
M1
M2
10,000
3,000,000
4,500
4,050
0.01
450
-0.1
20

10,000
2,000,0000
5,400
3,240
0,01
360
-0.1
10

6
3, 6, 12
25 × 6

Mobile Phones
M1
M2
500
13,000
225
202.5
0.01
22.5
-0.1
10

500
9,000
270
162
0.01
18
-0.1
5

2
3, 6, 12
25 × 2

the parameters applied in the optimization of one-OEM – one-supplier scenario considering
the dynamic market.
To do the numerical experiment, we gained the regression function-driven from product
cost (willingness to pay) for both use-cases data, which is shown in red color in Figure 5.1.
The regression function models the changes in willingness to pay over the proposed time of
the study. We obtained the regression function by performing Matlab software. In this study,
the proposed regression model is used to predict products’ selling prices over time.
We aim to evaluate the profitability of different lengths of supplier development investments based on three scenarios. These scenarios are defined as follows:
Without Dynamics: Optimizing the length of supplier development programs without considering markets’ dynamics. However, the non-dynamic scenario is not realistic, but it
plays the role of baseline for the optimizer results. Therefore, this scenario offers us a
good comparison line for other scenarios.
Simulated Dynamics: Optimizing the length of supplier development investment based on
the simulated market’s dynamics. It means applying fixed parameters’ value per time
steps for the optimizer and updating the parameters’ value based on the optimizer’s
next step’s measured market dynamics. In this scenario, the optimizer does not anticipate dynamics. Consequently, only the first time step of the optimization adapts to the
current (simulated) market situation.
Predicted Dynamics: Optimizing the length of supplier development investment based on
the predicted market’s dynamic. The prediction of the market dynamics for both use-

Willingness-To-Pay [C]
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Figure. 5.1: Price development for products in the automotive and mobile phone use-case [40]

cases is assumed as the regression function, as shown as red lines in Figure 5.1. In this
scenario, the optimizer precisely predicts price and cost changes for each time step of
its optimization.
It is worth mentioning that the regression functions, as shown as red lines in Figure 5.1,
are plotted based on the real-world data for both uses-cases. However, the mobile phone’s
regression function does not show uniform behavior of the dynamics of the price of mobile
phones.
After studying one-OEM – one-supplier scenario in static and dynamic markets, we tend
to explain the experimental setup of a multi-OEM scenario in static and dynamic market
conditions.
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Experimental setup for multi-OEM scenario

We study multi-OEM scenarios consisting of two OEMs and one supplier to simulate more
realistic settings. We assume four types of relationships between OEMs: fully cooperative,
collaborative (simultaneous and sequential decision-making), and non-cooperative. Here,
we set up the experiment to answer the proposed question: "Considering the multi-OEM
scenario, are collaboration, cooperation, and non-cooperation good scenarios for OEMs who
intend to develop the same supplier?". In this section, we discuss the multi-OEM scenario
regarding static and dynamic market conditions.

5.4.1

Multi-OEM scenario: static market

In the proposed multi-OEM and one supplier structure, we include the relationship of the
OEMs. OEMs have different options for communication to contact their supplier development investment. Therefore, we adopt cooperation, collaboration, and non-cooperation
types of relationships based on game theory in supplier development. These different communication methods focus on the procedure of information sharing for supplier investment
decision-making.
This section is particularly interested in the impact of OEMs’ relationships on their revenue on supplier development. To this end, we utilize the MPC method to find the optimal profit of supplier development. The values of the parameters for an academic example
from [126] are shown in Table 5.3. We utilize these variables in Equation (3.1) to compute
the corresponding output values of profit JT (u; x0 ) for all of the described settings.
Table 5.3: List of parameters (Worthmann et al. 2016 [177]; Proch et al. 2017 [126]).
Symbol

Description

Value

T
m
a
b
cM1
cM2
c0
cSD1
cSD2
u1
u2

Contract period
Learning rate
Prohibitive price
Price elasticity
Variable cost per unit (M1 )
Variable cost per unit (M2 )
Variable cost per unit (S)
Supplier development cost per unit (M1 )
Supplier development cost per unit (M2 )
Number of supplier development projects (M1 )
Number of supplier development projects (M2 )

60
−0.1
200
0.01
65
70
100
9000
8500
[0, 5]
[0, 2]
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We first compute the investment schema of OEM1 and OEM2 over time by using MPC
in a Matlab framework. We apply an interior point gradient-based method to find the local
optimum solution.

5.4.2

Multi-OEM scenario: dynamic market

In this section, we set up the experiment to answer the proposed question: "Considering the
dynamics of the markets, are collaboration, cooperation, and non-cooperation good scenarios
for OEMs who intend to develop the same supplier?" As explained in last chapter (in Section:
4.5.2.1) we split the time series into two distinct datasets to characterize the functions ainit
and agen . The first dataset, used for ainit , consists of the initial prices for newly introduced
product generations. The second set, used for agen , included the normalized prices of each
model per generation of product. Therefore, we normalized the prices by the initial prices
of each model. We interpreted these different time intervals as a continual evaluation of the
same experiment, ending in five measurements for the mobile phones considering S5 to S9
models and nine continual measurements for the automotive use-case (three generations with
three models per each). Figure 5.1 depicts the corresponding plots of the measurements and
the resulting regression function.
Figure 5.1 displays the comparison between the obtained estimation for the willingness
to pay with the recorded time series using a base price of 14,418 C for the automotive usecase shown in Figure 5.1a, and 600 C for the mobile phone shown in Figure 5.1b. These base
prices converted from the price of the first A-Class from Deutsche Mark (DM) to Euro ( C).
The figure depicts that the models reproduce the general trend for both use-cases entirely
well. We picked the initial price for the automotive comparison to corresponding to the midclass car model of each generation. The estimation also applies this model in the middle of
the measurements. Comparing the estimation to this model’s price development, we achieve
a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.973. According to Figure 5.1, some deviations between
the estimation and the measurements exist in the mobile phone use-case, consequencing in
a total Pearson correlation of 0.837. Regardless of those slight differences, these models
generalize the market dynamics quite well in terms of the product price.
As for the willingness to pay, the models contain the corresponding trends as normalized
multipliers for a determined base cost to only indicate the dynamics. However, also, it is
independent of any real temporary values. We gain the time intervals from the DE-STATIS
database of Germany’s Federal Office for Statistics [153] regarding the corresponding dynamics. All of these time intervals covered ten years of monthly recordings from 2008 until
2018. DE-STATIS offers data for various industrial sectors. We apply the following industry
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Figure. 5.2: Price development for products in the automotive and mobile phone use-case [40]
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sectors’ data to conform as close as possible to the selected use-cases. For the automotive
use-case, we use the data of "production of cars and car engines" as the OEM cost and the
data of "production of parts and accessories for cars" as the supplier’s cost. In the mobile
phone use case, we apply the data of "production of devices and installations for telecommunications" as the cost of the OEMs and "production of electronic components and circuit
boards" as the supplier’s cost. Consequently, we utilize the following time intervals (tables)
from DE-STATIS to generate the corresponding regression models.
Cost structure for producing companies: By aggregating the values provided in this table,
we characterized the vector α as the average proportion of the corresponding cost
category over the last ten years for each sector.
Price index for energy: Price indices show the relative development of a particular value
over the years. Consequently, these relative values were applied directly to obtain a
regression model to develop energy prices without further normalization and preprocessing. Moreover, we assumed that energy cost dynamics did not differ between the
different sectors and used the same model in all calculations.
Employees and turnover of enterprises in the manufacturing industry: This table includes
different information like the number of employees, turnovers, and labor costs for all
sections. By splitting the amount of paid labor costs by the reported number of worker
hours, we calculated each industry sector’s monthly average wage. This value was
obtained normalized by dividing through the initial value to achieve the multiplier required for Equations (4.5) and (4.6). Finally, a regression was operated to capture the
time-dependent trend for each sector.
Manufacturing price index: Like the price index for energy, this time interval describes
the corresponding change in recorded manufacturing costs for all sections. As these
values are eligible to serve as a benchmark for the estimation of cm (t) and cs (t), we
can also implement them to evaluate the dynamics for the supplier’s material costs.
Regarding the assumption, this index contains the four mentioned cost categories, we
can use vector α, and the regression models for cl and ce , and we and impute the
changes in the manufacturing price index to the material costs.
We estimate the production costs by considering these regression models, as shown in
Figure 5.2. This figure depicts the comparison between this estimation and the recorded
historical data. Moreover, this figure shows, the models provide an accurate representation
of the observed real-world trends for all four industries (automotive 5.2a, automotive supplier
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5.2b, mobile phones 5.2c and electric supplier 5.2d). For this comparison, we describe the
base costs cm0 and cs0 as 1.0 to enable a close comparison with their respective manufacturing
price index.
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Figure. 5.3: Comparison between the manufacturing price index obtained by Germany’s Fed-

eral Office of Statistics in each industry sector [40].
Table 5.4 summarizes the parameters used in the simulation for both use-cases. The
evaluation for the static and dynamic scenarios both implement the same series of parameters
as initial values. Therefore, the static scenarios use the provided values for a0 , cm0 , and cs0
for each time instance. However, the dynamic scenarios apply the time-dependent regression
functions described earlier. To set up the scenarios, we use the same basic structure provided
in previous work. Therefore, we assume two OEMs, whereby one OEM shows stronger
dependence on the supplier, given by a different distribution of the manufacturing costs cm0
and supply cost cs0 . To calculate the table’s parameters, we first assume an arbitrary value
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Table 5.4: Experimental setup [40]

Parameter

Description

a0
cSD
cm0
cs0
b
r
m
p
−
−
−

Initial willingness to pay
Cost for SD projects
Initial prod. cost for OEM
Initial prod. cost for supplier
Price elasticity
Revenue of supplier
Learning rate
Maximum number of SD
projects per period
Sampling horizon
Open-loop horizon

Automotive
M1
M2

Mobile Phones
M1
M2

10,000
10,000
500
500
3,000,000 2,000,0000 13,000
9,000
4,500
5,400
225
270
4,050
3,240
202.5
162
0.01
0,01
0.01
0.01
450
360
22.5
18
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
20
10
10
5
6 months
1 month
54 months (4.5 years)
12 months
240 months (20 years) 84 months (7 years)

for the customer’s willingness to pay a0 . This value describes the amount of money an OEM
will receive for its product. We assume that each OEM aims for revenue of 10%, which we
subtract from a0 . Then we select the OEMs’ production costs cm0 as either 50% (OEM one
– M1 ) or 60% (OEM two – M2 ) of the remaining amount. The rest amount spreads to the
revenue of r (10% of this amount), and the supplier’s production costs cs0 . As a result, the
first OEM shows a stronger dependence on its supplier. We assume that this OEM tends to
invest more money into its supplier development program, resulting in higher values for cSD
and p. The maximum number of investment projects per sampling step p, and the price per
project cSD are adapted to match the higher values for a0 accordingly. Thereby, the second
OEM’s project prices cSD only amount to approximately two-third of the first OEM prices.
We preserve the values for the price elasticity b and learning rate m comparable with previous
works as given in [37]. Following, we discuss the experimental setup of trust between OEMs
in supplier development.

5.5

Experimental setup for trust

Here, we aim to study the influence of trust on supplier development for involved OEMs
who invest in the same supplier. To answer the proposed question, "How does trust affect
the profitability of partnership in supplier development for the overall supply chain and each
player?". This section offers numerical experiments to evaluate the designed model itself and
underline some of its features. As trust is a quite conceptual notation and also its literature
does not offer any standard measurement tools.
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Therefore, Our numerical study focuses on the model’s configuration and discusses different parameterization effects regarding expected behaviors. During the evaluation, we applied the mentioned two different use-case scenarios. Table 5.5 summarizes the parameterization for both scenarios.
Table 5.5: Scenarios used in the evaluation [41].

Parameter
Sampling Step Size
Prediction Horizon
Program Duration
a
cSD
b
cm
cs
r
l
pmax

No Market Dynamics
OEM1
OEM2

Automotive
OEM1
OEM2

3 month
6 month
15 × 3 = 45 month
9 × 6 = 54 month
20 × 3 = 60 month 40 × 6 = 240 month
200
7500
0.01
65
100
10
−0.1
5

200
6500
0.01
70
110
15
−0.1
2

10000
3000000
0.01
4500
4050
450
−0.1
20

10000
2000000
0.01
5400
3240
360
−0.1
10

Along with these parameters, each experiment divided all static trust-related factors in R
with 0.5 (medium level) and all dynamic factors ∆ with 0 (no recent experiences yet).

5.6

Summary and conclusion

We discuss the experiment set up for all proposed scenarios, one OEM – one supplier, multiOEM, and one supplier scenario both in static and dynamic markets. We also considered the
trust in OEMs’ relationships. To set up the experiments, we pick two types of products for
investigating the influence of price changes on the gained profit of supplier development. We
consider the Samsung smartphone’s market as a short life-cycle (high-technology) product
and Mercedes Benz A-class automobiles as a middle life-cycle product. The market of these
two products represents very certain features of highly dynamic and relatively stable market
conditions. The data sets for the production costs come from the database of Germany’s
Federal Office for Statistics [153] for both use-cases. The picked datasets comprise monthly
values over the last ten years as of 2018. For all the mentioned scenarios, we set up the
experiments using the real-world data of the use cases. In the following chapter, we discuss
the gained result of all experiments for all the proposed scenarios.

6
6.1

N UMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE
PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS

Introduction

Up to the present chapter, we showed how we set up the experiments to investigate supplier
development profitability for OEMs who invested in their supplier. We proposed one-OEM
and multi-OEM one-supplier scenarios in static and dynamic markets. We analyze the cost
elements’ sensitivity regarding the static market to investigate how much the change in these
cost parameters can affect OEM’s profit from supplier development investment. Additionally, we set up experiments to evaluate the effect of dynamic market conditions on OEMs’
revenue. Therefore, we select two use-cases to take the dynamic of the market into account. The use-cases consist of Samsung smartphones’ market as highly dynamic and short
life-cycle products and Mercedes Benz A-class automobiles as a middle life-cycle product
with relatively low-speed market changes. These markets show very distinct features. In
the previous chapter, we discussed the experimental settings for all proposed scenarios. In
this chapter, we first compute OEM’s investment revenue in all scenarios over time by using
MPC in a Matlab framework. We apply an interior point gradient-based method to find the
local optimum solution. Following, the results of all experiments are presented.

6.2

Evaluation of one-OEM – one-supplier scenario

We split the result of one-OEM – one supplier scenario regarding market situations that can
be shown as static or dynamic.
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One-OEM – one-supplier scenario: static market

In this thesis, we aim to find the optimal supplier development contract horizon. We investigate the optimal switching time from one contract to another or the optimal ending of
the contract. We evaluate the impact of willingness to pay, price elasticity, variable cost per
unit for the supplier and OEM, supplier learning rate, supplier development cost, and profit
margin for the supplier on the optimal switching time and the average supply chain profit by
using a full factorial sensitivity analysis. Therefore, we analyze the sensitivity of the model
regarding various parameters. Simulating the full factorial set of 498.960 experiments, we
obtain the results given in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. These figures show the
impact of changing the given variable’s values on the x-axis on the mean switching time (left
graph) and the mean overall profit (right graph).
For easier comparison, the mean profit is provided for scenarios with supplier development projects (line marked by asterisks) and scenarios without supplier development (line
marked by circles). For all figures, the y-value always denotes the mean value over all experiments, using the provided x-value for the corresponding variable. Due to many experiments,
it can be assumed that the mean value correctly represents each variable’s influence on the
overall solution.
The results strongly support the idea of supplier development, as all derived figures show
a significant increase in the overall supply chain profit when investing in supplier development. The parameters, given in Figure 6.3, i.e., the learning rate, the supplier’s profit margin,
and the supplier development projects’ cost, mostly refer to the supplier development and,
thus, only have a marginal impact on the profit without supplier development. In contrast, the
parameters are given in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, i.e., the willingness to pay, the price elasticity,
and the supplier’s and OEM’s production cost, have a substantial impact in both cases.
In general, it can be stated that the shape of both scenarios is comparable (apart from
the learning rate); however, the mean profit of scenarios with supplier development is significantly higher. Most single parameters show a monotone trend for both the mean profit
and the mean optimal switching point. Exceptions are the willingness to pay and the price
elasticity given in Figure 6.1a. Profit shows a monotone and substantial increase in the willingness to pay, which is expected to denote the maximum price an OEM can take for its
product. Regarding the switching point, the contract length strongly decreases until a willingness to pay approximately 190 is reached. After this point, the optimal contract length
increases slowly again.
The substantial decrease, in the beginning, can be explained by the low willingness to
pay. This value needs to cover all manufacturing costs. A low price requires high supplier
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Figure. 6.1: Effect of varying values for the willingness to pay (6.1a), the price elasticity

(6.1b) on the mean value for the optimal switching time and the mean value of the overall
profit [38].
development investments to achieve optimal profit. After the willingness to pay of approximately 190 is reached, more money can be spent on supplier development as the overall
costs are covered. From this point on, longer projects can be funded to achieve higher benefits from supplier development while retaining a high overall profit. This result shows that
supplier development is a useful tool to mitigate low willingness to pay by reducing manufacturing costs. Even if only a low-profit margin is achievable, high investments increase
profit compared to the scenario where no supplier development is performed.
For the profit, it can be observed that a fewer elasticity results in the highest profit and,
accordingly, the most extended contracting periods. With an increasing elasticity, the profit
decreases and tends towards the point where it matches the scenario without supplier development. In terms of the contract length, increasing length can mitigate this effect for higher
elasticities to a certain degree.
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Figure. 6.2: Effect of varying values for the supplier cost per unit (6.2a), and the OEMs price

per unit (6.2b) on the mean value for the optimal switching time and the mean value of the
overall profit [38].
The values shown in Figure 6.2 depict the cost per unit of product for suppliers 6.2a and
OEMs 6.2b. As supplier development directly influences the supplier’s cost per unit, higher
values also lead to longer contract horizons. Nevertheless, increasing costs reduces the overall profit, whereas supplier development can significantly increase profits. The same trend
can be observed for the OEM’s production cost, and higher costs lead to longer contracting
periods to reduce overall manufacturing costs. In terms of the profit, it can be seen that the
profit for the supplier development scenario decreases stronger than for the higher values of
the supplier’s cost per unit. Similar to the price elasticity, the profit for increasing values of
cM converges towards the scenario without supplier development, indicating less efficiency
with increasing manufacturing costs.
As for the parameters shown in Figure 6.3, the profit for the scenario without supplier
development remains more or less stationary, regardless of the setting. For the learning rate
6.3a this is to be expected. Also, the increase in project cost 6.3c shows a slight decrease
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Figure. 6.3: Effect of varying values for the learning rate (6.3a), the supplier profit margin

(6.3b) and the cost for supplier development projects (6.3c) on the mean value for the optimal
switching time and the mean value of the overall profit [38].
in supplier development profit. However, in some cases, supplier development’s profit can
be increased based on higher investment in suppliers, which means higher project costs may
lead to higher payoff for OEMs who invest in the supplier.
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For the supplier’s profit margin 6.3b, it can be assumed that more minor changes within
the provided range do not have a substantial overall impact. In contrast, a second study
would be useful to assess the impact of more considerable variations. For the project costs,
it can be seen that increasing costs generally lead to significantly lower contracting periods
and slightly decreasing profits. The learning rate’s results show that a high learning rate (low
value) leads to a considerable increase in profit. Consequently, it can be useful to invest in
better learning rates through specific development programs, e.g., by providing trained staff,
infrastructure, or extended training for the suppliers.
To sum up, the results present that supplier development is noticeably profitable in general. Furthermore, a greater willingness to pay and learning rates lead to more significant
profit through supplier development. In contrast, higher price elasticity and cost per unit for
OEM cause lower profits. The supplier profit margin results show no connection between
this parameter, the profit, and the optimal period of supplier development. Since the willingness to pay and price elasticity are not under the OEM’s control and can be defined with
the market condition, this study’s results highly suggest concentrating on enhancements of
the supplier’s learning rate by offering training and developing the suppliers producing processes, etc.

6.2.2

One-OEM – one-supplier scenario: dynamic market

To evaluate one-OEM – one-supplier scenario under dynamic market conditions, we consider
the described use-cases for mobile phones and the automotive industry. We first explain the
result of experiments on the number of optimal supplier development projects for the mobile
phone use case in different horizons. Later we discuss automotive experiments’ results.
6.2.2.1

Results of mobile phone use-case

The mobile phone use-case comprises a highly volatile dynamic. According to the gathered
data, a new product is introduced and released every year to the market. These quick periodic
changes result in choosing a small time step width of two months.
Figure 6.4 shows the results for a very short prediction horizon of three periods (6
months). This figure compared the result of optimization for settings without dynamics,
simulated dynamics, and predicted dynamics as defined in the previous chapter (in Section:5.3.2) with the others. As shown in this figure, optimizing the fixed products’ market
conditions suggests no supplier development investment.
Regarding simulated dynamics, the optimizer reacts a bit late to the changes in the market. As an example, the new model of mobile phone (Figure 5.1) has been released to the
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Figure. 6.4: Control and prediction for the mobile phone use-case with N = 3 [39].
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market at the 10th month. The simulated dynamics reacted to this change 2-4 months later.
However, considering the predicted dynamics (regression model) in the optimizer open-loop
causes the exact time reaction of the optimizer to supplier development. In this case, the
optimal number of supplier development projects increases before a new model is released
to the market when the current model has the lowest price in its period. Figure 6.5 shows the

Figure. 6.5: Control and prediction for the mobile phone use-case with N = 6 [39].

mobile phone use-case results with a prediction horizon of N = 6 (12 months). To compare
the number of investments (number of projects), a higher prediction horizon results in higher
investments per period in all three scenarios. Apart from this, the scenarios without dynamics and simulated dynamics behave similarly to the predicted dynamics for a shorter horizon.
In this case, predicted dynamics show different investment behavior. The optimizer delays
the first investment, even though it predicts investments during the start of the program. Afterward, it issues greater amounts of investments a little later than the simulated dynamics
scenario.
In terms of the predictions, the optimizer predicts future investments with a notable prewarning time. It predicts the investment period between time steps 10 and 12 at time step
7, half a prediction horizon earlier the same accounts for the second investment period. In
contrast, the optimizer does not predict the third period, which only comprises low amounts
of investments. However, it only tracks its duration, as observed in the case of the simulated
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dynamics. The optimizer suggests that the program should not be continued within its prediction horizon for single time steps between these pre-warnings. Accordingly, Figure 6.6

Figure. 6.6: Control and prediction for the mobile phone use-case with N = 12 [39].

shows the mobile phone use-case results with a prediction horizon of N = 12 (24 months).
As before, the amount of investments increases throughout all scenarios. Apart from this,
the behaviors in the scenarios without dynamics and simulated dynamics remain the same
as for smaller prediction horizons. The predicted dynamics scenario shows a more defined
shape of investments, which more closely follows the product’s price development.
In terms of the pre-warning time, the optimizer shows the same behavior as before. Even
though the optimizer delays the first investment period, the optimizer predicts the need to
invest. It predicts the first investment period, which takes place between the time steps 10
and 15 at time step 5, a bit earlier than before. The second period is only predicted right
before it happens. As a difference to the smaller prediction horizon, the optimizer does not
suggest stopping the program between investment periods but suggests reevaluating monthly.
6.2.2.2

Results of automotive use-case

The automotive use-case features slowly but steadily changing market dynamics. In contrast
to the mobile phone use case, the dynamics change by more massive amounts and over more
extended periods. Thus, the automotive use-case uses a more extensive time step width of
six months while cars have a relatively longer life-cycle. As with the previous use-case,
Figure 6.7 depicts the results for N = 3 (1.5 years). Regarding the investment strategy, the
results comply with the mobile phone use-case results: predicted dynamics scenario results
in smoother and earlier investments. Considering the predictions, both scenarios involving
dynamics do not anticipate further investments and show an inability to forecast periods of
higher investments. Nevertheless, with this short prediction horizon, the optimizer suggests
future investments in the next step.
Figure 6.8 depicts the results for N = 6 (3 years). These results mainly differ from
the smaller prediction horizon. It suggests larger investments and, in the case of predicted
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Figure. 6.7: Control and prediction for the automotive use-case with N = 3 [39].

Figure. 6.8: Control and prediction for the automotive use-case with N = 6 [39].
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dynamics, in slightly extended investment periods. As in these scenarios, investments never
drop to zero; the segments between two local minima are considered investment periods.
Noticeably, as the initial investment period extends, the optimizer predicts its duration from
the beginning on but does not predict future periods.

Figure. 6.9: Control and prediction for the automotive use-case with N = 12 [39].

Finally, Figure 6.9 depicts the results for N = 12 (6 years). These results show the same
trends to extended investments and a closer approximation of the product’s price development. As in the previous scenario, the optimizer never suggests stopping the program but
does not predict future investment periods appropriately.
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Discussion: effect the prediction horizon

The simulation results revealed that longer horizons provide a better representation of the
dynamic market’s price development. Simultaneously, the optimizer works better in longer
horizon experiments since predictions need a minimum horizon to work appropriately and
do not offer a proper solution for short horizons. However, a longer horizon of prediction
is not as sensitive to changes in the market. It does not suggest stopping investment even if
some changes in the market are coming up.
The result of the prediction investment of supplier development (dashed-red line) did
not react to the market dynamic. It extends by 1 in all cases (apart from the beginning in
the N = 12 setting). The "missing" predictions imply that the optimizer realizes very high
investment amounts (basically just the maximum) for future investments. The slow dynamics
can explain this in the automotive scenario vs. the fast changes in the mobile phone use case.
The changes in the automotive case’s market dynamics are not high enough (value-wise) to
be noted by the optimizer.

6.2.4

Discussion: effect of predicting market dynamics

The results show that not predicting dynamics during the optimization incorrectly predicts
current investment periods, at least in the mobile phone use case. In all cases, the optimizer
tracks these periods correctly but, for small prediction horizons, suggests stopping the overall
program as soon as the current investment period ends. In the automotive use case, the
optimizer tracks very high and long investment periods like the one initially. In this use case,
the prediction of market dynamics does not lead to a better forecast. Nevertheless, the same
trends towards smoother and earlier investments can be observed with increasing prediction
horizons when anticipating market dynamics.
In conclusion, in the short prediction horizon in both use cases, the optimizer reacted appropriately to the market dynamics. In the automotive use case in the short-term evaluation,
the optimizer suggests not to start the supplier development up to a certain point. From that
point, it offers more investments over more extended periods. In other words, for middle
life-cycle products in stable markets, short time supplier development investment is not as
profitable as in these markets. Supplier development investments do not pay off immediately. Therefore OEMs should invest in supplier development for longer horizons to reach
the profitable point. However, in the mobile phone market, short-term supplier development
investment pays off immediately. Additionally, the results show that long-term prediction
works quite well in volatile markets but fails in stable markets. While in the more stable
market, optimizers disregard the smooth market changes. Therefore, stable markets do not
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need predictive control strategies to deal with their market dynamics. In contrast, volatile
markets can benefit from such an approach to stabilize OEM-Supplier relationships. It enables the model to get market dynamics into optimizer and measure the optimal investment
horizon accordingly.

6.3

Evaluation of multi-OEM one-supplier scenario

Here, considering the multi-OEM one supplier scenario of supplier development, to find
OEMs’ profitability with different types of relationships with their partners in supplier development investment. Following, we first explain the profitability of shared supplier development for OEMs in a static market. Later, we evaluate the OEM’s effect on relationships in
their revenue of supplier development investment in a dynamic market.

6.3.1

Multi-OEM one-supplier scenario: static market

Based on the designed experiments for multi-OEM – one-supplier, we obtained Figures 6.10
and 6.11. We observe that OEMs in a full-cooperative setting tend to invest for longer periods
than the others, and the OEMs experience faster and greater production cost reduction (Figure 6.10a, top). In contrast, the non-cooperative scenario shows that OEMs prefer shorter
investment periods as the loop simulation shows their investment is not paying off. They
should stop investing in the supplier’s development (Figure 6.10b, top).
The collaboration result, Figure 6.11, reveals that the bang-bang behavior from [126,177]
is not present in this setting, which may be due to OEMs sharing information and receiving
the feedback of the other one’s investment, which encourages them to continue investing
for longer periods even with the lower amount of investment. The collaboration results show
that in the simultaneous scenario in Figure 6.11a, OEMs invest in supplier for a longer period
than in the sequential one (Figure 6.11b). Since MPC assumes a certain amount of profit,
knowing that others also invest leads to higher profit expectations during this planning stage.
To make the results clear, we compare the global profit (the sum of two OEMs’ profit)
in each setting shown in Figure 6.12a. The results reveal that in earlier time steps, noncooperative behavior performs better and reaches higher profits faster than the rest. However, the fully cooperative setting shows the best performance for longer perspectives and
provides the highest profit for OEMs. Consequently, for planning longer investments, cooperative behavior leads to the highest profit. However, for short investments, OEMs should
choose the non-cooperative setting to profit from their investment. To investigate the effect
of OEMs’ relationship on the profit that each one of them gains from supplier development,
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Figure. 6.10: Supplier development schema for OEM1 and OEM2 in the cooperative (6.10a)

and non-cooperative (6.10b) settings [37].
we compare the local profits of all settings for OEM1 and OEM2 . Figure 6.12b depicts the
result. According to the results over a longer period, the fully cooperative setting for both
OEMs results in the highest profit. The speed of profit growth for OEM2 is higher than for
OEM1 in all settings since, based on our assumption, two OEMs are investing in the same
supplier, and OEM1 invests more than the OEM2 . Nevertheless, OEM2 also gains profit
from the higher investment of OEMs. As expected, the fully cooperative setting results in
higher profit for OEMs over longer periods. OEMs who invest together, share information
and resources, and look for a shared objective from supplier development can gain higher
profit.
In conclusion, the results show that joint investments for longer periods pay off better in
the long term. In shorter periods of supplier investment, an advantage is generated as both
the OEM and the supplier obtain flexibility. Therefore, shorter horizons of investments end
up with higher profits for both OEMs when they act non-cooperatively.
Considering the static market situation, we expected to get higher payoff for collaboration
than a non-cooperative one. The gained results proved the considerable difference in profit
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Figure. 6.11: Supplier development schema for OEM1 and OEM2 in the simultaneous (6.11a)

and sequential (6.11b) settings [37].
of supplier development. For instance, in simultaneous investment decision-making, OEMs
tend to invest less for a longer horizon than the others since OEMs share information about
supplier investment while looking for their own goals.

6.3.2

Multi-OEM one-supplier scenario: dynamic market

Figure 6.13 to Figure 6.16 depict the behavior of OEMs for the automotive and mobile phone
use-cases. Thereby, Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 depict the performance of the use-cases,
when the open-loop simulation does not involve market dynamics (static), while Figure 6.15
and Figure 6.16 represent the case of involving market dynamics. Here, we applied realworld data gained from the DE-STATIS database of Germany’s Federal Office for Statistics
[153].
In the beginning, both OEMs invest in their supplier development program and cease
investments when results show high enough effects. Further investments after this point do
not amortize within the open-loops prediction horizon. For the non-cooperative scheme, both
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Figure. 6.12: Global (6.12a) and local (6.12b) profit of supplier development of all settings

[37].
OEMs cease their programs quite early, assuming no additional revenue from the program.
The results represent an extended period of investments in the fully cooperative scheme,
resulting from the higher combined revenue. Moreover, the figures show that OEM2 invests
in suppliers for a prolonged horizon, as its investment amount is lower, but the outcomes are
equal.
The sequential and simultaneous schemes present various automotive use-case behaviors
in Figure 6.13. Here, OEM2 ceases investments right at the start and only relies on investments performed by OEM1 ; when OEM1 ceases its program, OEM2 invests till the point that
its investment does not pay off anymore. The sequential setting carries this opportunistic
behavior, as OEM1 invests. The simultaneous scenario reflects this behavior as of the asymmetrical dependence on the supplier. As the number of funded projects serves as a multiplier
to the supplier’s production cost (c.f. Equation (4.3)), each funded project’s efficiency directly depends on the supplier’s production cost. All scenarios, given in Table 5.4, assume
higher supplier costs for the OEM1 . Consequently, OEM1 also gains a higher benefit from
each project and is more likely to invest. The results and behaviors in Figure 6.14 follow the
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Figure. 6.13: Results and for the static automotive use-case [40].

same logic for the mobile phone use-case. Nevertheless, the overall lower parameter values
end in shorter investment horizons in all collaboration schemes. The sequential and simultaneous scenarios specifically expose a reduced time-span for investments. OEM2 ceases
its program very early and, contradictory to the automotive use case, does not pick it up
again. This manner reveals that typically lower values end in a shorter supplier development period. In other words, future investments become profitless quicker if prices are low.
Both use-cases show very different behavior when the open-loop simulation assumes market
dynamics, as given in Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16. The automotive use-cases (Figure 6.15)
depict a similar behavior as the static use-case in the beginning: OEMs begin investing at full
capacity and cease/reduce investments at similar times the static setting. Nevertheless, after
this point, the impact of market dynamics becomes apparent. The increasing payoff enables
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Figure. 6.14: Results for the static mobile phone use-case [40].

OEMs to invest for longer horizons into their supplier development program. In particular,
OEM2 invests more than the OEM1 .
As shown in Figure 6.13, the results confirmed a slight investment decline before each
generation changed. At this point, the optimizer already predicts the spike in revenue and decreases investments to gain maximum outcomes. When the revenue increased stabilizes, the
optimizer switches to a typical investment scheme. Furthermore, the results reveal growth in
investments approaching the end of the simulation period for all proposed scenarios. Since
the supplier’s manufacturing costs grow over time, the following investments become more
profitable. Eventually, the market dynamics results determine that the opportunistic behavior for OEM2 in the simultaneous scenario ends in alternating, spiky investments towards
the simulation period. As shown in Figure 6.14, the dynamic mobile phone use-case again
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Figure. 6.15: Control u(t) and price dynamics a(t) for the dynamic automotive use-case [40].

shows a very different behavior than the previous one. Both OEMs postpone their first investments for nearly the first two years in all four proposed schemes. Therefore, the optimizer
defines that investments are too expensive to pay off the obtained supplier development. The
relatively low parameter values describe this manner for the supplier’s manufacturing cost.
It is worth mentioning that, for this use-case, the relation between the monthly costs for a
supplier development project and the willingness to pay is approximately half of the automotive use-case (factor: automotive 50, mobile phone 26). With this lower relation, we would
have presumed to observe more substantial investments, as each project only costs approximately half (related to the willingness to pay). At the same, the impacts stay the same (state
increased by one per month with an equal learning rate).
Therefore, the lower number of investment projects originates from the low value for
cs0 , as explained before. During the simulation period, the perceived increase of investments
also confirms this assumption, as cs(t) declines during the simulation period, first quickly,
then slowly towards the end of the simulation. While it decreases heavily, OEMs do not
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invest or invest only in a few projects. Once the supplier’s production cost stabilizes, OEMs
are inclined to raise their investments to decrease these costs. Furthermore, these results
reflect the same manner as the automotive use-case: an increase in revenue generally leads
to a non-linear increase in investments, while decreasing revenue also decreases the OEMs’
willingness to invest. As with the automotive use-case, the results present a reduction of the
investment before or when a model change ends with a sudden revenue spike.
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Figure. 6.16: Control u(t) and price dynamics a(t) for the dynamic mobile phone use-case

[40].

6.3.3

Comparison between static and dynamic assumptions

Table 6.1 depicts the relative differences between the static and dynamics assumptions. For
instance, the mean value for the sum of the dynamics assumption’s revenue is 5.2% higher
than the corresponding value of the proposed static market. The values in the mentioned table
always point to the sum of revenues for both OEMs. The results reveal that an estimation of
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the system’s dynamic manner obtains the higher summation, i.e., more reliable performance
in the overall supply chain revenue.
The automotive use-case results show an increased profit of approximately 5.0% across
all four collaboration schemes, considering all samples’ profits. Regarding the global profit
for each time instance, the results reveal that a static assumption results in higher profit for
early time instances. In contrast, an increasing horizon shows an increasing benefit for the
dynamic assumption. Considering the dynamic model assumptions offers a higher global
profit starting at 38.5 months into the average project. Regarding the average deviation in
revenue at the end of the evaluation period, the dynamic scenario results in an average of
9.0% more profit than the static scenario. The mentioned higher profit is nearly 9.7% for the
last year and also for the final instance.
In contrast, the results for the mobile-phone use case show no marked contrast between
the assumptions. The results reveal a minimal rise of 1.0% in the overall profit for all proposed collaboration schemes considering the summation of revenues for all-time instances.
Analyzing the corresponding diversity in the global revenue across time instances, the results
offer the same manner as mentioned before for all the collaboration schemes except the fullcooperative scenario displayed in Table 6.1. Again, the static market assumption presents
minor benefits in early instances. In contrast, the dynamic market assumption causes an increased total profit in later project phases, beginning from month 60, which is the turning
point.
The full-cooperative scheme presents no turning point, indicating that both assumptions
alternate to provide a higher profit when comparing single-time instances. Regarding the
last year of the evaluation period, the total revenue divers by 2.3% in favor of the dynamic
market assumption averaging the four collaboration scenarios. This privilege only causes
approximately 1%, indicating a substantial variance in the results regarding the last time
instance.
Although the comparison reveals a lower corresponding growth in profit of the fullcooperative scenario regarding market dynamics, the absolute numbers still prove that the
full-cooperative scheme achieves the highest total revenue in all cases. Figure 6.17 depicts
the absolute value of the sum over revenues across all-time instances for each collaboration
scenario. Even if the dynamic market assumption ends in less profit in the full-cooperative
mobile phone use case, this figure depicts that market dynamics generally results in higher
overall revenues. In conclusion, the results show that assuming dynamics during the optimization ends in higher or at least close-to-equal profits for most proposed scenarios. Only
the full-cooperative mobile phone use case shows a slight decrease in revenue compared to a
static assumption. Generally, the results show that assuming dynamics depends on the over-
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Table 6.1: Comparison of static and dynamic model assumptions [40]
Non-cooperative

Sequential

Simultaneous

Full-cooperative

Mean

2.25%
43 months
5.70%
6.33%

5.02%
38.5 months
8.98%
9.65%

-0.24%
never
2.25%
0.99%

1.02%
60 months
2.29%
1.02%

Automotive
Sum of revenue
Switching point
Last year (12 Instances)
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5.70%
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9.59%
10.42%

6.00%
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10.07%
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2.30%
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Figure. 6.17: Absolute sum of profits for the automotive (left) and mobile phone (right) use-

cases [40].
all supplier development program’s planned runtime. For short investment programs, static
market assumption ends with higher profit since the optimizer performs investments faster at
the beginning of the investment project. Nevertheless, for investment longer than three years
in automotive use-case and longer than five years for the mobile phone use-case, the dynamic
market continuously presents higher profits. Additionally, the number of investment projects
links to the supplier’s production costs and the current product’s market price (willingness
to pay a). The optimizer will end to more investment projects, even for the higher values.
According to the results, the full-cooperative scenario profited the least from considering
market dynamics. These results link with the total higher profit of the full-cooperative scenario since the summation of cost functions generally offers a higher capability to increase
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profit in such multi-OEM settings. The sequential scenario is highly gained from dynamic
market assumptions; however, the profit of sequential drops short in comparing the overall
profit. As explained earlier, this setting tends to support opportunistic behavior by the OEM2 .
This OEM is not as dependent on the supplier as the first and often tends not to invest and
rely on OEM’s investments. While OEM1 optimizes its profit locally, both OEMs cause less
global revenue. The exact manner serves the sequential collaboration scheme, which drops
short on total revenue even less than the non-cooperative scheme.
The results further reveal a significant variation between the two chosen use cases. These
use-cases show very distinct characteristics: a monotone increase in the willingness to pay
and a reduction in the supplier’s production costs for the automotive scenario, compared to
a highly volatile willingness to pay and an increased production cost for the mobile phone
use-case.
While the automotive use-case benefits enormously from dynamics, the mobile phone
use-case only profits lightly. The intrinsic attitude of the dynamic markets can explain this
diversity. Even though the mobile phone use case shows high fluctuations in the willingness
to pay, these changes only cover a small section of the automotive market fluctuations (2%
of the respective growth of the willingness to pay over the simulation time).
We conducted several additional optimizations with uniformly scaled values for the willingness to pay and different predictions and sampling horizons to evaluate this theory. These
optimizations showed similar results (approximately +/- 2%) when comparing the overall
payoff. However, this can not validate the assumption. It designates an insignificant dependence on the actual parameters applied in the experiments but a vital influence on the
underlying market dynamics.

6.4

Evaluation of trust scenario

Here, we consider the effect of trust between OEMs, who tend to invest in developing the
λ
same supplier. As described in Equation (4.13), the parameter ηm
highly influences the optimizer’s approach. These parameters determine the mix of how strongly the optimizer focuses
on maximizing the revenue or trust. Figure 6.18 displays the sum of revenue throughout the
λ
supplier development program for the OEM1 with different settings of ηm
. The figure displays the results for the automotive use case to presents a realistic explanation of the results.
Nevertheless, the other scenario’s results reveal the same structure. Moreover, we do not
present the second OEM results as they show the same behavior. The figure displays that
λ
very low values for ηm
(high focus on maximizing the trust as given in Equation (4.13))
results in a considerable loss of the expected profit. This result can be interpreted by eval-
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uating the terms of the cost function given in Equation (4.13). The first term simulated
the impacts of the decision variable u on the gained profit from supplier development investments. The second term refers to the decision of OEM (decision variable u) either to
increases or decreases the expected trust level. Therefore, changing the decision toward two
λ
different steams ηm
causes the total concentration in one and ignorance of the other. A total concentration on trust leads the optimizer to ignore the expected revenue gained by the
supplier development program.
λ
λ
Figure 6.19 shows the investment strategy of the OEM1 for ηm
= 0, ηm
= 0.5 and
λ
λ
ηm
= 1. The figure reveals that in the extreme case of ηm
= 0, the OEM only invests in one
project at each time interval to avoid ruining the formed mutual trust level. Comparing the
λ
λ
= 0.5, the figure displays that only focusing on the revenue from the
= 1 and ηm
cases of ηm
supplier development program results to longer period that OEM invests in no or only very
λ
to a range of 0.45 –
few projects. Consequently, the remaining numeric studies restrict ηm
1.0 to keep away from a considerable drop in the expected revenue. It should be noted that,
λ
experiment only applies a single value for ηm
which can be preferred balanced mix of both
λ
terms as ηm = 0.5

Upper Bound from FC

Figure. 6.18: Sum of OEM1 revenue for different values of η1λ .

6.4.1

Comparison of investment strategies and without regarding trust

The experiment displayed in the previous subsection proved that a purely non-cooperative
setting offers the lower bound for possible supplier development profit. In contrast, an abλ
solute full-cooperative setting offers the upper bound as long the algorithm selects ηm
in a
sensible span. This section presents the behavior of the involved OEMs in terms of their
investment strategy to provide more detailed insights into the proposed model results, i.e.,
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Figure. 6.19: Number of projects OEM1 invested in supplier development for different set-

tings of η1λ .
the decision variable u, representing the number of supplier development projects (Num. of
SD Projects). Therefore, Figures 6.20 and 6.21 display the action of the OEMs at different
time instances, the current trust level, and the increase in revenue compared to the noncooperative baseline (Inc. Rev. ∼ NC [ C]). The figures present the practice in a stringently
λ
= 0.5, and a purely
non-cooperative use-case, a use-case using the proposed models with ηm
full-cooperative setting.
We proposed the static used case to investigate the effect of trust in OEM partnerships
without considering the market’s dynamic effects. The result of this static use-case suggests
that, in a non-cooperative scenario, both OEMs cut off their investments after a short period
since the two OEMs have no trust in each other and aim to maximize their profits out of
λ
supplier development. In the case of ηm
= 0.5, both OEMs look after of longer period
of investments. This scenario reveals that OEMs create trust between themselves over time.
The created trust is sensitive to the partner investments, as shown in Figure 6.20 when OEM1
ceases investing, the trust level of OEM2 drops accordingly. Moreover, the revenue growth
λ
compared to the non-cooperative scenario for the cases of ηm
= 0.5 and full-cooperative
presents considerable growth over time.
The influence of trust in a dynamic market for automotive use cases is shown in Figure
6.21. According to the non-cooperative scenario, OEM2 tends to invest more steadily and
λ
longer than OEM1 . In the case of ηm
= 0.5, when OEM1 decreases the number of supplier
development projects, OEM2 s level of trust drops accordingly; this shows a similar behavior
with the static use case.
Also, when OEM1 increases the number of investment projects, later on, the trust level of
OEM2 improves. Furthermore, the revenue growth compared to the non-cooperative scheme
λ
is much higher for ηm
= 0.5 and the full-cooperative scenario. As expected, the scenario
without considering the trust, due to the lack of trust, presents a slight decline in the rev-
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enue’s growth compared to the full-cooperative scenario, peaking around 180 months into
the project. In general, this use-case represents that the proposed models depict trust’s expected influence pretty well, even under external market dynamics.
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Figure. 6.20: Result of trust effects in non-dynamic market use-case.

6.4.2

Dynamic adaptation of the optimization focus

The previous subsection shows promising results regarding OEMs’ revenue and how to select
different trust-based collaboration schemes. However, these results rely on a predetermined
λ
selection of the parameter ηm
, presuming a balanced focus on maximizing profit and trust.
This experiment investigated two settings in which the algorithm dynamically adapts this
parameter based on each partner’s current trust. The first setting presumes that a high trust
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Figure. 6.21: Result of trust effects in dynamic market (automotive) use-case.

level leads to a high concentration on maintaining or developing trust. In contrast, low trust
implies that OEMs concentrate on their revenue, as given in Equation (6.1). The second
setting presumes the opposite: low trust leads to a higher concentration on creating trust
between OEMs, while a high level of trust leads to a strong focus on each OEM’s revenue,
as given in Equation (6.2).
λ(T ) = 0.45 + (1 − 0.45) · (1 − Tm )
λ(T − ) = 0.45 + (1 − 0.45) · Tm

(6.1)
(6.2)
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The algorithm updates the values for ηm
at proposed time iterations for each closed-loop
to present the current measured level of trust for each of OEMs. Threfore, both equations
use the range determined in Section 6.4, i.e., [0.45; 1]. Figure 6.22 shows the difference
in the sum of profits in comparsion with the non-cooperative baseline. The x-axis displays
the different modes as non-cooperative, fixed-lambda, full cooperative, and for the automatic
modes given as λ(T ) for Equation (6.1) and λ(T − ) for Equation (6.2). The figure shows that

Dynamic

Figure. 6.22: Sum of revenue for both OEMs in both use-cases normalized to the non-

cooperative scheme.
both settings perform equally well and only slightly worse than the fixed setting in the usecase without market dynamics. The first setting operates well in the automotive use-case and
ends in higher revenues, even than the fixed-lambda scenario. In contrast, using the second
setting λ(T − ) results in less revenue.

6.4.3

The effect of trust between OEMs in supplier development

In the literature, trust is introduced as one of the main drivers in supply chain collaboration.
This thesis proposes an MPC-based approach to optimize supplier development investments,
considering the business relationship between two OEMs who invest in the same supplier.
Since trust is a hard-to-model and an intellectual concept, we divide it into eight relatively
tangible factors abstracted from the literature. Furthermore, we integrate these factors by
applying a highly customizable function to permit users to modify the real use case. Implementing the gained value for trust, the model picks a proper collaboration scheme to optimize
the transactions. Therefore, the model implements a fuzzy controller, which is proposed to be
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highly customizable to match practitioners’ requirements. Results revealed that the proposed
approach shows good behavior in representing the effects of trust on the optimized OEMs’
investment behavior, even though this thesis only proposes some basic assumptions on how
the OEMs’ decisions influence their mutual trust. As noted above, practitioners can quickly
adapt and develop these assumptions. In general, a proper design of these rules can only
be achieved by analyzing the requirements, assumptions, and perspectives of the involved
businesses, e.g., by conducting interviews or implementing fitting quantification methods.
However, even the basic assumptions offered a reasonable development of trust and a
proper selection of collaboration schemes. Furthermore, the results present that the OEMs’
tendency to either create a trust or focus on optimizing their receptive revenue influences the
overall outcome. Assuming a balanced tendency for the optimizer achieves the highest level
of revenue, both for the individual OEMs and globally in both use cases.

6.5

Summary and conclusion

Results of all different scenarios show that joint investing in supplier development pays off
better in long-term development programs. However, an advantage is generated in shorter
periods of supplier development investment as both the OEM and the supplier obtain flexibility. Moreover, results show that investing individually for a short period ends with higher
profits for both OEMs in a static market. For instance, in a multi-OEM scenario considering
a static market, we expected to get a higher payoff for collaboration than a non-cooperative
one. However, the results did not confirm this assumption. The result of our experiments for
static markets shows that, in a non-cooperative scenario, both OEMs cut off their investment
after a short period because the two OEMs have no trust in each other and aim to maximize
their profits out of supplier development. Both OEMs look after investing in supplier development projects for an extended period in the middle trust level. This scenario clearly shows
that OEMs create trust between themselves over time and the created trust is sensitive to
partner investments. Moreover, the result shows that the expected influence of trust pays off
quite well, even under external market dynamics. Additionally, trust in the dynamic market
results in higher revenues than the fixed-lambda scenario in a static market. In the following
chapter, we present the gained results of our study in detail.

7

R ECAPITULATION

In this chapter, the main conclusions are summarized, and the outlook for future research is
presented.

7.1

Conclusions

This thesis aims to investigate supplier development’s profitability of OEM who invests in
its supplier. We start from the proposed one supplier – one OEM scenario by Proch et al.
and Worthmann et al. [126, 176]. Then we extend the scenario to a multi-OEM one supplier
model. The proposed multi-OEM scenario consists of two OEMs and one supplier. This
scenario enables us to simulate more realistic settings by taking the relationship of OEM
into account. The background of supplier development shows that many OEMs, specifically
the ones who are active in the same industry in most cases, tend to invest in the same supplier.
Therefore, we study different types of relationships between OEMs that are fully cooperative,
collaborative (simultaneous and sequential decision-making), and non-cooperative.
Based on the proposed scenarios, we design the optimization models to investigate the
profitability of supplier development. Moreover, we consider the dynamics of markets implementing real-world use cases, automotive and mobile phones, which provide us with two
different market environments. Finally, we study the effects of trust between OEMs in their
revenue on supplier development. Following, we conclude the main results of the study in
detail.
The major conclusions of this work can be summarized by directly responding to the
questions posed in Chapter 3 as follows:
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Considering a one–to–one scenario between OEM and supplier, how does the method
perform in case of uncertainties in parameters like willingness to pay, price elasticity, variable costs, and learning rate?
To answer this question, by using a full factorial sensitivity analysis, we investigate the
impact of the model’s parameters such as willingness to pay, price elasticity, variable cost
per unit for the supplier and OEM, supplier learning rate, supplier development cost, and
profit margin for the supplier on the optimal switching time and the supply chain profit.
The results show that supplier development is noticeably profitable in general. The results also reveal that supplier development is a useful tool to mitigate OEM’s product price
by reducing the manufacturing cost, which causes customer satisfaction. Even if only a
low-profit margin is achievable, high investments increase profit compared to the scenario
where no supplier development is performed. Furthermore, a greater willingness to pay and
a learning rate lead to higher profit through supplier development. In contrast, higher price
elasticity and cost per unit for OEM cause lower profits. The supplier profit margin results
show no connection between this parameter, the profit, and the optimal period of supplier development. Since the willingness to pay and price elasticity are not under the OEM’s control
and can be defined with market conditions, this study’s results highly suggest concentrating
on enhancements of the supplier’s learning rate by offering training, developing the suppliers
producing processes, etc.
For the profit, it can be observed that a very low elasticity results in the highest profit
and, accordingly, the longest contracting periods. With an increasing elasticity, the profit
decreases and tends towards the point where it matches the scenario without supplier development. In terms of the contract length, increasing length can mitigate this effect for higher
elasticities to a certain degree. As supplier development directly influences the supplier’s
cost per unit, higher values also lead to longer contract horizons. Nevertheless, increasing
costs reduce the overall profit. Whereas the scenario with supplier development can achieve
significantly higher profits for the OEM’s production cost, the same trend can be observed.
Higher costs lead to longer contracting periods to reduce the overall manufacturing costs. In
terms of the profit, it can be seen that the profit for the supplier development decreases faster
for the higher values of the supplier’s cost per unit. Similar to the price elasticity, the profit
for increasing values of cM converges towards the scenario without supplier development,
indicating less efficiency with increasing manufacturing costs. For the learning rate, this is
also expected. Moreover, the increase in project cost shows a slight decrease in supplier
development profit. However, in some cases, supplier development’s profit can be increased
based on higher investment in suppliers, which means higher project costs may lead to higher
payoff for OEMs who invest in the supplier. For the supplier’s profit margin, it can be as-
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sumed that more minor changes within the provided range do not have a substantial overall
impact. In contrast, a second study would be useful to assess the impact of larger variations.
For the project costs, it can be seen that increasing costs generally lead to significantly lower
contracting periods and slightly decreasing profits. For the learning rate, it can be seen that
a high learning rate (low value) leads to a considerable increase in profit. Consequently, it
can be useful to invest in better learning rates by specifically development programs, e.g., by
providing trained staff, infrastructure, or extended training for the suppliers.
Extending the scenario to multi-OEM, how do a collaboration, cooperation, and noncooperation scenarios perform for OEMs who intend to develop the same supplier?
The result of our experiment shows that OEMs in a fully cooperative scenario are eager to invest for longer periods rather than in the other scenario. Also, in fully cooperative,
the OEMs benefit from faster and greater production cost reduction. In contrast, the noncooperative scenario results reveal that OEMs tend to shorter investment periods while the
investment is not paying off. Therefore, OEMs should stop investing in the development of
the supplier in shorter periods. The collaboration results show that one OEM-one supplier’s
bang-bang behavior is not present in this setting, which may be due to OEMs sharing information and receiving the feedback of the other one’s investment, which motivates them to
keep investing for longer periods even with the lower amount of investment.
The collaboration results show that OEMs invest in suppliers for a longer period in the
simultaneous scenario than in the sequential one. Since MPC assumes a certain amount of
profit, knowing that others also invest leads to higher profit expectations during this planning
stage. To clearly understand the results, we compare the global profit (the sum of two OEMs’
profits) in all scenarios. Result approves that in earlier time steps, the non-cooperative scenario performs better and reaches higher profits faster than the rest. Although, from a longer
perspective, the fully cooperative scenario best and causes OEMs’ highest profit. Therefore,
for planning longer investments, cooperative behavior leads to the highest profit. However,
for short investments, OEMs should choose the non-cooperative scenario to profit from their
investment.
To investigate the effect of OEMs’ relationship on the profit that each one of them gains
from supplier development, we compare the local profits for all scenarios for OEM1 and
OEM2 . Based on the gained results over a longer period, the fully cooperative setting for
both OEMs results in the highest profit. The speed of profit growth for OEM2 is higher than
for OEM1 in all scenarios since, according to our assumptions, two OEMs are investing in
the same supplier, and OEM1 invests more than the OEM2 . Nevertheless, OEM2 also gains
profit from a higher investment of OEM1 . As expected, the fully cooperative setting results
in higher profit for OEMs over longer periods. OEMs who invest together, share information
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and resources, and look for a shared objective from supplier development can gain higher
profit.
Results show that joint investments for longer periods pay off better. However, an advantage is generated in shorter periods of supplier development investment as both the OEM
and the supplier obtain flexibility. Investing separately in short horizons can end up in higher
profits for both OEMs. We expected to get a higher payoff for a collaboration setting than a
non-cooperative one. However, the results did not show any considerable difference in profit
of supplier development. For instance, in simultaneous investment decision-making, OEMs
tend to invest less for a longer horizon than the others since OEMs share information about
supplier investment while looking for their own goals.
Considering dynamics of the markets, how do a collaboration, cooperation, and noncooperation scenarios perform for OEMs who intend to develop the same supplier?
Our investigation results describe that assuming dynamics during the optimization results
in higher or at least close-to-equal payoff for most schemes. The full-cooperative scenario
for mobile phone use-case shows a slight decrease in revenue than the fixed market condition assumption. Generally, the results show that assuming dynamics depends on the overall
supplier development program’s planned runtime. For short programs, the static assumption
leads to higher revenues, as the optimizer assesses investments quickly at the start of the
project. Nevertheless, for more extended investment programs of longer than three years for
the automotive use-case and longer than five years for the mobile phone use-case, the consideration of dynamics continuously represents higher revenues. Conventionally, the number
of funded projects bonds to the supplier’s production costs and the product’s current market
price (willingness to pay). The optimizer tends to issue more projects unless the value highly
grows.
The fact that the full-cooperative scenario benefited the least from assuming dynamics while simultaneous schemes benefited the most depicts an interesting result. This fact,
integrated with the overall higher revenue of full-cooperative schemes, represents that the
integration of cost functions typically provides a higher potential to increase revenue in such
multi-OEM scenarios. The sequential scenario benefits positively from dynamic assumptions but still falls short in comparing the overall revenue. A sequential scenario tends to
support opportunistic behavior by the OEM, who takes the second step. This OEM is not as
dependent on the supplier as the first and often tends not to invest and rely on OEM’s investments. While this optimizes its profit locally, both OEMs generate less global revenue. The
same carries the sequential collaboration scheme, which falls short on revenue, even behind
the non-cooperative scenario.
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The results further show an extreme difference between the two picked use-cases. These
use-cases show very distinct characteristics: a monotone increase in the willingness to pay
and an incline in the supplier’s production costs for the automotive scenario corresponded
to a highly volatile willingness to pay and an increased production cost mobile phone usecase. While the automotive use-case benefits enormously from dynamics, the mobile phone
use-case makes a narrow profit. The overall significance of the dynamics can explain this difference. Even though the mobile phone use-case shows high fluctuations in the willingness
to pay, the overall significance of the changes only amounts to a fraction of the magnitude
for the automotive case (2% of the corresponding increase of the willingness to pay over the
simulation time).
We directed many additional optimizations with consistently scaled values for the willingness to pay and different predictions and sampling horizons to evaluate this theory. These
optimizations showed very similar results (approximately +/- 2%) when comparing the sum
of the total revenue. However, this is no proof of this assumption. It represents only a minor
dependence on the actual parameters applied in the experiments but a vital influence of the
underlying market dynamics.
Considering the trust among partners, how does trust affect the profitability of partnership in supplier development for the overall supply chain and each player?
Here we focus on trust in the relationship between two different OEMs who invest in the
same supplier. Based on the gained results, the proposed approach shows good behavior in
representing the effects of trust on the optimized OEMs’ investment behavior, even though
here only states some basic assumptions on how the OEMs’ decisions affect their respective
trust. It is supposed that practitioners can quickly adapt and develop these assumptions. In
general, a proper design of these rules can only be gained by analyzing the requirements,
assumptions, and perspectives of the involved companies, e.g., by arranging interviews or
implementing proper quantification techniques. Nevertheless, even the base assumptions
mentioned here show a reasonable development of trust and a proper selection of schemes.
Furthermore, the results determine that the OEMs’ tendency to either build trust or optimize
their receptive revenue highly influences the overall outcome. Assuming a balanced tendency
for the optimizer achieves the highest level of revenue, both for the individual OEMs and
globally in both use cases.

7.2

Outlook

To answer the proposed question as mentioned above, we model the profit function of supplier development investment. By implementing MPC, we aimed to maximize the OEMs’
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profit by minimizing the costs. To model the real-world problem, we set up some assumptions to make our model perform. However, these assumptions limit the market environment
to scientific experiments. These assumptions may not perform well in real-world cases. Nevertheless, to make the model work, we needed to consider these assumptions. For example,
in this study, we define market dynamics as changes in production costs. While changes in
product demand, the requirement of drastic changes in the product’s main features, or an extreme scenario need to replace the current products with new ones are also significant market
dynamics elements. Moreover, an OEM has to take such changes into account to make the
optimal decision.
Based on the study’s results, we suggest managers who would like to practice supplier
development to improve suppliers’ learning process. Since the results revealed that a high
learning rate leads to a considerable increase in profit, it can be useful to invest in better learning rates by specifically developing programs, e.g., by providing trained staff, infrastructure,
or extended training to the suppliers. We suggest managers start from the development of
suppliers learning while other parameters like prohibitive price or price elasticity are not
under OEMs’ control and are defined by the market.
Furthermore, this study revealed expecting results, like, in the fully cooperative scenario,
the two OEMs benefit from faster and more considerable production cost reduction. From the
long-term perspective, the fully cooperative scenario performs the best and causes OEMs’
highest profit. Therefore, for planning longer investments, cooperative behavior leads to the
highest gain. However, the study revealed unexpected short-term investments; OEMs should
choose the non-cooperative scenario to profit from their investment. Result approves that in
earlier time steps, the non-cooperative scenario performs better and reaches higher profits
faster than the rest.
On another side, the results show that taking the market dynamics into account depends
on the overall supplier development program’s planned runtime. For the short-term investments, the static market assumption leads to higher revenues, as the optimizer assesses investments quickly at the start of the project. Nevertheless, for more extended investment
programs of longer than three years for the automotive use-case (product with no so fastchanging market) and longer than five years for the mobile phone use-case (product with the
fast-changing market), the consideration of dynamics represents higher revenues.
Considering all dynamic elements was out of the time frame of this project, and even so,
we attempted to approach the reality as much as time allowed us. Therefore, there are still
areas that need further improvement. For this reason, future work is recommended below:
It is recommended to focus on evaluating different types and magnitudes of dynamics. This
thesis’s results show an advantage of including dynamics, but it also shows that obtaining
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suitable market dynamics models is not easy. A more detailed analysis of different dynamics
will help companies decide if it is worthwhile to establish such models.
Moreover, future works are suggested to focus on extending the presented formulation of
the optimization problem. For example, the current results show a decrease in investments
before a new product generation emerges. While this behavior is currently unintended, it is
sensible to cease investments in "old products." Such behavior can be facilitated by including
different types of supplier development projects.
As stated in the state of this thesis’s art, projects can have different aims, e.g., to provide
additional training or resources of general nature or support specific products or components.
By implementing advanced mechanics can be applied to estimate the effect of such projects.
On the one hand, it can be possible to weigh their effects differently; on the other hand, they
could reset product-specific investments on generation changes. Moreover, such differentiation could also help to gain further insights into the interaction of OEMs. Therefore, it can be
assumed that product-specific investments do not, or only marginally, benefit the other partners, while general projects will benefit both partners to a certain degree. It is suggested that
future work enrich the model by less stringent assumptions like, e.g., a linear price distribution. Future work should focus on obtaining more concrete base assumptions. Therefore, it
should investigate the literature for more information on how specific actions influence trust.
Moreover, additional collaboration schemes might be developed to allow for a broader and
more realistic range of interactions the approach can pick from.
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